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INTRODUCTION. 

Lester F* ward, in Ms Applied Sociology, often recurs 

to the statement in one form or another that the great 

problem of applied sociology is not a problem of devising 

ways and means by which more learning, more Knov/ledge, 

may be discovered, but it is primarily interested in the 

problem of devising ways and means by which that already 

Known, already achieved, may be mora perfectly disseminated* 

The truth of this statement will hardly be denied. Neither 

/ill it be denied that it constitutes one of the fundamental 

facts of educational administration. Yet, however basic 

this principle may be, it has never been the direct concern 

of educators, nor is not at this time* With them , the 

question formerly has bean, what more can we get into the 

curriculum? Latterly it has come to be, what can we taKe 

out of the curriculum? and this is a most timely question. But 

never have school men come round to the question, how 

widespread can we maKa education? This question has always 

been left to the outsider. Formerly, it became the concern 

of the religionist, as for example, the Reformers in the 

sixteenth century and again the Pietists in the early 

eighteenth century. Early in the nineteenth century, it 

became the leading problem,for the moment, of organized 

labor, which, more than any other sociological group, is 

responsible for the creation of the public common school 

as a system. 
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The social unrest of today is rinding expression , so 

far as education Is concernedp in a pressing outside demand 

that the whole scheme of secondary education be reorganized. 

That this demand is just is not questioned but readily con

ceded by the school man who is striving to bring his school 

Into vital touch with his people - striving to teach 

children, not to teach boohs - striving to Interpret the 

past for the use of the present and future* not to project 

the past unchanged into the future* 

This thesis presents no new facts along these lines. 

But it is modestly hoped that it may render a slight 

contribution because it injects more freely into the subject 

of school re~or ;animation some pronounced sociological 

principles which must be recognized* if the reorganization 

is successful and carries forward the cause of social 

justice and social freedom. 



CHAPTER 2 - AKD G ROWTH OP Ti ns BODY OP 
COHHOIT KBOWLmra. 

( A )  stages of Control In the .Formation of Educational 

Ideals. 

X* TUB B ODY OF COHHOH K NOWLEDGE - It Has seemed to some 

that waht Is now being said about common education and 

especially upon the reorganisation and correlation or the 

elementary and secondary schools, does not accord sufficient 

consideration to what is embodied in the sociological concept 

that we have ventured to call the body of common Knowledge* It 

is intended to represent, by > th e use of this phrase, all that 

is included in the experience common to the race -

race experience - together with the 9 ideals and inspirations" 

possessed by all the people. The achievements of higher learn

ing have often led to modifications of world conditions, and 

these modified conditions have, in thdir turn, led to a mod

ification of race experience, thus enlarging the body of 

common Knowledge; but at no point in history can one point out 

where Knowledge has been taKen directly from higher sources 

and incorporated in the common body. Use is the sole 

condition upon which Knowledge becomes common. This simple 

but fundamental fact is flagrantly violated by the 

educational system of today, when it attempts to add 

at least two years of worK to the common schools whioh 

contain very little that belongs to the body of common 

Knowledge, but is almost wholly composed of facts 

clearly within the realm of higher Knowledge. These 
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facts which are wholly unnatural In their forced position 

can never function over into experience, because the 

condituons in which the race finds itself do not necessitate 

their use* 

A study of the body of common taowledge indicates that 

it has passed through three stages of evolution - all of 

which have exerted and stilll exert a powerful influence upon 

its nature* These stages may be designated as follows: 

(1) The stage of preservation control, 

13) The stage of religious control, and 

(a} The stage of social control* 

a. THIS 8T ACTS Oil? DRT2ST5U7ATXOH COHTROX* - Pishe, in his Doctrine 

of Human Infancy , suggests that it was in passing through 

this stage of preservation control that wan bacame differ

entiated from the lower animals* Ha states (1) that the 

period of human infancy is much longer than that of any of 

tna lower animals, {2)) that the period grows shorter as we 

descend the scale of complexity of animal life, (3) and 

that as the period of infancy grows shorter, the offspring 

Is more and more independent at birth*. The human Infant, 

highest in the scale of biological complexity, is the most 

helpless of all creatures at birth, and requires some 

eighteen or twenty years to eojse to maturity, and must acquire 

nearly all of its education after birth* On the other hand,the 

snapping bird far down the scale is born in full possession 

of all of its nerve contacts and will snap at the first bug 

it sees as readily as at the hundredth bug. This 

fact of the human Infant being under the 
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necessity of living In constant association with its parents 

and guardians for such a great length of time, in order to 

ma&e the nerve contacts not made before births PisKe believed 

to be the primordial datura of the superiority of man over 

the lower animals* Adjusting Plaice1 s doctrine to this past 

of our subject, we may aay (1) that the body of common 

Knowledge in the case of the lowest animals in the scale of 

biological complexity is a very small bocty of Knowledge and 
Wholly 

almost Aimparted as instinct at birth , (3) that as we rise upon 

the scale, the necessary body of common Knowledge becomes 

larger and larger requiring mora and mote on the part of the 

parent to preserve the young and bring it to a state of 

maturity* This increased draft upon the parent was, no doubt, 

the necessity which became the mother of those inventions 

which first differentiated humankind from the lower animals* 

3*. TEE STAGE OP RELIGIOUS COEIEOL - But man had not long 

been a self-conscious being when he began to attribute 

consciousness to all other beings btfth animate and inanimate* 

Bid not the tree bow and nod to him? Bid not the river 

possess motion? Bid not the clouds grow angry in the sly and 

hurl their bolts upon the ground?n Thus in the course of 

a few thousand years, tie built another world about him and 

peopled it with unseen spirits who ruled the heavens and the 

earth, ana whom he clothed with the same powers, thoughts, 

feelings and actions that he himself possessed or imagined* 

These he named gods and in the course of time, he divided 
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112633 into good and bad aooorclng to the treatment ha 

received at their supposed command* He sougfcjtto propitiate 

both hinds with gifts of food or other valuables; and, in 

order that his gifts might be acceptable, he built alters 

to the gods and set apart a sanctified class of individuals 

from the common horde, who were supposed to find favor with 

them* Thus came into existence the medicine man, sacham and 

shiafx priest. The nature of the office demanded that 

they Know their people - Know human nature - and be able 

to justify the people in the high value placed upon their 

power to foresee and to speaK words of wisdom* Such necessity 

forced them to collect, preserve and transmit to their 

successors in office. Ho doubt they first employed pictures, 

which later they shortened into symbols and finally into 

an alphabet* As best we can interpret the prehistoric stage, 

the power to read and to write for many generations remained 

one of the sacred rites of the priesthood, and at this stage, 

the dawn of civilization, we find accumulating for the 

first time a bsody of facts which might truthfully be termed 

a body of higher Knowledge in contradistinction to what we 

have called the body of common Knowledge* It Is represented 

by the whole of what we have included under the head of 

PREHISTORIC on our chart.# (# see chart between pages 8 and 8) 

with the passing of time, these wonderful tools of 

learning, numbering, reading and writing, filtered down 



from the priesthood to certain classes more common. hut 

it was not until comparatively recent tines that we could 

claim that these tools had become practically universal 

in civilized nations% Especially is it true that so far as 

the common people were concerned, these to&ls were still in 

a stage of religious control until well into the nineteenth 

century. 

4* THE STAGS OF SOCIAL CONTROL - ®Great Ideas rule the world*, 

but as stated in different terms in a former paragraph, 

they have never ruled the world until they have been made 

world Ideas. #(# See Ward's Applied Sociology.) Genius dis

covers truth and gives it to the world, but sometimes 

centuries pass "before the world is ready to make use of it* 

This was true, for example, of the Christian Religion, and of 

the philosophy of the Humanists. In this modern day of print

ing, public schools, universities, news-papers and a thousand 

lesser means of quick diffusion, the great theory of evolution 

is Just beginning to shed its light upon the subject-matter 

of text-books In our schools and in the religious literature 

of the times. 

There is enough unaooialized, undifTused, unused truth 

locked up in national and state libraries and in the great 

libraries of our institutions of learning to advance civil

ization at least one hundred years beyond its present stage. 

Evidence of the approaching stage of social control 

in the diffusion of knowledge exists as far jbaakx 
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bacK as the Democracy of Athens* Again wa catjdch a glimpse of 

it in the Roman Rapublio ana onoe again in tne rise of the 

medieval universities* But not until tne Reformation do we 

find tnis potential Heritage becoming permanently Kinetic*. Its 

net results,coming"through the American and French Revolutions, 

has swept the Americas, Brance and Great Britain into the 

ranKs of democratic government and^ fastened such restrictions 

and limitations upon all civilized monarchies as to render 

man-suffrage practically universal* Political and religious 

freedom having become common Knowledge - experience - and 

man1 s material condition having radically changed as a 

result of the appiicatio i;of natural forces to matter, the 

necessity for still greater social control (liberty) 

becomes immediate^ Hence the stage of social control of 

home, school,church and government is bound to continue Its 

present well marKed progress, until there is social adjustment, 

social justice and social freedom in all of these four 

institutions* However this cannot be until there is Knowledge fey 

use in all of these four institutions, embodying the truth 

as it is embodied in higher Knowledge; and this truth widespread 

among the people* The public school is and must continue 

to be the greatest dynamic force at hand in bringing this 

about* A fine example of this point is to be found in the 

gradual redaction of the idea of the prohibition of the 

manufacture and sale of liquor to a general idea in the 

United states* Twenty years ago the idea was unpopular 

except in one or two states* The Introduction of alcoholics 
* 
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as a study In the public school lias yielded a crop of 

voters within twenty years that bids fair to mafce tne Idea 

national Inside of tne present decade* 

( B )  Contribution of Different Races and Historical 

Movements to the Body of Common K nowledge* 

5*. COJTIRIBGTXOM 0E THE ORIENTALS - The present oriental 

mass-thought is in a stale of religious control and*, therefore, 

is still in tne hands of the priesthood in one form or another* 

This was pronounced until the most recent times*. Japan dates 

its Reformation from 1856; China, from the present decade* 

(a) The. Ancient Orientals* Going baclc to the ancients, we find 

that the Orientals have not always been passivlsts in character* 

The ancient "Egyptians and the Phoenicians were exceedingly 

dynamic* The extreme theoretic religious control In the Egyptian 

Ideal caused the nation to spend itself in its colossal 

architecture and its hieroglyphic writing* What the Egyptians 

thus accomplished by the expenditure of thousands of years , 

other races with more of the utilitarian in their ideals, 

accomplished in a few centuries* Therefore, they teach dis-
# 

tinctly that an extremely one-sided cultural ideal in education 

means a slow rate of development* The Phoenicians present 

exactly the opposite* Having only a commercial ideal, sou far 

as we are able to determine, their energy spent itself in the 

construction of an alphabet which, for its efficiency, was 

ahead of the hieroglyphics a thousand years, but 

perhaps required less than half that 
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time for Its development. Beyond this alphabet the Phoenicians 

have left us nothing, eacept we learn of them the lesson 

that an eduoatlonal ideal which is extremely utilitarian, 

just as much as an educational ideal which is extremely 

cultural, cannot produce a people whose Influence as a 

nation will endure. 

CONTRIBUTIONS OP THIS AN CIENT EUROPEANS TO THE CO 1M)N 

BODY OP KNOWLEDGE - ShaxgrgeKsx (a) (Che Greeks. "Excep the 

blind forces of nature", says Henry Sumner Halne, "there 

is nothing that moves in the world today that is not Greek 

in origin.B At first thought, this statement seems overdrawn. 

Reflection however will prove that it is indeed difficult 

to name any department of Knowledge except the natural 

sciences that was not to some extent organized by the 

Greeks. They gave us the framework of our elementary 

school curriculum, much of the secondary school curriculum, 

and a large part of the subject-matter of both. W© f ind the 

world coming back to the Greek subject-matter today as we 

pass more and more from the stage of religious control 

into the stage of social control. The reason for the Greek 

influence upon everything modern in education is not far 

to seek. It is embodied in the following: 

( 1 )  Gr e e k  e d u c a t i o n  w a s  d y n a m i c .  I t  e l e v a t e d  t h e  
the individual above the mass. Por these two 
reasons, it afforded an unusually large body of 
common knowledge. 

( 3 )  It  d i d  n o t  c l o g  t h e  c o m m o n  s t r e a m  b y  b e i n g  o n e - s i d e d  
in cultural values, as did Egyptian education. The 
Greeks made the same progress in a few centuries 
that the Egyptians consumed thousands of years 
in making. 

( 3 )  A g a i n ,  G r e e k  e d u c a t i o n  d i d  n o t  a n n i h i l a t e  i t s e l f  
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in commercialism as did Phoenician education, 
hut it did support its wonderful cultural 
development by a surprisingly adequate 
commercialism, which has always ha en overshadowed 
in Greek history. 

Thus balanced the Greek ideal affords the world a 

concept the framework of which it has not yet outgrown, not 

is likely to outgrow for a long time to come. 

( b) The Romans. Rome bequeathed to the world (1) a well 

developed conception of state organization, (3) a highly 

developed body of laws, (3) and a language which served as 

a medium of learning for several hundred years. But 

utilitarian Rome with all of its accomplishments stood in 

danger of historic oblivion, at least to the extent of its 

predecessors, the Spartans and Phoenicians, had it not 

been inseparably bound up with the Church for a thousand 

years. When it had finished its utilitarian Job of building 

an empire, it began to decay for want of an ideal upon which 

to develop that empire. The Barbarians when they overran 

the empire rapidly assimilated the Christian Religion, and 

because it was so intimately associated with toman law 

and Roman organization, they assimilated these also. This 

saved Roman ideals to the world. We learn from this great . 

empire this lesson: a nation may come to its full expansion 

physically upon a utilitarian ideal, but without a body of 

common knowledge more binding, its own bigness will end in 

disintegration. 

4. CQHTRIBUTXOM OP THE CHtJRCH TO THE BODY OP COMHOH 

KNOWLEDGE - (a) Monastic ism. Monasticism was extremely non-

social. The monks were not disseminators, they were preservers. 

The direct effect of this non-sociality of the most learned 



men of the times with common p eople was to narrow 

the stream of common Knowledge. As an indication of this 

we may quote from an old decree of Charlemagne -

•During past years, we have often received 
letters from the monasteries expressed in uncouth 
language % Hence there has arisen in our minds the 
fear lest, if the skill to write was thus lacking, 
so too would the power to comprehend the sacred 
scriptures be far less than was fittings- and we all 
Know that though verbal errors be dangerous, errors of 
the understanding are yet more so. We exhort you there
fore, not to neglect the study of letters, but to apply 
yourselves thereto with perseverance- and with that 
humility which is pleasing to Cod: so that you may 
be able to penetrate with greater ease and certainty 
the mysteries of the Holy Scriptures*• 

( b) The "Empire of Charlemagne* It is easy to see from the 

above quotation that Charlemagne, like a true churchman, 

believed that education was for the sole purpose of assisting 

the church in the salvation of souls. But be the motive what 

it might, this most wonderful statesman of the middle centu

ries we led practically all of central and western Europe 

together in one government. He succeeded in establishing a 

system of education which in some respects would have done 

credit to later centuries. After his death, his empire,not 

old enough to stand without strong leadership, soon fell 

into decay. Much of the work of the great statesman was 

wasted. But a few things have endured through the centuries. 

Among them is the fact that under Charlemagne* the subject-

matter of the elementary schools really became largely common 

throughout central and western Europe. Being wholly religious, 

, it brought into existence a "Western Christendom1 .#( See Myer's 

History of Home.) Europe had arrived 
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at that point in her evolution where her people had at 

least one common ground of thought and action* Europe 

was ready to perform her first great inter-national 

co-operative enterprise, the Crusades* 

( c )  The Crusades* It is doubtful if the historian has 

placed the emphasis upon the crusades that they really 

deserve as an agent of diffusion* It is not hard to 

imagine a returned veteran of one of the early crusades 

standing on the street corner in one of the then rapidly 

growing towns of central or western Europe, surrounded 

by ah intensely interested audience to whom he is relating 

the wonders of the Bast. In this day of 8enlightenment", the 

traveler on the Chautauqua platform can still draw a 

much larger crowd than the philosopher inx/cpQstx • scientist 

or poet. The crusades brought self-consciousness to Europe* 

She learned of the civilization of the East - of the solenoe 
the 

of the Saracens and the culture of.Byzantines: and she 

stirred within at the consciousness of what she might become* 

The direct result was (1) the growth of foreign tr&fepac trade 

and intercourse, (3) the springing up of towns and cities, 

(3) and the rise of the universities. All this was largely 

facilitated by the enlargement of the common man18 concept 

of the world - the enlargement of possibilities* 
corvsic\erfl,ivo*us 

Briefly summarizing, we may say tUat theA for our 

subject contributed by the long rule of the Roman Church over 

educational affairs aye as folpws: 

( 1 )  Th e  R o m a n  C h u r c h  a t  no  t i m e  i n  i t s  h i s to r y  t h o u g h t  
to increase the body of common Knowledge beyond the 
Christian idea of the salvation of the soul* 
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( z )  Ch a r l e m a g n e ,  i n  a t t e m p t i n g  t o  ac c o m p l i s h  t h i s ,  
created the "Western Christendom", a common ground 
on which "Europe was a die to act co-operatively/ 
and by virtue of which action, she became 
self-conscious. 

6. THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE RENAISSANCE A ND THE REFORMATION 

TO THE COMMON B ODY OF KNOWLEDGE - ( a) The Achievements 

of Soienoe. From the beginning of the sixteenth century 

to the close of the seventeenth, there was given to the 

world more works of genius than in the entire period of 

civilization preceding. This period of two hundred years was 

ushered in by the construction of a successful printing 

press, the use of gun-powder, the use of the compass and the 

discovery of the New world. All of these were most powerful 

agents in the diffusion of knowledge. During this two 

hundred years, lived the scientists, Capemlcus, Galileo, 

Kepler, Harvey and Newton - each of whom gave higher learning 

an idea which in some form or other has become a world-idea. 

( b) The Protestants. In the first quarter century of this 

two hundred years, came Luther and the Reformation. It was in 

1534 that Luther wrote to the German cities pleading for free 

schools for the common people, and ten years later, he 

published the first translation of the bible ever made public 

property. The very spirit of the Protestant movement was the 

democratization of learning. With it was bom the first 

general idea of the free school, a considerable sprinkling of 

which made th9ir appearance in Europe and in the American 

Colonies in the seventeenth century,known as the "Dame 

Schools.® This name announces the appearance of the 

greatest movement yet made in the civilized world towards the 
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diffusion or kHrocfcadgexx common Knowledge - the appearance 

or the woman teaoner. In brief, the Protestant movement 

gave the world as by-products, the following -

( 1 )  Th e  g e n e r a l  i d e a  t h a t  e d u c a t i o n  i s  a  r e l i g i o u s  r i g h t  
(not yeT social"right) of every individual? 

( 3 )  T h e  g e n e r a l  i d e a  t h a t  e d u c a t i o n  o u g h t  t o  b e  f r e e  
(not public). 

( a )  Th e  g eneral quatorn of placing common education 
in the hands1 of women. 

Id) "Che Knowing Age.11 The long period of war in Germany, 

Prance and "England rtasHitxdxinx resulting from the struggle 

for supremacy between Catholic and Protestant liad a profound 

effect upon the political, economic and educational thought 

of isurope. But the chief sources of the thought which 

these wars disseminated were the "Innovators", a group of 

philosophers whose writings form a part of the remarkable 

literary accomplishments of the two-hundred year period* Bacon 

wrote his Novum Organnum and Bryden and Pope brought out 

poetry which for all time since has stood for models 

of art, if not the best of poetry. The level stretch of 

Holland with its beautifully laid out gardens was preferred 

by the teasl&x traveling public to the wild scenery of 

Switzerland. The trees were made to grow like cones and spheres 

Children were dressed like grcn-ups• It was during these years 

that Paine wrote hln Age of Heason and Locke called it the 

"Knowing Age.« 

( e )  The Reaction. The reaction against kk&sx the 

extremes recorded in the above paragraph coining with peace 

at the close of the Protestant-Catholic wars, developed two 
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well defined movement. (1) There sprang up a philosophy 

Known as "Naturalism" embodied in the writings of Rousseau 

but drawing its inspiration from Oomenlus and LocKe.. It 

demanded & r eturn to nature's laws in education and also 

proclaimed the dignity of labor* This idea became popularized 

in France both politically and educationally, and later it 

became the central idea around which the philosophy leading to 

the American and French Revolutions crystallized. (3) The 

Pietists were the result of a different angle of reaction 

to the extremes of the "Knowing Age", working mainly along 

religious lines. It found expression in the creation of 

charity schools for the poor, a movement which spread over 

Germany, France, England and the American Colonies• But the 

general idea that common school education should be 

maintained by public taxation was yet a century in the future. 

A summary of the contributions of the Rennaissanoe and 

the Reformation to the common body of Knowledge may be 

expressed in the following -

( 1 )  Th e  a c h i e v e m e n t s  o f  s c i e n c e  i n  t h e  t w o  h u n d r e d  
from the opening of the fifteenth century to the 
close of the seventeenth, began in time to after 
the conditions of human living, and thus of course 
to modify the stream of common Knowledge. 

( 3 )  Th e  e x t r e m e  m a t e r i a l i s m  c o m i n g  w i t h  t h e  l o n g  w a r s  
between Catholics and Protestants and exceedingly 
heightened by the philosophy of the "Innovators*, 
porduced two lines of re-action -

a. The first (the Naturalists) forma -the 
ultimate political freedom. 

b. The second (the Pietists) expressed a 
revival of the Reformation, a second step 
towards religious freedom, and an 
achievement In the Interests of the common 
body of Knowledge no?/ more than half 
accomplished. 



6*. THE GOUTHIBUTIOH OF B2H0CRA0Y T O THE B ODY O P COMHOET 

KNOWLEDGE* (a) The American and French Eet^ol-iHons* The 

writings or Rousseau, the father of the Hatimalists, made a 

profound Impression in Branca where formalism had run to 

absurd extreme3. # ( # 'In 1861 an armed conflict took place 
on Tower Hill, London, between the retinues of the French and 
Spanish Ambassadors, on account of the attempt of eaoh to 
follow next to the King in the procession formed for the 
solemn entry of the representatives of Sweden* in the course 
of the struggle, a Spaniard hamstrung the horses of the 
coach of the Branch ambassador and thus enabled the Spanish 
coach to take the coveted place; but reparation was after
wards obtained by Louis XIV, who threatened war should it 
be refused*1 - La?rrence8s Principles of International Law* ) 

To be sure Rousseau was not the originator of much that he 

wrote, for the same things had been said by Comenlus and 

Locke a half century before* But the world was ready for 

this sort of thing when Rousseau wrote and it had not been 

ready before* The ideas which he expressed were now in the 

minds of the people by virtue of the changed conditions of 

common life* The deraoeratlc wave which had burst over Europe 

with the awakening of the twelfth century when the medieval 

universities were born out of the travail of the crusades, 

which had returned again with the Reformation, was return

ing yet again bearing upon its crest the American and French 

Revolutions* The n*t results were the American and French 

Republics and the extremely liberal Jlonarchy of Great Britain. 

(b) Education and Freedom* The concept that universal 

education is inseparable from political freedom struggled 

into existence to taKe its place beside the already 

acknowledged fact that aduaa universal education la neces

sary to religious freedom* John Adams said, 'Liberty at all 
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Hazards must be supported ... and liberty cannot be preserved 

without general knowledge among the people• The preservation 

of the means of knowledge among the lowest ranks is of more 

importance to the public than all the property of all the 

rich men in the country.1 Adazus wanted to nuke general 

instructions in •useful knowledge1, in cor hi duties, cit

izenship, Christianity, duties as members of society, and 

duties as free men. All this, he argued, should be taught 

•in a manner that never yet has bean practiced in any 

nation or age1 and maintained at public expense. 

Jefferson maintained that to render the principles of 

democracy safe, the minds of the people •must be improved 

to a certain degree1, and to this Madison added, •It is but 

a prologue to a farce or a tragedy1 to institute popular 

government without popular information or the means of ac

quiring it. There ideas were but the reflection of what men 

were saying in Francs and in England and in a slightly dif

ferent form in Germany. 

( c )  State schools in America, we have seen that the idea of 

free education became common in Germary, France, England and 

America in the beginning of the eighteenth century. (1) But 

the idea of making common education a public obligation was 

still far from realization. The socialized concept of religious 

right to education had come as a necessary consequence of the 

doctrine of individual responsibility for conduct, as set 

up by Protestants. It was this that made the Puritans 
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build a school Souse beside the church wherever they 

settled in How E ngland* (a) The socialized concept of 

political right to education had come a- a necessary con-

sequence to the doctrine of individual responsibility to 

government as set up in the expression, "all men are born 

free and equal" • It was this doctrine that led to the 

ex-rsssion of Adams, Jefferson and others as recorded in the 

previous paragraph* 

U) The Organization of American Labor* It was formerly stated 

that the application of natural forces to matter resulted in 

the material alteration of the condition of the common people, 

thus bringing about a material change in the common body of 

Knowledge, this manifested itself very materially in the 
OM/ 

tendency of labor to become/Vorganized, self-conscious body. 

It may be said that labor has been more or less organized 

for several centuries, but such organization was merely local, 

and always a reaction against a local condition* Aibout the 

beginning of the nineteenth century,#(# see Carlton's 

History and Problems of Organized Labor*) (1) the idea of 

political liberty following In the trail of religious 

liberty had become a general idea, (3) the laboring man had 

become class conscious as capital had centralised and the 

factories began to multiply. The coming together of these 

two Ideas in the common stream brought about the organiza

tion of labor and its first national efforts to function as 

a social group* This was a social achievement ranging with 

that of the appearance of women as teachers in the Daws schools 

One of the first products of this movement was universal 

man suffrage, followed immediately 
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by the establishment of a system of public schools. 

Id) Achievements of llogem science. As stated more than once 

in previous paragraphs, the achievements of genius sooner or 

later affect the great stream of common Knowledge by first 

effecting a change in the conditions in which the common 

people live* When m note the contributions of science in the 

nineteenth century in this respect, the fact at once 

becomes striKing that it has contributed more to the body of 

common Knowledge than all of the previous centuries put 

together* Mr. Richard T. Ely, in his text on Outlines of 

Economics, gives the following remarKable itemization from 

Alfred Wallacet# 
t#Pootnote - Wallace, The Wonderful 

century, pp 154-155.) 

Achievement of the Achievement of All of the 
nineteenth Century. Preceding Centuries. 

1. Railways. 1. Mariner's Compass. 
2. Steamships. 2* Steam engine. 
3. Electric telegraph. 3. Telescope. 
4. Telephone. 4. Barometer and thermometer. 
5. Lucifer matches• 5. Printing. 
6. Ga3 illumination. 8. Arabic numerals. 
7. Electric lighting. 7. Alphabetic writing. 
8. Photography.. 8. Modern chemistry founded. 
9. Phonograph. 9. Electric science founded. 
10.. Rontgen rays. 10. Kepler's laws. 
11. spectrum analysis. 11. Gravitation established. 
12. Anesthetics. 13. The differential calculus 
13.. Antiseptic surgery. 13. Circulation of the blood. 
14. Conservation of energy® 14. Ligh proved to have 

finite velocity. 
15. (VtoiecuAaAr iVtwij ot is. Development of geometry. 
18. Velocity of light directly 16. 

measured and the. Earth's 
rotations experimentally 
shown. 

17. The uses of dust. 
18. Chemistry becomes a definite science. Definite proportions. 
19. Meteors and the meteoric theory. 
20. The Glacial Epoch. 
21. The antiquity of manx man established. 
22. Organic evolution established. 
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33* Cell theory established. 
34* Germ theory or disease. 

To this interesting list way be added by way of 

bringing it down to^date, the successful navigation of the 
%X\JLs 

air, the submarine, ..and the discovery of both the Earth's 

poles. 

The contributions of democracy to the common body of 

'Knowledge may be summarised as follows: 

( 1 )  T h e  f u l l  f r u i t i o n  o f  r e l i g i o u s  l i b e r t y ,  n o w  
practically universal so far as civilised states 
are concerned. 

( 3 )  P o l i t i c a l  l i b e r t y  a  wo f c l d  i d e a .  T h e  d i s a p p e a r a n c e  o f  
the last absolute monarchy from civilisation and 
the establishment of almost universal man suffrage 
and the beginning of woman suffrage. 

( 3 )  S o c i a l  l i b e r t y ,  a  c l a s s  id e a  n o t  y e t  wo r l d  w i d e ,  
but struggling in the r&nKo of organised labor and 
promulgated as Adams, Jefferson and others had 
promulgated political freedom, by the leading 
sociologists, economists and statesmen of the 
present day. 

?. SUMMARY* The common stream of Knowledge his passed through 

two stages of control, respectively, the stage of preservation 

control and the stage of religious control. It is now emerging 

from the stags of religious control and is passing into a 

stage of social control.. Any race is what 1% is by virtue of 

its common body of Knowledge, race ideals, race experience, 

race aims. The races of the past have stood or fallen on this 

fact, and because of this^offer a lesson to the races of the 

present.- It seems that the goal towards which man as a race 
common people) is struggling is universal freedom, physical and 

spiritual. In striving tov/ards this goal, the race has already 
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conceited and attained its religious liberty (not freedom) 

partially attained Its political liberty (not freedom) and is 

developing a well defined and vigorous concept of social 

liberty. Religious, political and social freedora( not liberty) 

will bo world id^as &£r in the future. 

CHAPTER II - ROTSLOPiJraiTT OP HIGHER LTSARHIHO.. 

( A )  I n f l u e n c e s  w i t h i n  t h e  A n c i e n t  a n d  M e d i e v a l  E d u c a t i o n a l  
mm—tmmmmmm nimr rrri T t rtntm mm nm >• r • nrrm' m mmtm I»>I iitn wr aum m nn mtmm • > *—•<*•—i im—EiUi a a mm n. IIUJ 

Systems Tending to the Formation of a Body of 

Higher Learning. 

11% THE AJTCXTSTT tJTTITERSlTXEO - Excepting the contributions 

of modem science, there has been little added to the 

curriculum of education since the days of the ancient 

Greeks. Socrates, the moralist; Plato, the Idealist; and 

Aristotle, the scientist originated much of the content. 

To the work of these masters was added during the last four 

pre-Christian centuries, the elaborations of a long and illus

trious line of philosopher*, mathematicians, historians, 

geographers and physicists. Each of these gathered about him 

a body of followers, and thus in the course of time developed 

the various schools of Greek philosophy, medicine, art, etc. 

These schools culminated In the Universities of Athens and 

Alexandria, and these two schools dominated educational 

thought until as late as the fifth century. They sank into 

oblivion in a mass of abstractions and .in their place, appeared 

the schools of the Church. 

13% CHUBGH COHTROL - (a) The Hordes.- These were a product 

of the Christian 
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faith resulting from a misinterpretation of certain 

sayings of Jesus and His Apostles. The shortest explanation 

of their existence is that they hoped to gain eternal 

salvation by the purity of the soul in this world and they 

hoped to gain that purity by shutting themselves away from 

a contaminating world. They had built their monasteries 

as far west as Ireland by the close of the sixth century. One of 

the comer stones of their early faith was toll. Among other 

duties, they maintained in every monastery a library and 

scriptorium with a staff of scribes who took the place and 

served the purpose of our modern printing press. In these 

libraries, they collected copies of the works of the Orientals and 

Creeks, and to tha^e they added the manuscripts of current 

writers. The Oriental and Greek works were translated and 

all were transcribed many times over. Though in most instances 

the translations vzere poor and entailed great loss to the 

original3, yet it was the only means - and on the whole a 

marvelous one - by which the body of higher learning escaped 

oblivion through the early middle ages® 

Another duty of the monks was to educate such of their 

members as wished to become translators and scribes, and in the 
Ire 

course of time these schools came to^ used by such of the laymen 

as desired to become scholars. Host of the noted scholars of 

the middle centuries were educated in the monasteries. Monastic 

influences upon the erection of the body of higher learning may 

be Itemized as fclows: 

( 1 )  Th e  m o n k s  p r e s e r v e d  m a n y  o f  t h e  w o r k s  o f  t h e  O rientals. 
the Greeks and the early Romans, and also mtuiy current 
works of churchmen. 
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(.3 Y They translated, and transcribed and thus In a limited 
way accomplished what we today accomplish with tha 
printing press* 

( 3 )  Th e y  c a m e  t o  r e p r e s e n t  i n  s o m e  s o r t  w h a t e v e r  h i g h e r  
learning existed from the fifth to the twelfth century 
and furnished Europe during that time ab out every 
scholar that these centuries produced* 

( b) Education Revived fry Charlemagne* V/e recur to the work 

of Charlemagne ( see paragraph 4, page 11) -who undertook • 

as one of his national policies the reorganization of the 

system of education*, in order to carry this work forward, 

he appointed what we would today call a commissioner of 

education. With this commissioner he revived the. old 

cathedral schools which had almost disappeared when the 

Barbarians had overrun the country* These he divided into 

three.classes Known as the primary or local schools, the 

secondary or cathedral schools and the higher schools* This 

was the first appearance of a third and higher division than 

the old Greek trlvlum and quadrivium* The course of the 

qua&riviura consisted of arithmetic* geometry* astronomy and 

dialectic* The course in arithmetic was very meager a3 

may be well understood when we consider that the arcor.ix 

Arabic numerals had not yet been adopted fry tha 'Europeans* 

The course in geometry included much that we now teach in 

geography* The course in astronomy .consisted of a Tow 

facts well Known to the ancient3 to which had been added 

a mass of mere supposition. The Latin language was studied 

as an immediate necessity to clerical work; thus Latin carae 

into the course as an industrial subject. A few higher 

institutions of learning existed in the empire, one of which seem 

to have been the Palace school • The reorganized school 
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cf Charlemagne contributed these decisive advantages to the growth ! 

of a higher body of learning -

( 1 )  A  c o u r s e  o f  s t u d y  d e f i n i t e l y  o r g a n i z e d .  T h i s  c o u r s e  
showed that an accumulation of facts tending to form 
into a third division above the trivlum and quacirlvlura 
now existed, though it was somewhat vague and 
indefinite in its particular organization. 

i 
(Z() The old cathedral school once revived n *ver again sank 

to its Torinor oblivion, and because of the fact that 
the cathedrals were located in the towns - not in the 
country as were the monasteries - those schools 
served as a rTu^rfeurx nucleus around which the 
medieval universities grew. 

( c )  Th e  struggle between Faith and Reason. Before the ex1stance of 

the telescope and microscope, when men did not yet know of the 

eternal roll of the spheres, nor yet had read the secrets of 

the life cell and the atom, when the beautiful story of evolution 

had not yet revealed that the world is a ilxxiUosH fit place for 

progress and that God may be read m His handiwork as well as in 

His holy bible - when the path of education was logical, not 

biological # - the humanist was at a disadvantage in his argument 

with the dogmatist because there was very little more in nature 

or science that he could explain than there v;as in the 

blind exactions of faith that the dogmatist could expldin. Thus 

equally matched, the struggle went on from century to century. 

Out of this struggle came a long line of orators and writer's. 

After the last of the Barbarian invasions was accomplished and 

the people settled dovm to the pursuits of peace, these debates 

began to attract great crowds and to awaken interest in tiisx 



philosophical and theological subjects. It io to these 

debates, prominent in the tenth century, that we can traco 

the evidence of an awakening interest in learning* Monroe makes 

the following statement in his History of Education. 

* These disputes were continued for a century 
or more in various Places, especially in Prance, and 
iy various school wen of minor. Importance. The number 
of persons attracted by these disputations was so 
great that a chronicle states in regard to some 
•that if thou shouldest walk about the public places 
of the city and behold the throngs of the disputants, 
thou wouldest say that the citizens had left off their 
labors and given themselves over entirely to 
philosophy.'' 

C d) The Jtext-bpok v/rIters. The text-booh writers from the 

fifth to the twelfth century did much towards introducing the 

higher works of Aristotle and also towards organizing the 

accumulated knowledge in law, medicine and theology, in this way, 

they were instrumental in crystallizing the demand for these 
cm& 

departments of higher learning. Capella, Boethlus,A Cassiodorus 

among others contributed texts on liberal arts from the fifth 

to the tenth century. Irnerius I 1067-1133) wrote a text on 

civil law. Up to this time, the common law had existed only 

in disconnected idiots, except the Justinian Code, which was 

then several centuries old and which did not include a large 

body of law that had come into existence since the days of 

Justinian. The effect of the text of Xmarlun was to 

stimulate the study of law and to erect It into a distinct 

body of learning, whereas it had always been a part of the 

liberal arts. Gratian (1153) following the lead of Irnerius 

broght the canon law into a systematic text, which, as in the 
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case of tlie civil law, caused the separation of that subject 

Into a special department ana the establishment of a 

superior faculty of theology. 

9t a fgs£5^sgss^5^sas^ 
Body of Higher Learning* 

13. 0HIGI2T OF THIS M TSDITSVAX* UU IViSRSXTIES - AS in the case Of 

all educational awakenings» so in the case of the rise of the 

medieval universities, the chief influences leading thereto 

came from outside the system of education rather than from 

within. This has always been true of the progress of education. 

( a )  Th e  T e u t o n s  A b s o r b e d  R o m a n  Law and Religion. The 
* mrnmmm m m + wmmmmrn ..»*.«rnmrnmrrn*»I—H«•»mm**•»»•**»'>••• mmm m mmrnm 

Teutons had fully completed the invasion of ttaS^pc Southern 

Europe by the close of the tenth century. A period of com

parative peace set in, lasting more than a century. There 

were local wars but they did not bring in their wake a shifting 

of population and an Inpouring of serai-civilized tribes. The 

schools which had been re-established under Charlemagne began 

to flourish with the new advantage of a common educational and 

religious ideal. The Teutons had become civilized, and civ

ilization had become Teutonized. With the peace of the tenth 

century Europe was allowed to turn its attention to the 

products of peace - religion, education and commerce, within 

a generation we find the great awakening in religious zeal 

whose momentum produced the crusades» soon after we see the 

cathedral schools developing into studia general© - schools 

with students from all walks of life and from every nation

ality. 
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Known as studla generale. 

The influences which produced the feudal system - weak 

government and invading enemies - tended also to bring into 

existence a great number of towns• Those who refused to 

gather under the protection of some baron collected on the 

peaceful territory of the Church from whom a charter of 

privileges and immunities was obtained- These charters 

became the basis not only of free government in the towns but 

they also becams the object of much legal disputing between 

overlords and the townsmen of later date, thus creating a 

widespread demand for a Knowledge of both civil and canon law. 

The King in his efforts to make he dway against the barons 

always favored the tovms because they were the natural 
otKc-r 

enemies of the barons and^overlords. This accelerated their 

growth by the addition of benefits and privileges qhito 

attractive to the unsettled and shifting population of the 

times. 

with the return of peace in the tenth century, the 

internal growth of Europe manifested itself also in the growth 

of the Mediterranean seaports. By the end of the' eleventh 
% 

century both Venice and Genoa had a well defined foreign 

trade and well marked out inland routes by which their 

imports were distributed through internal Europe. Educational 

activity had been quickened in southern Italy by contact with the 

Saracens, at tnis time at the aenith of their power and learning. 
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The Saracens, unhampered by a religious system that blocked 

scientific progress, had made considerable headway in the 

study of medicine. Beyond question this fact trst was the 

leading influence in the origin and growth of the first 

medical school in Europe, that of Salerno in southern Italy. 

Of the 400,000 souls who had taken part in the first 

crusade a quarter of a million bagan to return by the close 

of the eleventh century, and there must have been a constant 

stream of home comers for years. These men filled all 

Europe with accounts of the superior civilization of the 

East and thus aroused her to her possibilities. History 

records that during the twelfth century the studla generale 

were filled with thousands. (1) The crusades brou<ght to 

Europe all those advantages which foreign travel besto?;s upon 

education. This is not meant so much in the sense of education 

to the trx!r*ll« ex traveler as it means education bjr the 

traveler. {2) The crusades went far towards leveling class 

distinctions - a decided necessity in the development of the 

university. (3) Finally the co-operation of the nations in 

the crusades, resulting in a freer movement from nation 

to nation, paved the way for the assembling In the great 
i 

schools of oalerno, Bologna and Paris of men from all nationalities.; 

( b) Summary. The higher learning of the Greeks became 
i 

gradually disseminated SteEEinsfcxtha among the scholars of i 

western Europe and In the course of time became Imparted to 

a wider range of men as in the great debates. The proximity of 

the Saracens forced upon the consciousness of the Italians 

and French the commercial and industrial value of a j 

knowledge of medicine as a profession* whereas - v. ; 
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tney had looked upon it as one or the -benignities of the 

church* Towns came to exist as a result of feudalism ana 

obtained rights of self-government by charter* Tills 

eventually led not only to a conception of general self-

government but to a widespread demand for both civil and 

canon law* This brought about the construction of a civil 

law text and also a canon law text leading to special 

faculties of law and of theology* Thus there was well 

defined in the twelfth century a considerable body of higher 

learning in the liberal arts, a distinct specialization in 

medicine, in law and in theology* A curriculum of higher 

learning had been worked out,to some extent by influences 

within the educational system, but mainly by outsidei conditions» 

namely, the assimilation by the Teutons of Rowan government 

and law, the Christian religion, the springing up of towns, 

foreign commerce, the crasades and the proximity of the 

Saracens* 

11* FORMATION OP THE U1TXVERSITXES - la) Specialization* 

It was recorded in a previous paragraph that during the 

twelfth century the schools of Europe became crowded with 

many pupils from all of the various nations* We have also 

noted the causes of this awakening* In certain parts of the 

country, owing to local influences, certain causes operated 

more powerfully than other causes thus resulting in 

specialization* This had a marked effect in distinguishing 

those schools in which it occurred. It caused these schools 
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to outstrip all others in numbers. For example, students 

came from all over "Surope to Salerno to study medioine . 

because that school had developed along that particular 

line. In 1 ilea manner, men from England, Prance and Germany 

floclced to Bologna to study law, but not until the Lombards 

had specialized this school ;ind made it famous for Its 

courses in law. The same is true for the school at Paris. 

It swelled its attendance to more than ten thousand whan 

it developed from a cathedral school into a school of 

liberal arts and theology. 

( b) Royal Payors• By the end of the twelfth century, the Kings 

were attempting to regain the political power of which they 

had been robbed by the barons in the rise of the feudal 

system. There was also a conflict between the spiritual 

power of the pope and the temporal power of the King. This 

created a three cornered contest between the local baron or 

principality, the King and the pope. Each of these three - *•-> 

powers sought to strengthen itself by favoring the rising 

cities and also the big schools some of which had thousands 

of students. Thus both city and school obtained privilege 

and liberties which under differing conditions would 

probably never have been allowed, such privilege tended to 

the erection of these favored schools Into a distinct class 

differing from other schools In that they were somewiiat 

self-governing liKe a city, departmentalized HKe the 

industries of a city, and offering worK that might be 
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accomplished very much • in the same manner as the 

tradesman learned his trade In the city, that is, by 

serving his time as axjtturneymatrc apprentice, a Journeyman 

and finally as a master workmen# Out of all thin came the 

several degrees and the length of time necessary to spend 

in obtaining each und in each of the divisions thus created 

accumulated,as the years went £y,tha several bodies of facts 

which now comprise a university curriculum# 

13. DKVSLOK«TT OP U1TIVSRSIT1E8 - As early as 1310, we find some 

larger schools recognized ,y either the king or the pope, 

or cry both,as corporations. They contained a spirit of 

democracy which they had received from their chief source 

of creation, the crusades. But the fact that all learning had 

to be disseminated within the university by lecture and 

dictation from manuscripts, led in the course of time to 

undue respect for ancient authority, the lack of individual 

thought, servile copying, and finally to emphasis upon form 

instead of fact. Scholasticism was the result and the 

steady decline in the independent spirit in which the 

university was born. 

Finally, out of the passivity of scholasticism, the 

University was able to rise Into the more active stage of 

humanism that came as a product of the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries. But it was not yet able to recover 

its spirit of independent thought and independent 

investigation. Prom subordination to the thought of the Church 
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it merely changed to subordination to the thought of 

Aristotle, Plato and Socrates* The university had not yet 

become a leader - it was content to follow* It enjoyed the 

distinction of being a center of learning but not free learning. 

The spirit of independence,so characteristic of the modern 

university and so fruitful of scientific truth and progress, did 

not arise until well into the eighteenth century* 

summary* 

( 1 )  Th e  u n i v e r s i t y  w a s  n o t  c o n c e i v e d  by the thought 
of one generation of men* Movements took place 
which delayed its coming* Other movements traiiBpird 
which hastened it* Like the English and the American 
constitutions, It is the product of centuries 
of Influences, sometimes slowly but always surely 
orystallizing* It we should attempt to name in a 
few short phrases those influences our list would 
be as follows: Greek scholarship, Roman law, 
Teutonic energy * and christian religion* "The 
university was not made, it grew*®1 

( 3 )  T h e  m e d i e v a l  u n i v e r s i t y  g a v e  u s  ( 1 )  t h e  form of our 
modern curriculum of higher learning, (3)" THe path of 
progress by which we pass from low mitKtn.KX to high 
estates in learning and (3) a wealth of useful 
traditions surrounding these estates* 

( 3 )  Th e  f i r s t  u ni v e r s i t i e s  r e c o g n i z e d  t h e  p o o r  a s  w e l l  a s  
the rich and gave no preference to nobility. In this, 
It bequeathed to modern education a *republic of 
letters" which has exerted a powerful Influences 
in the emancipation of man and the overthrow of the 
"divine rights of kings*" It was in this soil 
that the seeds of the Rennaissance were able to take 
root and grow* In the cosmopolitan multitudes of the 
medieval universities modern democracy saw and 
seized its opportunity*. 

( 4 )  Wi t h  t h e  r e t u r n i n g  d a w n  a f t e r  t h e  s o c a l l e d  d a r k  a g e s ,  
the university was the first fruits of the victory 
of awakening brotherhood over brutehood, and though 
that victory has often since been turned into defeat, 
the young giant has not ceased to grow; and we may 
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venture the assertion, notwithstanding the 
over hanging clouds of war and destruction at this 
time, that not another century will pass before 
the idea of brotherhood may be truly classed as a 
world idea# 

( 5 )  Th e  y o u t h f u l  u n i v e r s i t y  s a n K  i n t o  t h e  n e r v e l e s s  
apathy of scholasticism, from which it rose into 
the adolescent energy of humanism but still remained 
a thing of subordination, dependence, truedlent 
to authority. But the eighteenth century saw it 
advancing to the full vigor of young manhood, self-
reliant, independent, investigative, assertive. Since 
then, it has been Iry far the most fruitful soucoe 
of world progress along all lines of both science 
and philosophy. __ 

CHAPTER III - SOURCES OP THE PRESENT UNSETTLED CONDITION 
OP SECONDART ED UCATION. 

( A )  The Body of Common K nowledge has grown by Emanations 

from the Body of Higher Learning, but the Common 
'th&s-c erti&MDL-tion.? ^ c.ve. 

School through whichbeen Disseminated, 

has bean Built from the Bottom Up. 

18* OVERLAPPING - we have shown how the body of common Knowl

edge grew out of the experience of all - race experience. 

We have shown how it has been added to, at different times, 

by new conditions which have forced new race experience. The 

order of acquisition of a world idea is, therefore, use first, 

then understanding - the same order that we use to teach a 

child - that which is implied in saying*w@ learn to do by doing.* 
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The reverse order is true in the acquisition of an idea 
\\ 

in the realm of higher learning - understanding first, 

then use. The tendency to disregard this fundamental fact 

in our efforts to forward the growth of the body of coiamon, 
f • i •• r\ 

knowledge, has led us into the present difficulties that we 

are confronting in the mal-adjusted public school^ with its 

vuG'olmwa! problems of elimination and retardation* 

The votaries of common learning within the last half \ 

century have, with their much doctoring, deepened the channel 

in which the common stream is wont to flow and have poured 

therein a flood of learning vmich is not common learning at 

all* They should have spent their effort in widening the 

stream Instead of deepening it* national success does not 

depend upon a deeply informed body of common people, but 

a widely informed body - not upon the depth of the body of 

common Knowledge, but upon its width* 

Let us sum up these statements into two principles -

(1Q The stream of common Knowledge has been clogged 
by having thrown into it much that by nature 

• belongs in the stream of higher learning; and 
which by nature and the shallowness of the 
common stream, does not flow readily* Perhaps 
40$ of the text-book matter in our common schools 
belongs properly to the stream of higher learning* 
(See paragraph , page ) 

( Z )  Be c a u s e  w e  h a v e  b e e n  m u c h  o c c u p i e d  i n  de e p e n i n g  t h e  
channel, we have been less occupied in widening it* 
We have been too busily engaged in trying to 
build on more and yet more at the top of the common 
body of facts, when we should have been occupied 
in extending its width. v " 

Think of the money spent in the United States in the last 

fifty years in the fruitless effort to teach all of our 
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children the bauties and utilities of cube root, pattlal 

payments, Impossible fractions, tlie nice destinations of 

the direct object and the indirect object, the analysis of 

the Bland-Allison Act, # This act is recorded and 

analyzed in the state adopted history for the seventh and 

eighth grade*) and so on*. Think of the good that could have 

been accomplished with this money In widening the subject-

matter of the common schools to include those things that 

really maue up race experience, and the raastexy of which 

enable one to function successfully as a mom bar of the race, 

ba ha ditch digger or bank cashier* 

17* TFRS COIMSB BBUAITDSD BY M mmtmx mm OF C OHHOH 
raowLlDQB - What than, would exactly lndlude this body of 

knowledge, Its proper extent and content? This, of course, 

Is a hard question to answer, but it would not have been 

hard at this time, If men had gone about It rightly years 

ago, instead of during the present time* our fathers,VK£ 
and many of our brothers like them, built upon theories -

theories too, that usually explode when exposed to the light 

cf scientific truth* 

If we may venture to lay down the general torznn of a 

Esnrss curriculum which facts -not theories- warrant, -

a curriculum which may ba said to cover the body of common 

knowledge as humankind gets It by experience and no more* we 

would give the following: 

I. THE T OOLS O F L EARITIKG* 
©rawing, 
Kga&tegpc Music, 
Heading, 
writing, 
Fundamental processes of arithmetic as applied 

to whole numbers, simple fractions, denominate 
numbers in use* 



XI. THE APP LICATION (TJBE) OP THE TOOLS OP LEARNING. 

Their application to tne complete width of Human 
acquisition covering geography, History, literature 
and science, Hut going only as far into the depths of 
eacn of these subjects as the criterion of race 
experience will allow. Por example, in order to 
determine what and how much geography should He taught 
in the elementary school, we must answer the question?, 
how much geography should everybody Know? To this, 
how much should one add concerning his own country 
and his own locality? It is -possible to raaKe a partial 
answer to each of these questions scientifically; and 
with more scientific research along that line, we shall 
soon be able to answer all such questions intelligently. 

III. THE ACQUISITION BY THE PR00E8SES OP PLAY, DRILL,. 
DRAMA A ND OTHERWISE, OP THE POLLOWING• 

( 1 )  M O R A L  H A B I T S .  (  B y  U s e )  

Gentility 
Truthfulness 
Aocuracy 
Cleanness 
square dealing 
Justice 
Altruism 
suppressing impulses 

to tattle, 
to get angiy, 
to be boisterous. 

( 3 )  P H Y S I C A L  H A B I T S .  ( B y  u s e )  

Cleanliness 

body, 
mouth, 
hands. 

\ 

Regularity 
Exercise 
Breathing i 
Eating 
Politeness 

( 3 )  T H I N K I N G  H A B I T S .  ( B y  U S 0 )  
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THlOTCffG HABITS. (Acquired by use) 

Perhpps we may mre fully express what we Intend 
to convey If we use the following Inventions -

Oo-at-it-ive-ness, 
stay-with-it-ive-nees , 
ThinK-through-it-iva-nasa, 
Apply*-it-ive-ness. 

IV* THE ACQUISITION" through the application of the tools 
of learning to the subject-matter indicated in II, and 
also through the processes named in IIJ,of sucn of 
the •ideas, ideals and inspirations® of democracy 
as we can accurately claim to toe world ideas use. 
or such as the changed condition of the common people 
may he forcing into world ideas. 

For example, the common people do not need to he 
taught how to get more religious, political and social 
liberty, so much as they need to he taught how to use 
what they now possess. 

( B )  The Institutions of Higher Learning Originated from 

Sources Outftdde the Educational System and have 

Always Developed from the Top Down. 

18* HISTOHT - Ho doubt the ancient priesthood represented the 

first institution of higher learning fcnown to men. History 

indicates that there developed from this hpdy in the course of 

times, a class or caste ranging under the priests, to whom this 

higher learning was imparted with certain reservations* Later, 

the middle classes were included, receiving a ypt smaller 

portion of the whole « Thus learning has always developed from 

the top down and nowhere in history can we find any authority 

for the scheme advocated 2y these who would organize our 

schools by making each unit a preparation for the next unit 

above* 
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The origin of our universities as has been shown was 

brought about by forces almost wholly outside of our 

educational system* The growth of these institutions almost 

from their very inception has resulted in the establishment 

within the sphere of the influence of each of minor insti

tutions connected wl&h the parent institution and acting 

as a feeder to it* In no case In history do we read of a 

common school which developed into an institution of higher 

learning*. 

19% IW A MERICA - A study of colonial and early national history 

in America shows that public grants and private donations were 

often given for the purpose of founding colleges and sem

inaries of learning, but It was as late as 1786 before we read 

of the enactment of a law making public land grants for the 

purposes of common education* The records of the early legis
ts 

latures are replete with enactments, in te different states, 

founding universities or endowing those already founded, but 

we were getting well up into the nineteenth century before 

the enactments for common schools bagan to appear* The united 

States Government made a grant of millions for higher ed

ucation, in the Morrill Act of 1866, but it yet remains for 

the federal government to supplement that act Zy appro

priating a single (fenny for common schools«#(#A bill has 

recently been introduced into congress with this purpose 

in view*) 
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( 0 )  B e c a u s e  S e c o n d a r y  E d u c a t i o n  l i a s  b e e n  B u i l t  t s m o K t l o a  

Down from Higher Education, it has Suffered 

Two Distinct Hfrlls^ in its Organization* 

30* CERTAIN KINDS OP SECONDARY K NOWLEDGE W HICH AH E MERELY 

CONTINUATIONS WITHOUT CHANGE IK NOMENCLATURE OP ELEMENTARY 

STUDIES HAVE BEEN SPLIT OPP PROM TH E BODY OP HIGHER LEAR1TIH0 

WHERE THEY BELONG A ND BR OUGHT D OWN IHTO THE COMMON SC HOOL* 

Arithmetic and grammar both afford fine illustrations of this 

fact. It Is easy in the case of either to proceed from the 

elements , with little change In nomenclature, Into subject-

matter that belongs strictly to higher learning. Algebra 

affords another example of higher learning which the * ladder* 

idea some years ago was pushing down 'into the elementary 

school. The reason offered was that the college entrance 

requirements demanded two and one-half years In stgateoc 

mathematics and that the high school could the more con

veniently meet these requirements, If a half year of algebra 

could be passed down to the eighth grade. 

31* THOSE BRANCHES OP HIGHER LE ARNING IN THE HIGH SCHOOL 

HAVEvN0T BEEN ORGANISED PROM LI PE, BUT THEY H AVE BEEN M ERELY 

SIMPLIFIED COLLEGE COURSES LEADING TO COLLEGE ENTRANCE. The 

reason is not far to seeE. The ladder idea demands that high 

school teachers should be college graduates, which is a Just 

demand if it were also accompanied £y the demand that thsoe 

teachers be Intimately acquainted with the eleraentary school 

and the children who attend it. This last has been overlooked 
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neglected. 

18. CAUSE OP THE DISSATISPAGTXOH - The dlssatisfaction With 

both tile common and the iilgii sciiool seemingly widespread is 

easily explained in the liglit of the preceding facts. With 

two years work of higher education pushed over into the 

common school,forcing an unnatural gate upon the pupil 

according to a^l- previous raoe experience, it is little wonder 

that half of the children in the fifth and sixth grades 

are dropping out. They are quitting because the school offers v 

further opportunities to them to acquire that portion of the 

body of common knowledge necessary to a member of the raoe 

of today. Many of those who are not eliminated are slipping 

back each year because they are coming in contaot with 

subject-matter by no means common in its nature;. the statement 

is its own truth, were the elementary schools stripped 

of all useless matter now taught in them and also of all the 

matter which properly should. be taught in the high school 

(some of it in the college) the problems of elimination and 

retardation, excepting that part which is due to poverty, 

would disappear. 
% 

The weakness of the traditional high school has been 

entirely of a different character and is the result, as 

previously indicated, of the fact that it is a development of 

the college. Like the university of scholastic or humanistic 

times, it does not stand for anything, has no independence, 

merely does the work delegated to it by the next above in the 

ladder. Its courses have been simplified college courses and 
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its teachers simplified college teachers. 

But secondary education is slowly emerging and forming 

into a body of facts all its own - facts of life both 

cultural and industrial. Their mastery in the truest sense 

will ba a preparation for college entry, but they will in no sense 

be the simplified college courses, and perhaps may not be 

organized upon the same basis. A set of high school text-booh 

text writers is a sericus need of the times and unless 

reorganization proceeds somev/hat gradually, there will also 

be a need of teachers with the necessary preparation and 

outlooh on life. 



Diagram of the re-organ-
ized educational system 
according to the present 
trend - four distinct 
divisions each wording 
out particular Ideals or 
alios without reference 
to the others. 

Diagram of the present 
traditional system where the 
overlapping of the high school 
and the oomioon school causes 
abnormal elimination In the 
upper grades and in the high 
school. It results from the 
attempt to *iaix* the common 
school and the high school* 

since a school Involves 
the human element as well as 
abstract logic, the two will 
not *iaix". 
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Influence of Ancient GreeKs on Medieval Education. 
Guizot1s History of Civilization* 
Catholic Encyclopedia. 
Civilisation During tlxe llidcile Ages - G.B.Adaiiis. 

Monastic Influences on Medieval Education* 
Monroe•s Encyclopedia of Education. 
Catholic Encyclopedia. 

Ciiarlemugne and Education. 
Alcuin - uaslccin. 
A leu in and tne Rise of the Christiun Schools - A.F.West 
The schools of Charles the Great - jr.B.Kullinger. 
The Dranku and Charlemagne - G.3.Adams. 

Tito Teutons and Iioman civilization* 
History of Education - Guizot. 
seignofcos* History of lied* and Modem Civilization. 
Introduction to the Middle Ages - Ever ton. 
The Vihlngs - c .P.Kearney. 

Foreign Coiicarce of the HIMle Ages. 
Growth of Cities - Guizot. 
Cities of the Mid. Ages.- eoigaohos. 
Growth of Commerce and its Basalts - Adams. 
The Venetian Bspuhiio - Mazlitt. 

The Crusades and their Influence on Medieval Universities. 
History of Civilization - Guizot. 
Oriental Civ. in the West - Ssignoftxs. 
The Crusades - A<iam*s Hist, of Civilization* 
The Venetian Republic - Hazlitt. 

The Saracens. 
Aratlo Education - Monroe18 Encyclopedia of Education. 
The MohammeacnB - seignoZjos. 
I slavism and Science - Henan( Translated hy Hutchinson) 

Development of Universities. 
Hashdall, Vols. X a nd II. 
Laurie.'* 
Corapayre. • 
Everton13 Medieval Eurpoe* Chapter XIII. 
History of Medieval Education - Williams. 
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CHAPTER II - OBSTRUCTIONS TO THE SOCIALIZATION 
OB EDUCATION* 

I A) Poverty % 

l7v POVERTY A ND ELIMINATION - Mangold # (# See Mangold^ Problems 

of Child welfare.) gives the following statistics for elim

ination in the elementary s schools. A glanoe at the column 

representing the United States sliows that of th9 100$ in 

school, 34.9$ are in the first grade and 5.3$ are In the 

eighth grade, that is, the first grade is nearly five times 

as large as the eighth grade, that is, for every five children 

entering school, only one remains through the eighth grade. 

Grade Estimate state City City City 
for the of of of Of 
United Minn. St. Toledo. Spokane. 
stages* Louis. stages* 

$ i j> 
17.6 

f> , 
First 34.9 IV.8 18.4 

j> 
17.6 18 . 1 

Second 14.8 1S«8 18.3 14.4 14.0 
Third 14.5 13.4 15.4 14.3 13.3 
Fourth 14.0 13.9 15.0 14.3 13.3 
Fifth 11*9 13.8 33.3 13.2 12.8 
Sixth 8*3 11*6 9.4 11*0 11.4 
Seventh 6*3 HO *4 7*4 8.8 8.6 
Eighth 5.3 8.3 5.7 6.7 7.6 

The figures most commonly relied to for elimination 

are those compiled by ThorndiKe. #( #8upra) They are as 

follows: 
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Out of loo children who enter the public schools -

90 remain to grade 4r 
81 9 « 6, 
03 9 9 0f 
54 9 9 7, 
40 9 9 8, 
37 9 9 first year high school, 
17 9 9 second 9 9 9 t 
13 9 9 third 9 9 9 , 
8 9 9 fourth 9 9 9 . 

The question,we now wish to consider, is how much of the 

elimination is caused by poverty? several investigations 

have been made along this line in recent years, and the 

several answers obtained fairly well agree* A report bearing 

on this question was made by the Public Education Association 

of Hew York city in 1913. it conta ns the following 

statement. 

'Only 30$ of the children left school on 
account of economic pressure. 

Even if $3 Instead of §1.50 is assumed as 
the standard, it would add only 13$ to this number. 

Even when we give this phrase a wide significance 
and include families whose incomes may be high, but 
wM still felt pressure because of bad management 
or ambition or fear for the future, even then 
economic pressure was the reason for leaving in less 
than 30$ of the cases studied.'' 

An intensive study made some three or four years ago 

of 633 cases of children who had left school and gone to work 

at fourteen, shows that about 30$ left because of necessity.# 

(#See vol. vii, Report on Condition of women and Children 
Wage Earners in the United States, United States Commissioner 
of Education.) 

An investigation of 437 working certificates taken out 

in Leavenworth, Kansas, seemed to Indicate that something 

less than 35$ had left school on account of economic pressure. . 

(# see author*s essay on Child Labor and the Public Schools •) 



Diagram 8Sowing total elimination from the elementary 
schools according to ThorndUce* All causes, 80$* poverty 
Is the oause of ahout one third of the total elimination, * 
or,ln other words, a&out 30$ of all the children In 
the country leave school at fourteen years of age on 
account of poverty* 
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All of these investigations were made as much as two years 

ago, but it is not llicaly that the percent has fallen in 

the meantime* One the other hand, the steady increase In the 

cost of living has submerged still others below the level 

of economic pressure and it is safe to say that at least 

one t ird of school elimination is directly traceable 

to this cause• 

Elimination as resulting from poverty is connected 

directly with the ?^age-3arnlng population in towns and 

oities. Elimination caused by poverty in rural districts 

would not reach over tan percent, all of v/hioh would be 

found to be among wage earners« 

In this great democratic United States where we proudly 

claim that political liberty is a world idea, wallmi where all 

men are called on to exercise the right of franchise, where 

democratic institutions must take root and grow, if they are 

ever to grow in this world, the important question arises 

what should be the standard of living for the wage-earning 

man - this individual who constitutes a total of 15,33?,635 

people in our total population? His standard of living will 

determine his standard of citizenship, Ms local group 

value, his total group value,and the final Influence that he 

is to exert on world ideas. 

John Mitchell, many years a labor leader and also a reliable | 
j 

authority upon questions of organized labor, has suggested the ; 

following standard of living, to which, he says, every wage-earnsr 

be he ever so humble, has a moral and social right.;) ! 
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Mitohell1 Standard of Living. 
For the American wage-earner, the ordinary* 
unskilled working man with a family of five. 

( 1 )  A  c o m f o r t a b l e  h o u s e  w i t h  s i x  ro o m s .  

1 3 )  B a t h  r o o m  a n d  s a n i t a r y  p l u m b i n g .  

( 3 )  Pa r g l o r ,  d i n i n g  r o o m ,  k i t c h e n ,  a n d  s u f f i c i e n t  s l e e p i n g  
rooms for decency, health and comfort. 

( 4 )  Ca r p e t s ,  f u r n i t u r e ,  p i c t u r e s  a n d  p i c t u r e  b o o k s  i n  
sufficient quantity to make home attractive. 

( 5 )  A n  a i r  l e  s up p l y  o f  c l o t h i n g  w i n t e r  a n d  s u m m e r .  

( 6 )  A  s u f f i c i e n t ,  w h o l e s o m e ,  n o u r i s h i n g  f o o d A a t  a l l  ti m e s  
in the year. 

( 7 )  C h i l d r e n  k e p t  i n  s c h o o l  u n t i l  th a y  h a v e  a t t a i n e d  t h e  
age of sixteen. 

( 8 )  Th e  f a t h e r  a b l e  t o  l a y  u p  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  m a i n t a i n  h i m s e l f  
and his family in times of illness or at the close of 
his industrial life, or to make provision against his 
premature death. 

( a )  A re Wage-earners Able to Maintain this. Qtanaar.d? The 

justice of such a standatd will hardly be denied. Ur. Mitchell 

when he suggested It in 1905, thought that It would require an 

annual vrgga of §800. "Estimates today from the most reliable 

authorities # (#Footnote- Ru bines?* s social Insurance) sho?r 

conclusively that Mitchell*s standard could not be maintained 

oil less than §900. These authorities tell us that half of 

the adult males working in industrial sections, receive less 

than §800 a year, three-fourths less than §750 a year, and 

less than one-tenth sarn as much as §1,000 a year. The following 

table differs from the figures above in that It gives some 

idea of the wages of the sexes separately. 
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Individual earnings 
under $300 annually 

8 335 8 

» 500 8 
8 800 8 

• 800 8 

Hales females 
... - .... One-fifth. 

One-tenth ..Three-fifths. 
. One-half ...nine-tenths. 
Three-fourths iilneteen-tewentieths 
iTine-tenths — 

Three-fourths of all wage-earning mates and nine-twentieths 

of all wage-earning females in the United states receive less 

than $800 annually. The only possible means whereby Mitchell18 

standard, requiring at least $900 a year, could be reached 

with such schedules as the above in operation, would be 

the employment of more te3ausszinnars::ir^ than one 

bread-winner in the family. When this is done, it means 

that the child must be taKen from sohool at the legal age 
land put to worK. To get some idea of the proportion of 

families who are able to get on with the earnings of the father 

alone we may ta&e the results obtained by Professor Ohapin # 

l#Rubinow»s Social Insurance) Of 418 families whose 

budgets were studied, only 149 families, less than half, 

were able to live upon the fathers earnings • Of 187 families 

with incomes of from $800 to $1,000, only 83 families were 

dependent upon the father alone. 
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A study of the curve on the fallowing page- reveals 

tne fact that wages have advanced in this country some 

30$ within the laot eighteen years* The increase has keen 

more than off-set, however, by the increased coot of living* 

It is almost certain that if the data for the years since 1907 

were added they would not reveal any decided improvement, 

since the great depression in business from 1908 to 1914 

probably will show a decrease in the average, when the 

schedule of wagos for those years is made* Especially 

will this be true, if the excessive unemployment of these 

six years be taken into tne account* The wage-earnerfs 

deposits in the savings banXs throughout the country, by some 

thought to be quite large, has never been very large, and has 

been steadily decreasing since 1880• From 40*6$ of the 

entire savings banX deposits in 1880, it has dropped to 

35*9$ of the entire deposits in 1910*# t^Rubinov^o social 

Insurance*) 

I &) Conclusions* The conclusions are obvious* Fifteen 

millions of our people are vmge-earners• Three-fourths of the 
-fee K-

men and nine-twentieths of the women in this fifteen million 

earn less than §600 per year. It taxes §900 a year to 

maintain a family of five on a standard of living -which 

every child attending school should cxtfoy, before he is asked 

to Xeep pace with his fellows • It cannot be done* That the 

family may have even the bare necessities of life, the 

children must leave school at the legal age arid'go to work. 



Curre snowing the trend of wages from 1890 to 190?« 
Adapted from a table of smoothed figures compiled ta by 
the jBureau of Labor, based on food prices from 1890 
to 1907* 
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Compulsory education laws and child labor laws are good, 

but these without some Kind of a third law associated with 

them and designed to remedy the conditions described above 

is a monstrous outrage on social Justice not unlike those 

before the French Revolution* 

18. ROVERTT A ND RE TARDATION - (a) Infant Mortality« ^ «ln 

England, out of 300 infants bom in homes in which the 

weeKly incomes average less than |S, fifteen percent died 

within the first weeK; this, in spite of the fact that charity 
\ 

nurses were sent to each case. In an English private 

hospital attended largely by the well-to-do, the death rate 

was only two-thirds as high. In St. Louis, the general 

infant death rate is slightly more than half as largq as that 

of the most wretched of the oity^ districts•* -Mangold's 

Problems of Child welfare. If we find that 

of the infants born in poverty one and one-half times as 

many die as do those born to the well-to-do, or, as in 

the case of St. Louis, two times as many, is it not proof of 

the fact that those who escape death exist in something lllce 

the same vital ratio, that is, may we not expect the child 

conceived, born and reared in poverty to start at birth 

considerably behind the child horn in more fortunate 

circumstances. If this is true, we have nothing else to expect 

but that he will remain behind, so long as both run in the 

same raos .and on equal terms. Social Justice does not 

demand different race-trades so much as it demands that the 

handicap ge removed from the less fortunate child. 
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{ 5) Under-feeding and Hal-nutrltlpn« not only are 

thousands of children affected by under-feeding and raal-

nutrltion before birth, but other thousands are so affected 

all through their work in school# Out of 368,784: children 

examined in the public schools of Hew York City, in 1911, 

8,734 or 3.4$ were suffering the consequences of mal-nutrltion. 

It was also claimed that the number under-fed and mis-fed 

was very much larger.# (#Pootnote- Mangold1s Problems of 

Child welfare.) A committee from the board of education in 

Chicago,in 1908, reported 5,000 children suffering from 

under-feeding, while 15,000, it was estimated, were dally 

coming to school hungry. An investigation in Kansas City, 

in 1911, reported 7.7$ of the pupils in the schools as 

suffering from raal-nutrltion. It is unnecessary to take 

time and space to say that these children - thousands of them 

-all over the United States can, in no ?;ise, be expected to 

keep abreast of the child from a standard home. But it is 

important to repeat that the remedy is not so much the 

provision of cheapened and easier courses and school feeding, 

merely that these children may be kept in school and thus 

make school reports, city poor conditions, and general 

appearances look good and seem satisfactory. These things 

can never take the place of effective obliteration of the 

causes of raal-nutrition and under-feeding , which causes are 

to be found In the homes where these children come from, and 

must be dealt with there. 
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I c J Economic Tension* in the various reports on poverty in 

the recent years, the term,economic pressure, often appears. 

It is used to describe the condition of fainllies living 

below the poverty line with incomes too small to maintain 

their children in school. There are 10,000,000 of these 

r-eople in the United States. # (Footnote- Ellv/ood's Sociology 

and Uodern Social Problems) They are rightly called the 

^submerged tenth* of humankind. But In addition to this 

mass of humankind suffering from economic pressure, there is 

yet a larger mass - not a tenth, but more than a half -

of humanity who are suffering from what may be very well 

described as economic tension. In statements previously 

quoted it is asserted that about 30$ of the children 

leaving school are forced out on account of economic pressure. 

(See page 44) In the same connection, it is stated that of 

the remaining 70$, most of them assigned reasons for leaving 

to.the effect that they dislike school and the work done 

there. It is true that the children of the poor do, as a rule, 

dislike the school. The reason is twofold. (1) The- poor 

In general dislike school and always will, so long as their 

children are forced to attend With meager clothing 

and thus be continually exposed to unfavorable comparisons 

either expressed or undasHfc&adxx by them imagined. It counts 

for naught that the difference is seemingly unnoticed -

it exists. Because they dislike this expressed or imagined 

comparison, they naturally dislike the place and the thing that 

brings them into connection with it - the school, not only 



do they leave because they dloliKa the schools, but If 

the investigators will question those who remain they will 

find that still a larger number of this class are in tho 

schools. They readily express this dislilce to any one who 

will talk to them concerning it. But the remedy we 

re-repeat is not to be found altogether in re-organizing 

the schools, however much that may be desired* It lies more 

in taking the economic tension off this great mass of 

children in the homes from which,they come. (3) The effort 

to keep the children in school in families suffering from 

economic tension, never ceases to be an effort. It never 

dHBEmaa ceases to be a sacrifice and it extends over years. 

It is a sacrifice especially hard to make when the child 

dislikes to go. 

(a) •Effect, on Retardation. What has economic strain to do 

with retardation? A volume might be written upon the 

influence the frame of mind exerts upon the power to study 

and learn. The discontented frame of mind of the child who 

comas to school from the home of poverty is not always the 

result of ill health or of mal-nutrltion. It may be the 

discontent that comes from one's Inferior appearance, shabby 

shoes, shabby coat or hat or dress. It may be, mid ofSen Is, 

a distressing scene or situation at home 'which lingers in 

the mind all day, entirely forbidding study. It may be a 
iKc. ay 

slight from ^teacher orA follow pupil, accidental or intended, 

but in either case sufficient to distract for a -whole day 

and maybe longer. In short, there are twenty circumstances 

arising out of the poor child1a environment to distract 

his attention and destroy his disposition to study, for 
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every one that arises In the environment of the more 

fortunate child. "Different courses of study will help hat 

little here. What is needed is not a hatter situation at 

school, hut a hatter situation at home - a smile on the 

mother face and a song in the mother mouth, a more pleasant 

father greeting and a general sense of security and solidarity 

and regularity in the family life. All this can come only 

when.the wage-earner*s living has heen raised to some 

such standard as that suggested by Mitchell. In our schools, 
» 

poverty, retardation and elimination are inseparable, poverty 

existing as a cause and the other two as Its effects. To banish 

elimination and retardation completely means to first banish 

poverty. Alteration and simplification of courses is readily 

admitted as a necessity and further on, we raahe a plea for 

this very thing, hut when this is done, the arrqy of school 

critics who have heen clamoring that the schools must he 

completely turned over, renovated and reorganized, will find 

that elimination and retardation will exist as now, if 

any learning requirements at all are left in the schools• And this 

elimination and retardation will continue to exist as long as 

poverty exists. 
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( e )  E ffect on the Course of study* Many of the short comings 

cf tne school now ascribed to the non-observance an courses 

of study of individual differences I ana rightly so under 

present conditions) would disappear with the disappearance of 

poverty and the standardization of tlio home. Individual differ

ences there are, and it is most fortunate for humanity that 

they exist; but it would not only be a political and social 

calamity to separata the children in the schools on account 

of such differences,to any great extent, but it would be 

a pedagogical mistake. Democracy depends on just how 

closely welded the primary school can be kept; on just how 

effectively there is imparted in that school the great world 

ideas and the ideals and inspirations which should be 

common to all Americans• When we come to the secondary school, 

it should have an entirely different purpose. It should bo 

preparational In character - proparing cither for a vocation 

or for at ill more education. Individual difference hero, should 

be fully respected. Pupils should divide into groups . in order 

to get this preparation ,1ust A3 men divide into groups to do 

the things for which the schools should prepare them to do. But 

just as man of all groups come together on many occasions, ouch 

for instance as to vote, so should the pupils in the secondary 

school often come together for the more perfect dissemination 

of that which is common or should be common knowledge for 

the prospective young citizenry* There is but one valid 

argument for cleavage in the schools and this is the argument 

of economy in costs. It is claimed that try taking the slow 
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rrora all parts or a system and placing then together 

that money can be saved on their tuition# This argument 

should re elve very little attention in the primary and 

intermediate grades where other things iira at stiUce which are 

of greater importance to the nation than money# 

The wage-earner's child rarely ever goes beyond the 

primary/ and intermediate school, and,with a few exceptions , 

this is sufficient for him. This much, h waver,the 

wage-earner's child - all children - should possess, not in 

separata groups, out together. Xn order that this condition 

might prevail democracy should lift " every home in 

America to a standard compatible with complete equality In the 

primary and intermediate schools. This means equality of 

dross, equality of personal appearance in general, equality of 

health and nourishment, and equality in peace of mind and 

general attitude towards surroundings. There can be no 

such e-T-T-i.: i \i thing as true democracy until this ideal is 

realized. 

( 3 )  L e gislation Against Poverty. 

30. Organizadx^iil* 0R0AUIZT3D WILL -

^Tha persistent problems of social economy are 
poverty, disease and crime, for which the conventional 
remedies have been respectively relief, medicine 
and jails. The social economist discovers try experience 
that relief is no cure for the first, nor medicine for 
•the second, nor jails for the third. Relief, medicine 
and jails are no doubt needed, for our sins, until we 
learn how to apply real remedies, until we have 
social programs adequate to our problems, but conceited 
as remedies they are all aiihe futile, inadequate, 
obsolete, undemocratic, uneconomic - that is to say 
wasteful - that is to say stupid. " 

Edward T. Devine, Address national Education 
Association, St.Paul, 1914. 
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Law is an expression of the organized will of the 

state- It is supposed to follow organized thought and to 

result in organized happiness. # (# See Graham Wallas's 

recent volume on The Great society.) Much dissatisfaction 

and criticism has lately arisen to the effect that our 

moans and methods of organized will and organized thought 

are relics of a past whose conditions have entirely 

changed. Be this as It may, the fact remains as stated in a 

former paragraph that there is enough knowledge stored up 

in centers of learning and government in the different 

states and in Washington to advance the country a 

century if these facts -were effectively transfused - became 

common. Organized will cannot act intelligently if not 

preceded ay organized thought. The mere thought of a 

news-paper, a campaign orator, or a ward politician should 

not pass for the organized thought of a community. That it 

does, goes without saying - and the school is mainly 

responsible for it. If or schools cannot be brought to 

mould the organized thought of the community, then pray 

wliat are they good for? A fine example of how the school may 

be used to affect organized thought and thus finally affect 

<bh8 organized will is afforded in the history of the origin 

and development of the "Prohibition movement in the United 

States. Twenty five years ago, this movement v^as rather 

unpopular as a national movement, strong efforts were made 

in its favor through the church and through various 

temperance organizations. All this of course has had a 
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tailing effect in bringing about present conditions, but 

nothing was accomplished of the nature of general progress 

until alcoholics was introduced into the study of physiology 

and hygiene, since then, the children of the schools have 

yearly become the voters of the state and prohibition laws 

have become more popular and widespread. What has been said 

of prohibition laws is also true of health laws. 

"Svon the public school Itself had to he projected 

on the screen of public consciousness for more than two 

hundred years as charity-cachooiK the charity school and later 

as the free school before public thought became well enough 

organised tc will that the state support the school as 

a matter of state well-being. If the public school is a 

matter of public well-being, should it not take the lead in 

moulding public thought? surely it is a safer - or should 

be - safer brain organisation than the news-paper-stup-speaker-

ward -politician variety . 

If nation or state would compel the teaching in our 

schools of all the various facts, figures, investigations and 

conclusions now collected in the government bulletins and 

elsewhere, concerning poverty and the condition of the 

wage-earning class, only a few years would pass until i 

poverty with its distressing conditions would be a thing 

of the past. Along with other remedial legislation 

suggested and to considerable extent adopted both abroad and 

incthis country, we desire to call special attention to mothers* 

pensions and social insurance as being measures that ought to 

tefcx be brought to the attention and understanding of every 
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school child in the land - taught thoroughly in every school, 

that these ideas may become common Know ledge and function 

over into public will*. 

31# M0THT3HS1 PEifSXOliS - (a) Origin and Growth* ho social 

movement has enjoyed such popularity and such widespread 

support as the movement for mothers1 pensions which began 

in 1908*. In 1913, there were laws providing for mothers1 

pensions in only three states and two cities. During the 

year 1913 and 1913, fourteen additional states passed 

such laws, and four additional states were added during 

1914 and the early legislatures of 1915, maKing a total 

to data of twenty one states- In addition, there are some 

eight ot ten cities which now have some sort of local law 

bearing upon this subject. These various state laws exist 

in different forms and under different names, some of them 

are applicable to widows only, others to widows and deserted 

wives, still others to even worthy but helpless men upon whom 

has fallen the responsibility of either rearing a family 

of children or of destroying the family £y committing them 

to eharitaole institutions. 

( b) Economic Importance* Motherhood has been a theme of 

poets, philosophers and scientists for ages, but no one has 

ever seen a treatise on economics with a chapter devoted 

to the subject* As the years go by, we are coining more and 

more to understand the great value of breeding, not only 
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in the animal world but in the human world also. The 

writer holds in oonsiderabla doubt much that is claimed 

by the advocates of eugenics but there is iiifclax every 

indication to believe tliat if crime and poverty are ever 

eliminated from the earth, it will be done by a process 

of breeding into existence a race of men who shall have 

the moral power that plysioal well-being brings to resist 

evil and overcome poverty. One of the first consideration 

in the rise of such a race if it should ever rise, will be 

a high value placed upon motherhood not only fromja sentimental 

point of view,but from the consideration of efficiency 

in the production of offspring. The mother who contributes 

a healthy robust child and then rears tliat child under her own 

influence and mother love and maleso of him a citizen possessed 

of the common body of knowledge has rendered society a 

service. Therefore, society should guarantee to every mother 

the right to bring her children up In her own home and under 

her own management. 

( c )  Soma 'affects of Hot hers' Pensions. At the present, the 

7/0rid does not look upon motherhood as a sacrifice, as a 

service, or as a patriotic duty. The general application 

of mothers* pension laws, after being in force for a 

considerable lenghth of time, would bring these views uppermost 

in consciousness and quite materially alter the pufcils 

concept of motherhood now in the common mind. Again, a 

mothers1 pension law would go far towards regulating the 

sise of the family. The law which rewards the bringing of 
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four or five children into the world and the proper care 

and rearing of thse children would lilcely prove an effective 

preventive for that sociological disease of childless homes * 

So also a mothers* pension law which refused to xsuppox assist 

in the support of a family of nine or ten children in the 

case of those whose financial conditions and Income did not 

justify such families would in all llKlihood, in the course of 

time, create a social bar to such families among the extremely 

poor. L.T.Hobhouse, Professor of sociology in London University 

in his hook on Literalism maKes the f. 1lowing statement. 

A third (way of attaching destitution) may be 
illustrated by the method by which the minority of the 
poor laws commission would deal with the case at 
present, so often of tragic import to the widow or 
the deserted mother of young children. Hitherto aha has 
teen regarded as an object of charity. It has been 
a matter for the benevolent to help her to retain 
her home, while it has been regarded as her duty 
to Keep "off the rates" at th<» cost of no matter 
7/hat expenditure of labor away from home. The newer 
conception of rights and duties GO, e s out clearly 
in the argument of the commission that, if we taKe 
in earnest all that we say of the duties and 
responsibilities of motherhood we shall reco^ize 
that the mother of young children is doing better 
service to the community and one more worth*of 
pecuniary consideration when she stays at home and 
minds her children wfrea-sho stays at hpraa-aad-ggadfl 
her ohlia-ffon than when she goes out charring and 
leaves tipra to the chances of the street or the 
care of a neighbor, xndxiixrxportlonx in proportion 
as we realize the force of i this argument we reverse our 
view as to the nature of public assistance in such 
a case, we no longer consider it desirable to drive 
the mother out to her charring, if we possibly can 
(prevent it) - nor do we conslder^degraded by receiving 
public money, we cease in fact to regard the public 
money as a dole; we treat it as a payment for a public 
service: and the condition that we are trying to 
exact is precisely that she should not endeavor to 
add to it by earning wages, but rather that she should 
Keep her home respectible and bring up her children 
in health and happiness. 



•TWISTY P ITS STATES H OW PAY PENSIONS TO MOTHERS. • 

•The states In white are those which have passed 

motiiers* pension laws* Ten million dollars will be paid 
this year to dependant mothers and their children*- The money 

<v:oes for prrenting the breaking up of homes and the separa
tion of families* The law exists on the principle that the 

3tate is responsible for the children who for any oauae are 

without the support of their natural breadwinner* The fi rst 
mothers* pension law was in Illinois, January, 1911, through 

the efforts of Judhe Henry Hell, the •father0 of mothers1 

pensions.0 

Prom the Kroisas City 3tar, Hay 31, 1S15* 
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I d )  Effect upn schools. Of such great importance is a 

mothers1 pension law, from the school^ point of view, that 

the school authorities should he made the agencies through 

which the law is administered. It is at least equal to the 

child labor and the compulsory education law in its 

educational importance, and the administration of both of 

these laws is generally'placed in the hands of school 

officials. The general effect of a mother1s pension law upon 

elimination and retardation is obvious, we leave this part 

of the discussion for a later paragraph. 

33:. SOCIAL IHSUKAHOE - (a) What JLs Social Insurance? • I t is 

a terra covering all of the various Kinds of insurance 

proposed or worKed out in the interests of the wage-earning 

and laboring classes, taKen over and regulated by the 

government. Its purposes are (1) to give relief in oases of 

human destitution and (3) to prevent further destitution by 

finally removing its cause. In the beginning it may be 

remarked that the class who are in the greatest need of 

the help that Is proposed by insurance cannot afford such 

help unless Insurance is made social, and the class who 

can afford insurance are in no special need of it. 

A simple classification of social insurance is that of 

Rubinow's which Is as follows: 

1. Industrial accident insurance. 
3. sickness insurance. 
3. Old age and ) combined Insurance. 
4. invalidity ) 
5. Insurance of widows and orphans. 
6. Unemployment insurance. 
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There are many different degrees in which the 

several Kinds of social insurance named aoove may exist*. 

These degrees of difference vary according to the xmdcx 

amount of aid afforded £y the state* 

(1) A state may endeavor to furnish insurance at cost. 
Wisconsin and Massachusetts afford examples of this 
Kind. 

( 3 )  A  s t a t e  m a y  f u r n i s h  i n s u r a n c e  t o  c e r t a i n  o f  i t s  
citizens at part cost, the state Itself hearing the 
expense for the remainder, several foreign states 
including iforway and Sweden furnish examples of 
this Kind. 

( 3 )  T h e  s t a t e  m a y  s h i f t  t h e  e n t i r e  c o s t  o f  i n s u r a n c e  t o  
some other source of. revenue, and thus furnish 
certain Kinds of social insurance entirely free to 
certain classes of its citizens. Certain parts 
of the national social insurance laws adopted by 
Great Britain in 1913 afford an example of this 
Kind. 

( 4 )  F i n a l l y ,  a  s ta t e  m a y  c h o o s e  t o  r a a K e  c o m p u l s o r y  
all or any of the several Kinds of social insurance 
above enumerated. This is practically true of 
the lav; of Great Britain above referred to* 

It may be said in passing that all of the varying degrees 

of social insurance mentioned above, as indicated ty the 

examples given, have been carried into successful practice, 

some as early as twenty years ago. 

( b) For Whom Designed, social insurance is desinged for the 

wag^-sarner. It is well Known to the man who comes in contact 

with this class that ordinary privatne Insurance is a 

luxury far beyond it. . It is, for that matter, far beyond 

the reach of most of the small property owners and salaried 

men drawing as little as §1,000 a year. Ton the wage -earner 

the problem of providing for his family in case he should 

fall sicK and die or be taKen off hy accident or ba lamed for 
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life or grow old - soma one of whloh exigencies is bound 

to cone to niin in the natural course of events, is to him 

a most serious and a most harrowing problem. Its solution 

would remove more trouble and discontent from the world of 

labor than the solution of any other problem, and it would : 

take from labor what seems and is a sort of sullen desperatonoes 

and a general frame of mind somewhat against the world, 

because labor in its hopeless condition concludes - and 

justly so - that the world is organized against it. Insurance 

premiums can be paid by labor only at the sacrifice of some 

other necessity. Besides if the wage-earner considers the 

matter of insurance, he finds that ho is exposed to so 

many different risks that he cannot intelligently decide 

which to insure and which to omit: and since it is 

impossible to oover all of tliem, he fails to cover any. 

There is a small part of the entire population consisting 

of the rich and the well-to-do able to buy and pay for private 

insurance. The great majority - three-fourths of all the 

people in the United states - the small owner and the small 

salaried man as well as the wage-earner are fit subjects for 

social insurance, for all of tliem come within the test of 

fitness; namely, they are unable to pay the price for private 

insurance. 

( c) To what Extent Has Social Insurance Been Adopted? since 

its growth has been confined mainly to foreign countries, our 

answer to this question will include these only. 11) social 

accident insurance has been in force in practically all of 

the states of "Europe since 1900. It was adopted by Germany and 

Austria during the decade from 1880 to 1890. By 1900, ten 
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ten other European countries with their colonies had 

adopted the system in some form or other. Prom 1900 to 

1910 fifteen other European states or colonies of European 

states had enacted social> accident insurance in some form, 

since 1911 Switzerland and uoumania* the only two European 

state remaining* have been added to the list. 

{ Z )  X t  h a s  b e e n  f a i r l y  w e l l  p r o v e n  b y  E u r o p e a n  g o v e r n 

ments that government regulation of sick benefit societies 

is a failure. Sweden* Denmark* Belgium* France and 

Switzerland are making headway with subsidized sickness 

insurance which they substituted for government regulation • 

About one-half the European countries, namely* Germany* 

Austria* Hungary* Norway* Great Britain, Qervia and Husola 

liave advanced to compulsory sickness insurance* and in some 

of these* the law has now been in force for several years.-

( 3 )  F r a n c e  h a s  h a d  a n  o l d  a g e  p e n s i o n  f u n d  f o r  s i x t y  

years. Actuarial tables have long ago been worked out and 

old ago insurance lias long been a sound reality in both Franc® 

and Germany. The states which maintain old age compulsory 

Insurance at this time are France* Germany, 

and Luxemburg. Those which maintain a compulsory system of 

old age pensions are Denmark* Iceland* Great Britain* France* 

Australia and Hew Zealand, we yet find voluntary subsidized 

old age insurance in Italy* Belgium* ssrVia and Spain. 

U) The first compulsory unemployment system yet to be 

established is included in the comprehensive national social 

insurance act which became a law in Great Britain in 1913. 
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Unemployment Insurance fcy means of subsidies to labor 

unions is spreading very rapidly throughout the large 

cities of Europe* Norway and Sweden hare enacted state 

laws tmz providing for subsidised unemployment 

insurance* 

Number of unemployed in 1900 , according to length 
of unemployment • 

Time unemployed Number Percent 

1—3 months 3,177,753 49*1 
4-8 « 6,554,936 39.5 
7-13 « 738,088 11*4 

Total 8,488,964 1Q0 

There is more unemployment in the United states than in 

Europe. These 8,000,000 of unemployed from one to twelve 

months even up to about 3,000,000 all the year, so that 

Out of 37,000,000 laborers, we have a perpetually 

unemployed group of 3,000,000* Labor organizations have 

always issued out-of-worK benefits* In Great Britain, 100 

trade unions in ten years (1888-1907) issued nearly 

$30,000,000 ; in a membership of 3,500,000* About 1,500,000 

of this membership received benefits* In Germany, $3,000,000 

from unions for unemployment was the total for the same time. 

The reason for the German potal*s being smaller was the 

fact that 3,000,000 workers were protected co-operative 

insurance*. The Great Britain Act provides for national 

compulsory insurance which is (1) compulsory, (3) and 

requires contributions from employers. The system is a direct 

state insurance plan* It has been put into opesstlon too 
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recently to formulate conclusions* 

( 5 )  U p  t o  t h i s  t i m e  I t  s e e m s  t h a t  n o  E u r o p e a n  s t a t e s  

have considered favorably any system for widows' and 

orphans' insurance* Germany has instituted a plan for mothers' 

and orphans• pensions as indicated In the chpatar on that 

subject, but no other European state has as yet entered 

this fidld. 

( 6 )  Th e  B r i t i s h  n a t i o n a l  i n s u r a n c e  A c t  u p o n  w h i c h  

Lloyd George worked for so many years and which he finally 

succeeded in passing in loin, bids fair to mark an epocfli 

in the development of social insurance and possibly in the 

history of labor. Figures taken from Mr# Rubinow'o Social 

insurance , which came from the press in 1914, states 

that in the one year in which the act had been enforced, 

that -

( 1 )  Th e  t o t a l  p e r s o n s  i n s u r e d  w a s  * 1 4 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 ,  
( 3 )  To t a l  i n s u r a n c e  s o l d  - a s  $ 4 5 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 ,  
( 3 )  To t a l  l o s s  c l a i m s  •  .  •  3 6 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 .  

uo !X>j]^jTeea social insurance, injfrmgrloa? It has been 

noted that social insurance is a measure desired primarily 

to assist wage-earners although it will immeasurably benefit 

the salaried individual and small owner • The follo?;ing 

questions arise: 

(1) What proportion of wage-earners in the United States? 
( 3 )  O a n  t h e  w a g e - e a r n e r ,  a f f o r d  p r i v a t e  i n s u r a n c e ?  
( 3 )  w n a t  e f f e c t  w o u l d  i t  ha v e  o n  h i s  s t a n d a r d  o f  l i v i n g ?  
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(1) In answering the first question, namely, what proportion 

of 7age-earners in the United states?! we may soy that it is 

often asserted that social insurance is contrary to the 

American spirit because our wage-earning class is relatively 

small and in a prosperous condition. In contravention of 

this argument it sennas only necessary to determine the 

extent and character of wage-earners in this country. Below 

are given the figures of Doctor Hamich in the Journal of 

Political Economy, 1911! page 305. 

11} The total number of the gainfully 
employed in the United states 
approximates very closely 39,000,000 ..100$ 

( 3 )  O f  t h e s e s  t h e  w a g e - e a r n e r s  a r e  . . . . . . . 1 5 , 3 3 9 , 5 3 5  • *  5 3 $  

( 3 )  T h e s e  1 5 , 3 3 9 , 5 3 5  m a y  i t e m i s e d  
as follows: 

foreign laborers 3,093,033 7.1$ 
•Employees salaried ....1,109,079 3.9$ 
selling force 633,375 3.1$ 
"Domestic service ......1,450,010 5.0$ 
Industrial wage-ear... .9.977,118 44.1$ 

Total 15,339,535 53.3$ 

The wage-earners and small salaried individuals 

constitute 53$ of the 39,000,000 people in the United 

states who are engaged in gainful occupations, that is, over 

15,-000,000 people. Of these 15,000,000, more than 10,000,000 

are wage-earners in the strictest sense of the word - they 

worK by the hour or by the piece and are subject to all of 

the exgencies confronting the wage-earners of Europe In 

her most backward country* 

( 3 )  I n  a n s w e r i n g  t h e  s e c o n d  q u e s t i o n ,  C a n  t h e  A n e r i c a n  
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wags-earner afford private insurance?, it is only necessary 

to make a comparative study of wage-earners1 incomes and 

private insurance rates to convince the moot skeptical 

that such is entirely out of the question. Even under state 

regulation where it is undertaken to furnish insurance at 

actual cost, adequate insurance is still beyond the wage-

earner - in fact, beyond more than half the entire population* 

A study of the folio?; ing table, which, it is clalined quotes 

rates 17$ lower than the rates of private companies, is 

quite convincing* 

Hates for Life insurance Under the Massachusetts 
Savings Bank insurance system* 

Age Monthly Annual Monthly Annual 
premium premium premium premium 
on §500 on §500 on §500 on §600 
policy, policy, policy, policy, 
Life* Life. so yr. 30 yr. 

20 *••*•••• .88 ••• •• * *10 * 33 « ** • 1.47 **• *•* 17.64 
2 o  * * • • • • » *  X.-0O •  •  •  • « •m 13 *00 * *• * 1.81 *•• 
3D •••#*».** 1. 18 * * * '*•*•13.80 .... 2.24 • * • ... 28.83 
40 ••*•••#*,1*03 »»« • ••*13.90 * *•• 3*74 • *. • • •  4 4 * 8 8  
50-)* • • • • •• • 3 • 30 • • • *•*•23*66 •••• 7.80 ... **• 01.20 

These are the rates for a §500 policy* It is readily 

agreed that nothing less than §3,000 could be called 

adequate to Keep a widow and four children together, 

school the children and bring them to the point where one 

or two of the older children come to be breadwinners* The 

cheapest case offered by the table above wsuldxie for 

a §3,000 policy would be that, of a life policy taken out 

at 30 years of age: this would cost over §60 a year, a sum 

entirely beyond a family of five whose total earnings is 

less than §600 a year. 



( 3 )  A s  t o  t h e  a f f e c t  o n  t h e  s t a n d a r d  o f  l i v i n g ,  w o  t o  

may nay tint In the course of a short time, the standard 

of living, under a system of general social insurance, such 

as is provided for in the recent enactment in Great Britain 

or ths body of social insurance laws in Germany, would 

percept ibcriy improve, in the course of two or throe 

generations, if tho la>7 v/ors constantly improved at its 

weal-, points, both experience and reason teach that tho 

stan ard of living for the wage-earner could bo brought to 

the level necessary to maintain roll born, well nourished, 

well dressed ana well educated children. We have said that 

experience teaches this. Germany is the only nation which 

affords an experience in social insurance laws sufficiently 

old to draw conclusions from. The virility of that nation 

as a whole in the present great "Suropoxm struggle stands 

out so far ahead of any one of its allies or opponents as 

to need no special proof. The Germans learned the value 

of a healthful, robust, well fed, contented body of comieon 

laboring people in the Pranco-Brussian war, and since that timet 

they have spared no pains, nor neglected the enactment of 

any law that would bring this about. Their schools are 

constantly being held up as models in all respects, and 

their problems of elimination and retardation are negligible. 

If we in this country, expect to attain the sains industrial 

and educational results, we must seeh those results through 

the causes that produce . them. There in little to be 

gained by overhauling and reorganising the schools, hor/ever badly ; 

that may SHR be needed, unless we overhaul and reorganize the 

economic conditions which produce the present exceedingly i 
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low standard home of the average American wage-earner. 

( e )  What are the Objections to Social Insurance? It is 

pointed out that America is honeycombed with a host of 

fraternities, the sole object of each being to offer cheap 

insurance to itn membership. It is true that there Is a 

host of those fraternities, but it 13 not true that they offer 

insurance any cheaper than that offered by the various com

mercial insurance companies Whose rates long ago were brought 

down to a competing basis with the fraternities. Besides none 

of these fraternities insure against more than one of the 

several exigencies of life. A survey of' the personnel of 

the different fraternities will soon disclose the fact that 

they include practically none of the wage-earning class. 

Bo not the various units/i of organized labor offer 

insurance to their members? Some of theia do, but the labor 

union has all that it can handle when it has offered slclc 

insurance and such meager death benefits as burial expenses. 

Besides organized labor forms a very small fraction of the 

great body of 39,000,000 laboring men and women in the 

United states. Less than 3,000,000 are organized into 

unions, in a former Paragraph, we have pointed out that 

l&J- million of this 39 million are wage-earners, the remainder 

being small salaried Individuals and small owners. If we 

grant that the whole of organized labor belongs to the wage-

earning class, we would have only twenty percent of 

the wage-earning class belonging to the 
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union* As a matter of faot less than 6$ of the 

earners of the average wage belong to the union* 

Some say a system of sooial insurance suon as 

is Herein outlined, tnat is a system whioh insures against 

sickness, against accident, against old age, against 

unemployment and finally against death, iff saddled upon 

the publio to support, would throw the government into 

bankruptcy* This of course is the argument of the unin

formed - the man who, with five minutes of thought, mostly 

mouth deep,knows more about theology, economics, politics and 

education than men who have devoted lives to the study of 

these things* we are carrying a national and state- system 

of public insurance today in the form of soldiers1 

pensions which is more generous in its payments than any 

herein dreamed of* Who objects? The $160,000,000 that this 

system is taking from the national treasury each year 

supplemented by several millions paid out annually by the 

southern states, is a mere bagatelle in the billions 

that we are now spending for the social good. Soldiers1 

pensions in the United States are really and truly and old 

age and widows1 and orphans1 insurance, since ninet a en-

twentieths of its benefiolarlji are men now very old, or 

the widows and orphans of me^who served in the Civil War* 

But as freely and heartily as we support this form of 

insurance, no one will deny tMtefctxtsx the statement that 

it is not founded on human need and sooial justice. Case 

after case may be shown where pensions ranging as high as 
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§1,000 a year or even more are given to persona drawing 

salaries of #3,500 a year* Tills may 1x3 right, out does it 

not argue that proportional generosity and care should fee 

shown in the case of the man behind the ploK, the shovel, 

the machine and the plow, by the government that he supports 

and defends with a life of service just as necessary as that 

of a soldier? Hot a cent less for soldiers1 pensions, but to 

it, social justice demands that there should be added in 

Just as liberal amounts, pensions for every old man and 

every old woman in the land who has lived a life of service 

in the ran&s of labor and who is without the means of self-

support* 

Again we would call the? attention of the high cost 

complainar to the fact that.; the United States,yearly loses 

ty the exigency of fire destruction something close to 

§300,000,000 which oauses no consternation in the great 

economic world* And why not? The answer is Known tm even 

to American children - the whole problem was solved long ago, 

when wo socialized fire loss by insurance* It is within the 

memory of our oldest sen when fire was an agent of poverty 

in America Just as slcKness, accident, old age and unem

ployment are today* It is still common in the cities and towns 

of Hdssla to see one walKing the street ringing a bell and 

leading a horse hitched to a wagon in which people are 

expected to place a donation of either food or clothing to 

aid some unfortunate who has lost all by fire. # ( # See 

Rubinow•s Social 



Insurance) One rare lor sees such a sight any mora in this 

country* In the same way, poverty on aooount or old age, 

siokness, accident and unemployment can be made to 

disappear •• 

The third answer to the argument that social insurance 

costs too much may be round in an examination or the cost 

to other nations where it has been in operation long 

enough to speak with certainty* Germany being the rirst 

country to adopt social insurance on a complete scale may 

be taken as the best and safest criterion of cost* In the 

first twenty five years of social insurance of the different 

kinds, she paid out over #3,000,000,000, or an average of 

#80,000,000 a year* This however, began as a small sura and 

reached the gxxn&x sum of #172,000,000 in 1910*. Great 

Britain1 a national law, during the first year of its operation, 

(1913-1914) brought in exclusive of revenoues from the 

colonies, a total of #48 ,000,000 in premiums* During the 

same time the government expended #36,900,000 in benefits* 

However, liabilities did not begin under the law until the 

system had bean in opesatlon a half year, so that the 

36 million dollars is not an estimate of normal benefits* 

America is nearly ecjual to both Germany and Great Britain 

in population; the need for social insurance in America is 

fully as emphatic; Ifcatx so that if such a law were enacted, 

by the American nation, we might reasonably expect that 

within a few years it would call for the publio expenditure 

of at least 350 millions of dollars* This added to the 

160 million dollars we are already spending for soldiers1 
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pensions, would make a round naif billion dollars#. 

The fourth answer to the coat argument is an answer 

to the question, Granting all that haa been herein claimed 

in the way of necessity for a social insurance law covering 

all exigencies, can the nation afford to put a half billion 

dollars into such a gigantic scheme? The answer to this 

question is a consideration of our national resources 

and our economic progress within the last few years#. The 

nation1s wealth was increased during the decade from 

1390 to 1900, gaxbtlltGUixdallars from 85 to 80 billion 

dollars, or ovor 30$. Within the four years from 19S0 to 

1904, it was increased from 88 billions to 10? billions* 

over 30$. Thase incomprehensible sums of money indicate 

an annual social surplus of 3 billions. It seems preposterous 

to say that we are unable to turn a half billion of this 

surplus bade into the capital of healthy, happy, contented 

wording men and women whose homes are up to standard, and 

whose children are being trained to function efficiently 

in the affairs of the coming generation# 

Surely we can afford it. To object on the ground of 

cost is to advocate the same economy that the drayman 

practices who starves his team to the point where it is 

, unable to draw a load; orvto advocate the same business 

foresight as the farmer who takes a crop off his farm each 

year, but never expends a cent on preserving the soil# 

TO t he AIJUVFE**that social insurance will not stop sickness, 

accident, unemployment, etc., we answer , fire insurance 

will not stop fire nor the destruction of property by fire; 
lwsu.rd.wce. 

but it has wiped out poverty as a result of fire. SocialA 
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will in no sense tahe the plaoe of the preventives 

which an enlightened age in medical and social science 

is creating, hut it will lend a wonderful acceleration 

to the worfc that these preventives are designed to 

accomplish. To the claim that there will he more or less 

fraud In the administration of social insurance on such a 

large seals,. wa may answer that there is fraud in the 

administration of private insurance, both fire and life, 

hut we cannot afford to wipe out either on that account. 

If it is said that social insur&nae is socialism, we 

reply that that so is the great public school system, all 

public Kfctitxieax ownership of public utilities,, and 

evezn the expenditure of public money for police protection 

or the regulation of the public health - all of these are 

exactly on a level with social insurance in the causes 

which produce them and the ends which they are supposed to 

accomplish * they were all created beoause,as individuals, 

we are not a dig to carry any one of them into effect, 

and waxHxpiratxiaxandayx because we expect to enjoy, and 

do enjoy, their benefits collectively, as they help each 

one of us individually. 

( C )  C h i l d  L a b o r  a n d  t h e  r u b l i c  S c h o o l s .  

33*. A PLEA POE THE EIGHT KXED OP CHILE MBOB - The long fight 

that has been made against the evils of child labor has 



resulted in a vast amount of good* But like most 

movements of a similar nature, It Has been attended with 

minor evils* one of these evils in the present case, is 

the impression in the minds of a few over-zealous people 

that tne child should do no labor whatever - that he is 

to be altogether a bundle of spontaneity bouncing from one 

physical or mental attitude into another ad libitum at 

ad infinitum* 
ft 

We do not believe thatAhas been, nor now is, the 

intention of those who have been the leaders in the long 

fight against child labor, to take from the child that 

preparation for life which he can get only through the 

right kind and right amount of labor* The child of today is n 

not getting the habit of doing tasks, pleasant or unpleasant; 

instead, he^getting the habit of following the line of 

least resistance* Berhaps this Is the explanation of the 

temporary ragtime age through which we seem to be passing -
* 

perhaps it is the basis of the social unrest and uncertainty 

of the times* 

ZU TBS CHILE HAT&BALL? ACTIV 3 - The natural condition of 

child life is a condition of activity, work, and endeavor* 

The only natural still child is a sleeping or dead child* 

The modern school, however, is organized in direct opposition 
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to this great truths for it places the child on a sorewed down 

seat, gives him a screwed down course of study and demands 

that the child conform to the course, instead of conforming 

the course to the child, TSie natural child is an active 

child, and a little study of the child in his natural 

element will reveal that his activity is productive, not 

only is his activity designed 2by m other nature to make 

of him a physically fit being for future purposes, but 

about all of the activity in which ha engages after his 

fourth year, if such activity is under his own direction, 

it is put forth to produce something that he wants • such 

activity is highly educative - in fact, education may be 

defined as training in the production of that which satisfies 

the valid wants of humankind, both industrial and cultural. 

The above considerations indicate that the true 

psychological method of educating - the method which follows 

most closely th9 plans and specifications of nature - can 
« 

be found only in that school where work and study are one and 

the same thing. Such work must not be merely work for 

illustrative purposes, it must be wort for a living, or 

else it loses the main educative elements that work 

contains - the elements of self dependence, responsibility, 

self-respect, the proper and healthy functioning within the 

group - the elements that John smitrh had in mind, when he 

made his famous ruling in the Jamestown Colony that those 

who did not work could not eat, Xf a child can be raised 
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to work for his living as Ha grows up, and that work can 

be made the means of His proper industrial and cultural 

training for life, then tHat child, as a man, will reach 

the highest percent of efficiency both as a citizen :and 

as an individual. Of course it is conceded that the tools 

of learning, reading, writing, spelling and numbering, in 

the form of drills, must accompany any course of study. 

25* THIS CHIL I) OF YESTERDAY A GAINST THIS CHIL I) OP TODAY - In 

the early days of America, and indeed until very recent 

times along the now vanished frontier, every family or 

every settlement at least was a complete social and civic 

group, practically independent of other individuals or 

groups, producing within itself whatever was needed to 

live or carry on the various activities of the group. 

The boy growing up in such environment was compelled to 

learn to do not one, but all of the various things dona in 

the group, such conditions were favorable to invention and 

the result was a generation of inventors and artisans 

followed by another, and still another until the frontier 

c eased to exist and pioneer conditations gave place to 

more highly organized social and educational conditions, 

which have robbed us all of our individuality and made us 

to thirds alike because modern conveniences of civilization 

compel us to do very much alike. This pioneer child of 

yesterday learned to do everything that was done in the home. 

The child of today learns to do nothing in the home, because 

nothing is done in the home. The pioneer child of yesterday 
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had to combine learning and doing, because there was very 

little learning outside of the doing* The child of today 

fails to combine learning and doing, because the highly 

specialized trades have robbed the. child of every %1ob that was 

his by virtue of his place in the family group. The 

writer remembers that as a boy of twelve, ho had to cut 

v/ood, lug' the same into the housev clean lamps and lamp 

chimneys; feed horses, hogs and chickens; go to the store 

after groceries or other parcels, go to the post office; 

and hold himself in readiness to perform any and all 

messenger and carrying service that might be ashed of him 

by his elders. The child of today comes home from school 

in the afternoon to find that the substitution of coal for wood 

as a fulaa fuel has robbed him of that high manual skill 

obtained by chopping wood and has substituted for it 

the simple task of spading a few nuggets of coal into a 

scuttle and lugging the same into the house - a task which 

is not only without manual skill but also dirty and forbidding. 

The electric light has brushed aside all necessity for the 

care and caution the boy had to habituate in handling the 

old coal oil lamp. The livery barn and garage have supplanted 

the old time stable that stood in the back yard,and town 

ordinances long ago in the light of hygienic science, forbade 

the alley pig sty and hen house. The telephone and the livery 

wagon have each contributed its share to the old time boy*8 
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complete downfall as an economic factor in domestic 

life, and these coupled with free mail delivery have 

robbed Mm* of the last necessity for his going 
0down town* on any hind of business or with 

any responsibility whatever. As a result, ho goes"down 

town0 without business and that within itself is a bad 

habit. Thus the present day child is growing up without 

combining Education wit h worfc and failing therefore to 

get that efficient training that comes no other way - that 

training that equips him for life, both as an Individual 

and as a member of society# It is a situation that demands 

not only the attention of the educator, but the economist 

and sociologist as wall# 

38. HIGH VALUP OP AHTISA1T3HXB - Inventive genius made possible 

a world of artisans. Artisans in their turn have opened up 

new fields, new suggestions, new avenues for invention, thus 

creating an infinite series# Por example Watt invented a 

steam engine. Through a period of successive generations, many 

artisans have developed it here, changed it there, until the 

steam engine of today is no more the conception of watt than 

the conception of government contained in the United states 

Conctitution is that of the ancient witenagemote# The 

improvement in both oases is the worfc of a thousand artisans 

based on experience# 

JiTow this invention of Watt developed by succeeding 

generations of artisans finally came into correlation with 

gasoline, the product of another long line of chemical 

development# Genius combined the two lines and produced the 

gasoline engine with its high motor power associated with 
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sma lines of bulK and minimum weight. Thus was the flying 

machine made possible. Illustration after illustration may

be given where invention has been developed by artisans hip. 

Row, this artlsanship is the Kind that the the boy or 

girl of yesterday acquired from performing home duties 

while growing to manhood or womanhood. It is totally 

laoKing in the boys and girls growing up in the city, 

village and even country homes of today. 

37* THE PART-TIME SCHOOL - In the light of these faotsf 

it appears that the highest achievement in school worK 

can only be reached by that arrangement which applies 

instruction to actual worK - worK Just as it existed on 

the frontier soma forty years ago, and more or less 

throughout the country until the days of high specialization 

in occupation and production. Such application can best 

be made In whatxis:aiaw;:KHawnxaH the part-time school, Known 

by different names such as the Cincinnati Plan9, the 

•Pitchburg Plan9, etc. This is a school where the children 

are divided into two groups, one of which worKs in the 

factory, stor^or field while the other is at school. The 

two groups alternate daily, weeKly or fortnightly, Just 

as the nature of the worK and the subject-matter studied 

may demand. Such a school would restore to the present 

day child the advantages of artlsanship that the child of 

yesterday possessed and with which he so greatly enriched 

the world.#(# See section (B), Chapter VI, page I5CL . ) 
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( 2 )  D e f e c t s  i n  t h e  P r e s e n t  G u i l d  L a 2 x > r  Wqgi»mm*——.,,..,,1 .m,.,,—, ,»,.„ , ,, •„, ,1^.—„rw 
and Compulsory Education Laws* 

38- THE M AJTORITT O P CHILDRM OVER PQURTEEU YEARS OP AOS 

ARB OUT OP SCHOOL - The following data are taicen partly 

from tne report of the reoant congressional committee 

appi'Unted to investigate conditions pertaining to 

vocational eduoation in the United states, and partly 

Kxlacaix from tne reports of a local superintendent* 

Population in tne United States from 14 to 18 
Tears of Age, Census 1010. 

Age Total In school Out of school 

14 years 1,848,183.. . .1,501,458 
15 • 1,731,888 .• .1,176,000 ...338,447 
16 « 1,384,711 ... @43,&U ..831,498 
17 * 1,788,340 ... 639,888 ...313,846 
J*3 * •*1,938,386 ••• 434,884 ...183,003 

Totals 9,148,884 ...4,884,706 .1,088,593 

Tnis table snows in round numbers a total of nine 

million cnildren in tne United States from fourteen to 

eignteen years old inclusive, of tnis number, about 

one naif - 4,684,708 - are in scnool. Tne column neaded 

out of scnool snows now many axe leaving eacn year. It is 

obtained by subtracting eacn number in tne middle column 

from tne number above it. Tnis column indicates tnat 

more tnan one million cnildren from fourteen to eignteen 

years of age are tnrown into tne great world of labor each 

year. Tne report of tne congressional commission on 

Rational Aid to "vocational Bduoatlon ( 1914) ma£es tne r - - - - -  -  i  _ i  

statement on page 34 tnat *0n tne average, 10^ of tne 

children Have left scnool at thirteen years age; 40$ 
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have left by the time they are fourteen; 70 by the time 

they are fifteen; ana 85 by the time they are sixteen.« 

What bacomes of this 1,088,000 ohliaren who drop out 

every year? 

38. WHERE THEY A RE AXTX) WHA.T TH EY A RB BOIHG - following is 

an extract from a report of the Public School Association 

of Hew York City, (1813) • 

«0f the 308 children studied lover fourteen), 
34 were in school, 39 had not gone to work hut 
remained out of school in order to attend a business 
school, 339 had gone to work. They had entered 
408 Jots. Of these jobs 94 were outside errands, 
19 were on wagons, 18 at news-stands, 39 in de
partment stores, 37 in office work, and 177 in 
manufacturing. 

*ln all this complexity only one thing remained 
constant - the lack of training. It ran through 
practically all Jobs,and whatever the type of 
establishment, and left them all the same dull gray 
color. In 314 out of the 408 Jobs there was absolutely 
no training; in 41, there was some chance to pick 
up if the rush was not too great; in 30, some boys 
had a chance to work on one process; In 31, there was 
some supervision, but in the majority of these oases 
the children were either working in a small shop or 
with relatives. 

A study made by the Public Education Association of 

Philadelphia, entitled The Child,, the school and the Job, 

1913, draws the following conclusions concerning the 

children in that city over fourteen years old and out of 

school. 

As a result of the general study made thus far, 
we may be warranted in concluding; 

1.. That the problem of the working child is hot an 
immigrant problem, since over fifty percent of those 
reported as at work are of the second generation 
of American birth. 



3. That this Is not the problem of the boy alone, 
since over forty nine percent of the workers are 
girls. 

3. That the vast majority of children who leave 
school at fourteen to enter the Industries go 
Into the Kinds of employment which offer a 
large initial wage for simple mechanical 
processes, but which hold little, or no oppor
tunity and little or no e&mpstHianEaxx competence 
at maturity* 

4* That wages received are so low as to force a 
parasitic life. 

5. That but slight advancement Is offered the 
fifteen year-old over the fourteen year-old. 

Reports from other cities throughout the country where 

careful Investigation has been made shows similar results. 

In Leavenworth, Kansas, the board of education made an 

Investigation into 43? oases of children,talcing out 

worKing papers from June 1908 to Jdne 1913. Of these 

children 13.3$ went to worfc In stores; nearly 3$ secured 

places to run errands; 4$ were employed In private families 

13$ were classified as miscellaneous; and the remainder-

over one-half the total - 70$, were employed in the various 

factories of the city. Those employed in the factories, 

on errands and miscellaneous occupations constitute 84$ 

of the entire group; and in these occupations, there is 

absolutely no chance for a child to gain any training 

which will equip him for a better place or a higher 

salary than the possible twelve dollars per weeK which he 

may reach after a long term of service, and after he is 

too old to start out to learn a new occupation* 
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It is superfluous to observe that upon such salaries 

men cannot rear families, support the church, perform the 

funotions of good citizens, and otherwise Keep up the 

standards of American living. Let us not be misled by the 

fact that many of our greatest, moot successful men have 

come from this class. This was true of the past when 

the conditions of success were entirely different from the 

conditions of today and, from every calculation as to the 

future, quite different from conditions into which we as a 

nation are rapidly passing. More and more does it become 

difficult for the uneducated and the untrained to ma&e 

even a living,to say nothing fof a competency for old age. 

91m WHY C HILDREN OVER POURTEEU YEARS OLD AR E HOT AT TEHDIHG 

THE SCHOOLS- Poverty of course is the first thing that 
# 

suggests itself as an answer to this question as to wby our 

children over fourteen years of age do not more generally 

attend the schools.. Investigation however proves that 

many are not leaving the schools for this reason, quotations 

have already been given which fairly well establish that 

about 30$ leave school to worK for a living.# {#see page 45, ) 

The following is taKen from the report of a commission ' 

appointed by the Bureau of Labor to investigate this question 

in four northern and three southern cities in the United 

States.# (# See woman ana Child Wage Earners in the United 

states, Vol. VII, page 48of Lo-t-or.) 

•An intensive study of 633 cases of children who 
left school and went to worK at fourteen in seven 
industrial towns, four in the northern states and three 
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in the southern states, shows that out of the 838 
children, 188 or thirty percent left because of 
necessity; the remaining 438 or seventy percent 
left for other reasons* Of 3,157 families investigated 
seventy six percent would be able to give their 
children wasStitx the advantages of an education if the 
education was of the sort that appealed to them. The 
testimony of the investigators is to the effect that, 
excpt among the very poor, the children are leaving 
school on their own initiative and over the objection 
of the parent8* 

If poverty in not the sole cause, we must conclude 

that the trouble lies largely in the schools and the laws 

pertaining to them. An Investigation of the situation 

reveals that there are today three conspirators, so to 

speak, in a destructive and lnslduous attaofc upon our 

boys and girls over fourteen years old, and these three 

conspirators, in the writer^ Judgment, constitute a 

menace to the future citizenship of the country* They 

are -

( 1 )  O u r  p r e s e n t  c o m p u l s o r y  e d u c a t i o n  l a w ;  
( 8 )  O u r  c h i l d  l a b o r  l a w ;  
( 3 )  T h e  o r g a n i z a t i o n  o f  o u r  p u b l i c  s c h o o l  s y s t e m  w i t h  

a distinct gap between the elementary and 
high school. 

31* THE CQHBJIiBOBX TOJOATIOH LAW - The compulsory education 

law in practically all states compels the child to attend 

school until he is fourteen years old*. This law must have 

been formulated upon purely artificial conditions presented in 

the organization of our elementary schools - that is, the 

law must have been formulated upon tsstjsx the fact that 

elementary schools are divided commonly into eight grades. 

The child ordinarily starts to school when he is six years 

old and ma&es, under normal conditions, one grade a year. 

This would get him through the graded school when he is 

fourteen years old. The law Illustrates in its formulation 
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exactly what the whole organization of the public school 

system Illustrates - namely, that we try to maXe the child 

fit the school instead of raaXing the school fit the child. 

We are trying to raaXe our children fit t/ ls law Instead 

of maXing a compulsory education law that will fit our 

children. A little study of the child will show what an 

outrage this law is proving to be. He passes through three 

general epochs in his growth, which roughly are -

11) The sense training epoch from birth to nine 
years old; 

The Judgment stage from nine to thirteen; 
( 3 )  A n d  t h e  a d o l e s c e n t  s t a g e  f r o m  f o u r t e e n  t o  t w e n t y .  

At about the age of fourteen the child undergoes - not 

a figurative but a literal, actual disorganization of both 

body and mind. Physically, the body changes very rapidly; 

the boy often observed to shoot up"llKe a bean stalX,* the 

voice changing, the blood pressure in the arteries becoming 

more rapid and powerful, and the muscles becoming unable to 

Keep pace with the rapidly extending bones, often cause 

what is Xnown as growing pains. The merest tyro would Xnow 

that such physical disorganization affects the ralndi "But 

the mind of the growing child undergoes in addition 

thereto the same disorganization as the body. Heretofore 

the child has thought in straight lines, as from A to B, then on 

to C; now, he begins to reason, to see A,3,and C, all in a single 

concept - and this new thing, this reasoning,does not always 

nor often lead him to the right conclusion. He becomes a 

hero worshipper and a hero will have whether he get him 

froma dime novel, the picture whow, or from the careful 

training of the high school. Boys at this age often run 
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awayana go west to Kill Znaians or to become chiefs 

of robber bands. At this age, they are gangsters and can 

best develop their latent powers in team play* They are • 

noisy, loud and awkward* Th>y readily taKe to whatever is 

good or whatever is bad, owing altogether as to how, when, 

and by whom it is presented* If there is one time of all 

others in the boy^ life, when the state should protect 

hira with a compulsory education law backed up *y the 

right Kind of school for hira to attend, it is at this 

adolescent age, this danger point from fourteen to twenty. 

Sorae Hays one asks what shall be done with the thirty 

percent who on account of poverty must go to work for a 

living. Surely a compulsory law would work consternation 

among these, if it extended over fourteen years. In answer 

we say that a compulsory law is Just as hard for these before 

fourteen, as after fourteen, and further, remedial measures 

for poverty must be made along other lines. 

33. THIS CHILE LABOR LAW - This law, like the compulsory 

education law,was constructed upon the principle that, the 

child should fit the law instead of the law should fit the 

child. Like the compulsory education law, it suggests to the 

child that he ought to go to work at fourteen years of age, 

instead of continue in school* The young, self-confident 

boy, just beginning to have some of the feelings of a man, 

and knowing next to nothing of the value of an education, 

yields to this sinister suggestion that is both within him and 

in the law* He obtains his working certificate and takes the 

first job open to him without a moment's reflection as to 
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whether he suits the job or the job suits him, or 

as to whether it has a future that leads to a larger 

and icore productive life. Investigation in any city will 

reveal the fact that it has a large group of children 

over fourteen years of age - more than half of all the 

rcity GfcnailnBxof tliaxx contain! from fourteen to twenty -

floating from place to place and never rising in salary 

above the customary maximum for unskilled labor, §13.60 

per week* They are engaged in eduoationless, trainless, 

&2dbs one-process jobs which offer nothing better for the 

future and scarcely a decent living for the present* 

The following is from a report in Cincinnati. Reports 

from other cities may be cited which tell the same story. 
uThe educational returns to the children, then, 

are a small factor. How about the financial return? 
Table seven gives the wage statistics for a series of 
308? children. At the time those statistics were 
tabulated half of these children had held Ihxmixpualtions£ 
but one position, thirty two and three-tenths percent 
had held two positions, eleven percent had held three 
positions, two and six-tenths percent had held four 
positions, and four percent had hold five or more 
positions. Ho account is taken in this table of the 
length of time each position had been held. Almost 
forty percent of the children had taken the first 
position without even asking what they were to be 
•paid. * # 
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13) Defects in the Articulation or the Elementary 

and High Schools. 

34% THE #LADDERw IDEA - In a former paragraphia we spoke 

of the three conspirator3 whose Insidious Influence is 

designed to take the boy or girl from fourteen to 

eighteen years of age from school and into an educationless, 

trainless Job - not position* W® h ave already named the 

compulsory education law and the child labor law, .in 

their present forms, as being two of these conspirators. 

The third, is the senseless and inexcusable »ladder8 idea 
-Wve- $ u.\)\e c-Y-rw aAYe-v 

which prevails in the organization^ our public schools 

from the kindergarten to the university. The organization 

of the high school is based upon the principle that the 

child must fit some scheme of education instead of the 

principle that the scheme of education must fit the child, 

and in this preconceived scheme,it takes much account of 

the next unit above,but little account of the unit below. 

The elementary school is organized upon the principle 

of one teacher to the room for each grade for each year. 

Accordingly a child comes into a room at the beginning of 

the year along with some twenty five or thirty other 

children. This group stays together all the year, under 

one teacher, guided by her until she comes to know each 

child in the group, and the group as a whole. The child 

is handled under this mother system for eight years or 

until he has finished the elementary school. He is taught 

by teachers who, as a rule, are non-collegiate in training, 

but who have more or less training in child study and 
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ho faces a new ventura with dread and misgivings*. The 

organization he is to confront is absolutely new and different. 

instead of one teacher he must now confront three or four, 

each of whom is college trained and too often just fresh 

from their college experiences and anxious to parade the 

college mode of thinking and acting* Pew of them have any 

adequate conception of child life and child nature* Hany of 

them talk in terms wholly strange and not understandable 

by children* Instead of sitting all day in one room and 

reciting lessons to one teacher, the quaking freshman is 

forced to move from room to room and run the gauntlet of 

several teachers each cf whom assigns a task for the morrow 

equal to fully three times as much as he has been trained 

to accomplish and usually fr.v&cs as much as he is capable of 

accomplishing* Added to these forbidding influences, he is 

usually compelled to choose one study out of four that he 

utterly despises, else he will be unable to make the 

necessary fifteen units for college entrance* The overwhelmed 

freshman heroically battles with this situation for a 

year or a part of a year and then goes down in defeat, 

takes out his working papers, gats a blind alley job, and 

strikes out on a life that will wind up as a wage-earner 

drawing $13 a weak* One only has to stand at the factory 

doors at eventide in order to see these poor fellows &f 

all ages from the fresh recruit of sixteen to the shuffling 

man of fifty come out in long rows and disappear up the 

street with their dinner palls under their arms - an army 
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worKing dally on one-process jobs and supporting each 

a family on lass than $800 a year. One million children 

from fourteen to eighteen years old are being poured Into 

this amy every year* How long can democracy remain safe 

with the enemy recruiting at this rate? Investigation 

shows that the present ill-advised organization of the 

upper grades of the elementary schools and the whole of 

the hi h school with its traditional and out-of-date 

subject-matter is responsible for a large part of this 

army. 

35.. vWEDTBBr - So far as the effect it would have upon 

poverty is concerned, the compulsory education law might 

as wall tecfctxroi fix the age limit at sixteen or eighteen 

as at fourteen. This would Keep the protective arm of the 

state around the boy or gitt girl at the very time when 

it is needed. If it is said that the father ;md mother 

ought to be protection enough, it may be answered that 

so also ought they to be protection enough during the 

younger years, yet the states have found it necessary to 

create compulsory laws for these years. Furthermore, It 

is a matter of general Knowledge that the elas* of people 

for whom these laws were constructed,more and more as the 

years go Zy are shifting the responsibility of caring for 

their children upon the shoulders of the state. 

As to th9 effect of advancing the age limit of worKing 

certificates from fourteen to eighteen, the answer to the 

poverty argument is the same - any age limit is as hard on 

poverty as any other age limit, and alleviation will have 

to coma through other sources than fixing age limits. 
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If, after moving up the present age llmts in the 

child la hot and eoiapulsory education laws from fourteen 

to eighteen, the working day for Minors were limited to 

four hours, with all necessary exceptions, it would 

result in the employment of shifts, thereby doubling the 

number of Jobs find allowing each boy and girl UKLHX a 

half day to attend school* Then if the school work were 

correlated with the Job in so far as it is necessary, the 

boy and girl would not only receive an education in terras 

of life, but he or she would also know one occupation, 

at least, in all of its phases and thereby have a chnnce to 

rise, if composed of the right sort of stuff to rise. 

Finally, the Inexcusable gap that exists between the 

upper grades and the high school may be eliminated by 

taking two steps, both of which are vital in school 

administration at this time* (1) Intermediate schools 

should be established to take the place of the seventh and 

eighth grades and the first year of the traditional high 

school, seasoning the child for intensive study, bringing 

him into contact with the revolving class plan in a less 

severe form, and giving hira an opportunity to choose from 

three ccur3oh* the present traditional, a commercial 

exsrss and an industrial course. (3) The subject-matter 

taught in this school mist conform to a preparation for 

life. We must wait no longer for the college to concede 

this point, we must rise up in the name of the 90J§ who 

will never go beyond this intermediate school and demand 

m 
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CHAPTER III - THE SCHOOL AS AH A OEHT IH THE 

SOCIALIZATION OP BDUCATiOBV 

(A) The General Indictment Against the Public 

Schools or Today* 

33. THE SCHOOLS H20LB0T-LIVXJTO GpBSTIOHS - The schools are 

too slow In ta&lng hold of the living questions of the 

day. Many explanations are offered for their extreme 

conservatism. One of the chief duties of the school, and 

rightly so, is to treasure up the experience of the past. But Jn 

doing this, the school must not wait for outside Influences 

to force it to apply that experience to the present 

Instead of attempting to perpetuate it through the present* 

As mentioned already more than once, there Is enough 

Knowledge locKed up in bulletins, reports and booKs In our 

government and college libraries to advance the world a 

century or more if only some Kind of organized effort were 

made to disseminate this Knowledge. The public schools 

should be the agents of dissemination more than all other 

sources put together. But they are not. In the last twenty 

years, measures have actually been taKen to prevent 

dissemination through the schools. Dissemination of the 

idea of prohibiting the manufacture and sale of alcoholic 

liquors has been carried out through the public schools, 

but aside from this one great living question, none other 

has received any special attention, except in a few 
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local cases* Why cannot the public school seriously 

address itself to the study of such questions as 

mothers* pensions, sticlal Insurance, poverty, crime, 

disease, parenthood, business, domestic science, 

citizenship and the Ilka, as well as to the study of 

Wilhelm Tell, Shakespeare, Sturm*s Theorem, The Theory of 

Limits, and the campaigns of great generals! It is 

certain that society is face to face with thinking these 

things out* Behind public will should always be organized 

public thought, if this is a democracy, and that thought 

ought to be assimilated in the public school. A study 

of poverty, crime and disease wmx in the schools would 

very appreciably decrease these evils in a few generations* 

Ho one denies or doubts this in the least* 

How, the indictment against the public sohool is, 

it refuses to take hold of these problems but insists 

on wasting its time on what used to be problems in 

the past* 

27^ THE SCHOOL HO ST CHAHGS PROM D OGMATIC A8SE RTI0H TO 

SCIEHTIPIO MQPIRT - Dr. Leonard P% A yers, Director of 

Child Hygiene, Russell Sage Poundation , Hew York City, 

in an address before the Superintendents* Department 

of the national Education Association, Philadelphia, 1813, 

said there were two essential elements involved in the 

problem of elementary education,, time and product. After 

discussing the element of time, ha made the following 

statements,among others,concerning the product element* 
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•The Keynote or the worK or rinding out what 
satisfactory results are lies in the ohange or our 
form or inquiry that lias been suggested« WJien we 
ceaserf/asKing,"What results can or might we get?* and 
have nejun to asKT^wHat results ye we gattlng?~ 
we have put ourse .*.vis"into a position where we can 
forge ahead* What we nave done is to' change our ' "" 
"attitude from that of dogmatism to that or so lent ir lo 
In'qufry"f""We have opened away to investigations 
which will enable us to learn what results our 
dirrerent systems - good, moderate and poor - are 
actually getting, and thererore what results may 
reasonably be expected* The results which are 
secured in the better systems, and which may reasonably 
be expected, are the"satisfactory results" ror which we 
are seeKing. some systems never reach them* Some 
spend twice as much time as* others To attain Them** * • • 

"Methods for measuring the worK of school children 
have not been developed for all subjects, and It is 
questionable if they ever will be developed for some 
of them* Where they exist let us use them, and where 
they do not yet exist let us strive to develop them* 
• ••••• At all events, let ua bear steadfastly in mind 
that economy of" time in education la to be reached 
through measuring the results that we aire getting, 
rather "than through arguing about the" ineThods 'tliat 

ALLIUM IIIM.I —WY ^JWN>N—» M W^IWWGWMWIITNIWIROIIINWIIATFIFFT'TII n iinnw»mirfflf*rnr' TTIIII MI 1 •RRRFTRR—T-1""-"—-•—————— 

we might be ) u sing* 

The italics in the above quotation are our own. Thej r 

thought constitute a fair example of one olass of the 

general indictment against the public schools made Sty men 

who, liKe Dr* Ayers, are in position to Know* 

38* 
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( 3 )  The Course of study Must Unfold with the 

Unfolding 0lilId. 

33* HUGH TH AT IS Iff THE TRADITXOffAL COURSE IS TOO 

ABSTRACT OR TOO EOREIOff TO THE OHIBB1S OOiTTAOTS OR 

ASSOGlATIOffS - Edward L. Thorndike, Professor of 

Educational Psychology In Columbia University, ffew York 

City, in a paper before tne Department of superintendence 

±nxtta;cRlu;c of the Rational Eduoatlon Association, in tne 

Richmond meeting, 1934, stated that psychology had made a 

distinct contribution to education witnin tne last fifteen 

years - an important one in the general view of human nature 

wnich resent study of Human tnought and action support* In 

part, his statement is as follows: 

"About fifteen years ago the point of view of 
students of human nature showed the first clear signs 
of what has been a rather abrupt change towards 
thinking of a man^ mind as the sum total of connections', 
between the Httaattooaxgdatehx situations which life 
offers and the responses which the man makes. Up 
£111 then the mind had been thought of primarily as 
a set of magical faculties or powers - attention, 
memory, inferenoe, reasoning, choice and the like -
or as a collection of certain contents - sensation#, 
images, thoughts,-volitions and the like. Today the 
progressives in psychology think of a man1 a mind 
as the organized system of connections- or bonds or 
associations, whereby he responds or reacts iyThis 
or that thought or feeling or act to each of the 
millions of situations or circumstances or events 
that befall him. Their customary namss for the mind 
is the connection system ; their Ideal of psychology is a 
science which can predict what any given situation 
or stimulous will connect with or evoke in the way 
of thought, feeling, word or deed In any given man; 
their offering to eduoation is an offering of 
knowledge of the laws- whereby connections in thought 
and behaviour are made and broken, are preserved and 
weakened and are of help or hindrance one to another." 
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Partner on in this remarkable paper, Mr. Thorndlke 

says, *what bonds are formed, what is being put with what 

in the pupil's experience, then becomes a fundamental 

. question oonWlng school achievement., to illustrate 

how the ordinary text-book does not have regard to the 

•bonds11 or •connections* above described as being -

not adjuncts of the mind - but the mind Itself, Mr* 

Thorndike gives the following problems taken from an 

auxhsntlox arithmetic written within the last ten years • 

•1% The steps of an ostrich measures 8 feet. How many 
yards must it travel in taking 130 steps? • 

•3% At | of a cent apiece how many dozen eggs can 
I buy for $80?* 

•3. Eight fc8) times the number of stripes in our 
flag is the number of years from 1800 until 
Roosevelt was elected president. In what 
year was he elected president? 

These examples contain a multiplicity of wasteful 

connections made in order to illustrate principles which 

could have been more effectively illustrated if the 

connections had been useful - necessary to the child's 

life. 

Mr* Thorndike states*that other things being equal 

this new doctrine of psychology of connection-forming 

carries the educational corollary , 'Other things being -

equal, favor those situations which life itself will 

offer,.and those responses which life Itself commands. 

Pora connections for use.11 

•Ho choice of habits or thought or action to be 

formed by schools is found which gives technique 

irrespective of needs felt by the pmgdt pupil, or 
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adds knowledge without any motive Tor its use, or tries to 

cultivate artificial virtues in disregard or the true forms 

of courage, kindliness, zeal and helpfulness, which nature 

already affords. Ho arrangement of the mind13 connections is 

economical which fails to use the inborn organized power of 

curiosity, the problem attitude, and the desire to test and 

verify or refute by eyes and hands. Ho manipulation of bends 

in learning is efficient which disregards the pupils orm 

sense of sociability, kindness, and achievement during tlio 

learning process. The original proclivities of the human 

animal are as real as its laws of learning and condition these 

throughout. Bvery habit is formed in the service of some 

instinctive interest.* 

In the light of these interesting facto stated by Mr. 

Thornaike and endorsed by all leading psychologists of the 

timesf let us examine some of the text-books in common use. 

Before us lie the fourth reader, the spelling book and the 

grammar adopted for statewide use in a great state. The law 

that these books and no other can be used in the subjects 

which they represent. Below is given a small part of the 

contents of each of these books. It is desired to state 

here that mixed in with a great deal of matter such as the 

items below represent, these books contain much that is 

concrete and wholly within the child's "contacts* or "associat

ions*. The value of the book in each case, would be raised 

one hundred percent if the abstract , non-associated 
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( a )  The Pourth Header* We find the general arrangement • 

of each reading lesson as follows: 

11) A brief introduction to the selootion, 
(3) The selection Itself, 
( 3 )  T h e  e x e r c i s e s  u p o n  t h e  s e l e c t i o n ,  w i t h  helps 

and suggestions* 

In the preface, the author makes the following statement: 

•In these studies, the brief introduction to each selection 

is intended to whet .the pupil's*appetite and thus 

awaken a proper incentive to study the selection." The 

•exercises* following each study are arranged to make his 

study definite and to the point. * The italics in the 

above quotations are our own* Asking the reader to 

remember that we are talking about a fourth reader, we 

will now give in full one or two of the * brief introductions* 

given to "whet the pupil's appetite*and awaken a proper 

•incentive to study1 the selection* 

•The following story is taken from the Book 
of Legends written by Horace is* scudder, then 
editor of the Atlantic Mo&thly. This is an 
intensely fascinating story of a learned man 
who skillfully interpreted the words 'Strike Here1 

which were found on the middle finger of the hand 
of the graven image of a man in the city of Rome. 
Many had struck the image, thinking that was what 
it meant, but this learned man interpreted the 
meaning differently* His interpretation of the 
^sords, 'Strike Here1, and the strange experience he 
had as a result, are told in this story* The story 
will have the keenest interest to each one of us 
who has built air castles or has dreamed of 
finding great riches suddenly* Practically the same 
st ory is told in Longfellow's beautiful 
story Morlturi salutamus ." 
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Another of the introduotions givpn to "whet* the 

pupils appetite iMatia as follows: 

•In addition to his great service to humanity 
as an art critic, Rustin was a profound philosopher* 
Best of all, ha was so great a thinner that he could 
mate big thoughts simple and clear to the humblest 
reader* lor many years he looted out upon the world 
and saw the foolishness of its strife, its miseries 
and sin • He was anxious to write messages that would 
mate men better* In the following fable, utt or 
dream, he allows us to infer his idea of the folly 
of mere strife for power and wealth* The stately house with 
beautiful gardens stands for the world. The children 
are the inhabitants• The quarrel/ing of the parties 
in the flower garden represents the strife between 
the ttngdomtaxx Kingdoms of the world* The strife 
over the brass-headed nails is the struggle of men 
and women for riches.• 

In the * helps to the study® given at the end of the 

selection of which the above Is the introduction, these 

two questions are asKed: 

•In your judgment, le this a fair interpretation of 
human life as now lived in the great world of men 
and women* * 

•Can you explain 'with no care whatever but how to 
pass their" afternoons rejoicing'*® 

In the "helps to the study11 on another lesson, we find 

the following: 

•Words and expressions for study: embossed,spacious, 
congregated, human cunning, phenomenon, majestic 
playfulness, perplndicular, jttgfttaHsi**: Titan, 
precipice, discern, ponderous, chaotic ruin, 
original divinity, intaot, benign aspect, purport, 
ardor, veneration, confiding simplicity* 

( b) The Spelling BooK* In the preface to the spelling 

boofc, the author states that all other points havaribx have 

been made secondary to the grading. Ee further says, "The 

booK is divided into three parts. Part I should be given to 

second and third grade pupils, Part II to fourth, fifth and 



sixth grade pupils, and Part HI to the grammar grades* • 

Part I, designed for the second and third grades, contains 

£4 lessons with 30 words eaoh and % lesson with 35 words 

eaoh, making in all 1,330 words*. The list is practical 

but it covers at least 40$ of what the list for the 

entire eight grades of the elementary school should contain* 

Part 11, designed for the £&££& fourth, fifth and 

sixth grades, contains 5,000 words* Counting 180 days 

to a school term of nine months and allowing nothing for 

holidays, missed da s or lost time for school events, 

the child would have to average ten new words a day to 

wade through this sea of 5,000 words in the fourth, fifth 

and sixth grades* This is quite out of harmony with the 

experience and recommendations of men who have lately 

made extended original investigation in this field and 

who agree that an average of three new words a day 

throughout the grades is all that should be attempted,and, 

indeed, is all that is needed* The Committee on Economy of 

Time in Education, co posed of five members of the 

national Association of state Universities and five members 

of the Department of superintendence, national Education 

Association, after wording on their most exhaustive report 

for years, urged therein in most emphatic terms, the 

necessity of * distinguishing between first rate facts and 

tenth rate facts.• # (# See Bulletin, number 36, Bureau of 

Education, 1913, Economy of Time in Education,iage 15*) 

We have attempted to apply this measure to the 5,000 words 

for the fourth, fifth and sixth grades in the table below* 
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In order to get an eemal distrlbut ion through tHa 0,000 

words, we have selected every tenth lesson, except In 

one or two oases y/herc the tenth lesson was not spelling. 

We have separated each of these lessons into what 

appears to us as 8first rata facts® or words that the child 

is likely to use of his own accord when writing, and, 

indeed, words that constitute nearly the whole of the 

adult1s vocabulary, and ®tenth rate facts®, or words which 

the child will not use of his own accord when writing and 

which less than one out of a hundred people ever use. In 

order to furnish the reader a check on the writer's 

classification into "first rate® words and "tenth rate" 

words, we have appended a list which contains tfcux 

invariably the tenth word of the lesson considered, the 

lessons with little variation containing twenty words.-
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Selections from every tenth lesson in a list of 
5,000 woras in a state adopted spelling 

book, designed for the fourth, fifth 
and sixth grades* 

Hum her "Birst rate facts"* "Tenth rata facts"1 The tenth 
of or practical or impractical word in 
lesson* words*. words. lesson. 

Percent Sample word Percent Sample 
In in word 

• lesson. lesson 

nose ) tax ) 
10 100 knows ) tacks ) 
BO 100 gourd cabbage 
30 100 barefoot headlight 

hath ) cloth ) 
40 100 bathe ) clothe ) 
50 60 snowbird 40 cockatoo thrush 
60 75 no ) 35 ware hall 

know) hale 
70 90 to ) 10 tier straight 1 

too) strait ) 
two) 

80 50 fitness 50 warmness sourness 
90 60 dishonest 40 dislocate disorder 

100 70 picnic 30 zinoky physicked 
110 75 windpipe 35 trachea palate 
130 05 peddler 15 caterer : doctor 
130 76 depot 35 ballast spur 
HO 70' peony 30 crocus larkspur 
160 70 weakly 30 insertion report 
160 80 possessive 30 nominative dooline 
170 65 agate 45 beryl moonstone ' 
180 50 union 50 peculiar opinion 
190 100 scarce s happy 
BOO 60 partial 40 meager spaniel 
BIO 100 bucket worship 
BBO 80 closet 30 porridge ballot 
B30 @5 manger 35 malice leisure 
340 80 yourself 30 wayfaring waxworks 
350 100 gneiss composure 

AT. 74 26 I I W. P V 0-C.X I E A. 

The above very generous test indicates that at least 

one fourth of this list of 6,000 words could he left out 

as matter with which the child has no "contact* or •association" 
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in these grades. The writer believes that a glance at 

the two columns of sample words and also an examination 

of the column containing the tenth word In each of the 

twenty five lessons considered will bear out this statement* 

Spaoe will not permit an extended analysis of Part HI 

of this spelling booh. It contains a full treatment of the 

subject of orthography , going into matter which properly 

belongs In special courses In college. According to 

statements contained in the preface of the booh, Part III 

contains . .  v .  ) r; -7- 3,870 words to be learned in the 

sixth and seventh grades. There are 313 lessons 

necessitating an average of seventeen words to the lesson. 

Talcing the tenth word from every tenth lesson yields the 

following lists 

inoculate ignition 
evolution nutshe11 
papilla exemplification 
logical corrosion 
Brethren prevaricate 

This is a very fair list. Of the entire 3,870 words, 

scarcely 100 are practical for children in the grades. 

This spelling booh is considerably above the average 

speller on the marhat today. It shows considerable labor 

and oara in its compilation. But lihe nearly all text-boohs, 

it is based upon educational theories which were tahen 

for granted and religiously adhered to ountil the most 

recent times - until a few bold spirits in the educational 

world fcaxax applied scientific methods to education and 

showed the world that most of these time honored theories 

are unsound* Por instance, when several thousand letters 
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are selected from a great volume of business, 

professional ana friendship correspondence,. the words 

used therein tabulated and reduced to a dictionary 

basis, there is no theoretical list that can stand against 

such a list for practical purposes* There is not one but 

several such lists which have been constructed within 

the last three or four years* Hone of them contain 

over 2,500 words, whereas the spelling booh that we have 

been discussing claims to oontain 10,000 words* 

These practical and usable spelling lists containing 

from 2,000 to 2,500 words, now in use in a few progressive 

school systems, set over against the average spelling 

booh containing from 10,000 to 15,000 words, and forced 

upon the schools Jy statewide adoption, illustrates 

just what the committee (page 96) means when it reports 

•too nmuoh time given to tenth rate facts and not enough 

to first rate facts*"' It also explains what Ayers means 

when he insists that the sohools must cease being dogmatic 

and become scientific (page 90),. or what Thorndihe means 

when he charges that the schools and the text-boohs do not 

have regard to the new psychology which loohs upon a man^ 

mind as a bundle of • contacts* and "associations (page 92)* 

(cO The Grammar* Lihe the speller, this text is above the 

average grammar found in the elementary schools* It 

conforms to the requirements of the Joint Committee on 

Grammatical nomenclature more closely than most texts 

published before that report came out*# (# The Joint 

Committee on Grammatical nomenclature consisted of 

fifteen members, five from the national Education 
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Association, tire tvom the Hbftern Language Association 

of America# and five from the American Philological 

assists Association. Its report was made and accepted 

by each of these bodies in 1913.) In order to get a 

brief but just estimate sHxtaxshatftaxxthls of how this 

text measures up to the standard of eliminating "tenth 

rate" facts, we give in a table below the number of 

sub-divisions of the parts of speeoh. 

Parts of speeoh. Sub-divisions •First rate • Tenth rate 
given in the facts" or facts9 or 
text-booh. sub-divisions sub-divisions 

really which are 
necessary without 
in the • contact* or 
elementary •association* 
school. in the 

elementary 
school. 

Houns 5 3 2 
Pronouns 11 6 6 
Adjectives 9 3 8 
Verbs 9 5 4 
Adverbs 8 . 3 2 
Conjunctions ....8 *...4 .4 

Totals 47 23 34 

It requires two years of patient worfc to cover the 

ground indicated in column one above, whereas, if the 

•tenth rate* facts indicated in column three were thrown 

out, a glance at the totals shows that more than half 

of the subject-matter would thus be brushed aside 

giving room for (1) concentration on the *first rate* 

facts and (3) other subjects of more importance. 

We have referred above to the Joint Committee on 

Grammatical nomenclature. This committee represents three 

national educational bodies, each of which has adopted 
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Its report (1913)* This report will be, and should be 

accepted as authentic* The writer Is Informed by the 

secretary of the committee that already four new texts on 

grammar have been prepared,based upon the report, and 

that they will be published shortly* To give the reader 

a fair Idea of what to expect from any new grammar based 

on this report, so far as "tenth rata" facts are concerned, 

we quote the suggested nomenclature for oase-uses* #(#See 

report, page 39) 

nominative 

Subject 
Predicate 
nominative of address 
nominative of exclamation 
nominative absolute 

Accusative 

Direct object 
Secondary object 
Retained object 
Cognate accusative 
Adjunct accusative 
Subject of infinitive 
Predicate of infinitive 
Accusative of exclamation 
Adverbial accusative 
Accusative with a preposition 

Dative 

Indirect object 
Dative of raferenoa or concern 

Genitive 

Genitive of possession 
Genitive of connection 
subjective genitive 
Objective genitive 

It is p&ain to see that the ruling idea in the 

selection of the above nomenclature was that of preparation 

for the study of foreign language - not a preparation for 
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breadw inning. Ho doubt it was argued that the on3y 

excuse for studying technical grammar in the elementary 

school at all, is to maXe preparation for foreign 

languages in the high school. This is exact3y true in 

theory -but in fact it will worh out that all of the old 

grammars will be revised and all the new grammars will be 
written upon the basis of this uniform nomenclature, and 

all of its nice distinctions (tenth rate facts to 95$ of 

humankind) will be included, and as long as grammar 

continues to be a required subject in the elementary 

school as Itxix at present faxgs&tx&d, all will be forced 

to study it. Thus, while the committee has solved the 

problem it was set to solve, namely the creation of a 

uniform nomenclature for technical grammar, it has increased 

instead of decreased the burden upon the elementary school 

by trying to force still more of the body of higher learning 

into the common stream. 

A recent bulletin published by the University of 

Missouri describes an experiment conducted in the schools 

of Kansas Oity by sr. Charters of the University and 

assisted by the local teachers. This experiment consisted 

in collecting sxxalumaxofx a great number of errors 

in both written and oral speech from several thousand 

children. The data was classified and studied with a view 

to arriving at the essentials in a course in language and 

grammar for the elementary schools. The results obtained 
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pcffve conclusively that by processes of experimentation 

similar to those used in obtaining our modern spelling 

lists, we may construct lists of grammatical errors and 

expressions which, with the aid .of a few rules well 

learned by drill, will serve the purposes of 95$ of 

humankind much better than any fully classified and 

amplified text on grammar* 

(d) The ATIthroetlo* This book is a model of what a 

text written upon the modern view of psychology includes, 

and also what it excludes. The following rubbish has been 

carefully avoided in the preparation of this text: 

(1) Such tables of denominate numbers as have 
passed out of use, 

(3) Such unites of remaining tables as have passed 
out of use, 

(3) Impossible cases (in reality) of reduction in 
denominate nam bars, 

t>4) All applications of percentage that have gone 
out of use, or have no practical value* 

15} Unroal fractions, 
I 8) Problems without any bearing on life* 

one of its strong features is a wealth of drill 

material on the fundamental processes in simple numbers, 

denominate numbers, simple common fractions, and practical 

decimals* 

39% TOO GREAT UHXJOHMIW 02 ? TRTATMETT - As the public 

school evolved from the free school, the system of grading 

was devised In order to handle the greatly increased 

number of children with the limited supply of teachers. 

Like the construction of the ancient and honorable 

curriculum and all things else connected with a system 

devised on the doctrine of formal discipline, the grading 
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was based on the logical sequence and development or 

subject-matter rather than the biological sequence and 

development or $ha child* The path or education was 

logical, not biological, as President Hall would say.# 

i'i sea Partridges Genetic Philosophy or Education) 

Ona of the evils of such a system is too muoh uniformity. 

Its worKings are very TOUCH liKe those of the quaoK 

doctor who gives the same remedy in the same aised doses 

for all ills and to all of the different Kinds or people. 

Uniformity is a powerful aid to other evils in driving 

from the schools those who by nature - not incapacity -

cannot adjust themselves to its demands. Upon this point 

G.Stanley Hall # (# see supra) raaKes the following 

statement:: 

•Another difficulty arising from an over
developed Ideal of democracy is the too great 
uniformity of treatment of pupils. It is believed 
that because all are born free and equal, all 
must be treated aliKa. ... There should be 
greater differentiation, and there should be 
special schools for those who need special 
treatment. Many too, who are sent to the 
high school,should not go beyond the grades, 
and many who may well profit from secondary education, 
should not be sent to college. There should be 
greater differentiation of courses all along the 
line.® 

That secondary body of Xnowledge,lying biologically 

between the body of common Knowledge and the body of 

higher learning, should be so organized as to offer at 

least three choices to the pupil coming out of the 

elementary school - an industrial choice, a commercial 

choice, and a professional choice, such a body of 
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knowledge, or at least that part of it which the pupil 

has chosen, should engage that part of the child's time 

and attention now given to the seventh, eighth and ninth 

grades*. 

40*. 200 MAHT OUTBIDS 001T8IDERATI01T8 - C01TSIPERATI0H8 OTHER 

THAtf THE CHILD - (a) Text-book Laws* The same over

developed idea of uniformity which has led to such 

quack-doctor practices as uniform grading based on 

subject-matter instead of the child has also produced 

Just what one would have expeoted, state uniformity of 

text-books. neither biologloal nor psychological reason 

can be found for such a law* Whatever reasons exist are 

who lily esonomio and more imaginary than real. At any 

rate, they should not obtain against weightier reasons 

concerning the welfare of the child. Those who argue in 

favor of state uniformity of t9xt-books, usually 

present the following: 

(1) It reduces the price of books. 
(3) It prevents graft among school men and book men, 

fcy preventing a change of texts ovary year or 
two, and thus further reduces the cost of 
school books. 

(3) Uniformity is a great aid to pupils going from 
one school to anothay in that they do not change 
courses or books. 

The writer has never heard any argument offered for the 

uniform law that was not one of the above in some form or 

other. In reply to the first it may be said that an 

examination of : of the various state uniform text-book 

laws will reveal the fact that they all contain a clause 

to the effect that no book contracted for by the state 

shall be sold elsewhere at a price lower, than the contract 
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price in the state. This clause has produced two results-

(1) The hast hooks - hoclzs which, sell In a competitive 

market at a nigh priGe - will not he offered in state 

adoptions at all; or, if offered, always at prices which 

cannot win against the cheaper books(3) The great 

publishing houses either haggle their heat booko)Zy taking 

out a part to meet competition or they offer their poorer 

hooks only. Several cases of each practioe may he cited. 

la answer to the graft argument, it may he said 

that the cost of text-bocks to the people has been 

exaggerated to an unusual degree hy the muck-rakers and 

the usual number of 'watchdogs of the treasury' found in 

all state legislatures. What was a total text-book outlay 
Irv a. C -C. tr t, a,«. wJ & j 

of $300,000,Ai7as worked up in the fertile 

imaginations of those dollar~3aving, child-starving 

efficiency experts to $5,000,000. The writer once heard 

an excited parent avow that a recent change in text-hooks 

had cost him #15. When called upon to itemize this total 

he was una hie to get heyond $3*30 and acknowledged that 

this was considerably less than his monthly tobacco hill* 

There is no doubt but that more or less graft attached 

to the school book business in former times and <may yet 

to some extent. It has not been removed Zy state uniform 

laws - it has merely been transferred from one place to 

another or from one form to another, we are, therefore, 

getting all the evils of uniformity and, such as Cheap John 
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bcohs without escaping the evils that the law was 

designed to eradicate: the remedy,besides being worse than 

the disease,has not removed the disease,90 that we are 

afflicted with both. 

The third argument for state uniformity is to the effect 

that it prevents hardship on those who move from one section 

of the state to another, by eliminating the necessity on 

their part of buying new boohs. The population vyhloh moves 

from one community to another comprises perhaps 3$ of the 

total. Should the quality of boohs selected; for all the 

children of a state ha cheapened in order to save a few 

dollars to this floating 

Finally, we may say of these uniform text-booh laws 

that they have been uniform with a vengeance in accomplish

ing the following. 

(1) They have not only perpetuated the lives of 
Inferior and cheap boohs already in existence 
by forcing their sale and use by state contract, 
but they have encouragesd the creation of a 
quantity of just such boohs. A local educator 
often becomes an author not because of any 
special fitness to wilts upon the subject 
selected but because of personal friendship or 
other accidental pull with the text-booh 
commission. 

(2) such a la?; creates a monopoly baolcod by the state 
much stronger than any dreamed of by the so-called 

, text-booh trust which the law is designed to 
" f ight. As soon as a company or a number of companies 
procure the usual five year contracts in a state 
they immediately organise to get the moat out of 
It for the least expenditure. This is but natural 
and is to oa expected. The state has tied itself 
up to patronize*no one else, but the company has 
tied itself to nothing, not even to a 
reduction of prices below that which it mahes in 
competitive marhets. Compare the prices on anjr 
text-booh sold under contract in one state and 
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In a competitive market in some other state* 
These prices, you will find identical, or, It 
you find a reduction under a contract, you will 
also find that the book has been haggled by a 
portion of It being left out and the remainder 
thrown together in some plan not according to 
the author1s original purposes* 

[ 3) It interferes immeasurably with the organization 
of subject-matter and the administration of the 
same* It is an attempt to malce something exist by 
law which does not exist in fact* Uniform text-books 
pre-suppose uniform neighborhoods, occupations, 
manners and customs - none of which of course 
exist* It Is just as sensible and perhaps far more 
economical to have unifprm wagons, buggies, plov/s, 
pianos, automobiles, etc* It would be not on3y 
amusing but absurd, if under a state uniform 
vehicle law the city merchant were forced to 
trundle down to his place of business in a two 
horse wagon. Ye.t, it is exactly what occurs to the 
city child in a state where a uniform text-book 
law requires the city child in a graded school 
with one teaoner to the grade and a nine months 
term, to study precisely the same books, no 
more, no less, as the country child in a school 
where one teacher has all the grades* and the 
length of the term is only seven months* 

U> Selection of Teachera* Another point at which 

considerations other than the welfare of the child are apt 

to control is in the selection of teachers, principals, and 

superintendents * It is doubtful if the certificate will 

ever succeed in distinguishing teaching as a profession* It 

is quite certain that it is not so rsgarded at this time* 

The ordinary board of education as well as the general 

public is apt to require no greater general qualification 

of the candidate thai that ho or she be a person of good 

moral character with., the necassary legal certificate* The 

special qualification beyond tills, is too often merely that 

the candidate is strongly urged £y some member of the 

board or soma local individual whose political influence the 

board members dislike to oppose or desire to procure. 
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3PLAT - The writer not long age heard nr. s .A.Courtis 

very strikingly make reference to the fast that heaven 

ia always descried to us in terms of play and that ths 

'Garden of Eden was ths first play ground on earth of 

whioh we have any account and that man was created to a 

life of play* This man only lest by his disobedience, 

and therefor he was condemned to eat bread in the sweat 

of his brow. Be this as it may, there 1b little doubt that 

man1 s most harmonious existence is in a play spirit.- He 

does his very best and most valuable work when that work 

is done with the same fascinating spirit that prompts 

play - whan Ms work is to hlxn, plcy. Br. Courtis also 

says that teachers are not only very much underpaid, but 

also very much under-played." 

(a) Influence of Play on Morales. That play is a powerful 

factor in our morals both national and individual is 

OLuite easily established, v/ork ideals may build a nation 

through a series of long struggling centuries. I1 lay can 

bring the same nation to ruin in a comparatively short 

time. Home affords an example of a nation which played 

itself to death for want of an on during ideal in which 

the play energy might have changed from kinetic to 

potential. Many primitive races afford striking examples 

of nations which sank into oblivion oacause of misdirected 

play energy* The American Indians were inveterate gamblers. 

They took to nothing that the white man brought them more 

readily than to fancy toys and firewater, both of which 
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iKe^ sought to satiate -their love tor tun ana pleasure* 

The chances are more than ten to one that when an 

individual has gone wrong, it is due to play. The banKer 

Who is short with his accounts has usually been tampering 

too much with the stocK raarXet, the gambling table or 

high society* The fallen woman usually starts on the 

downward road at a danoe hall or other place of pleasure. 

All the past, all the present, our very natures- all 

show us that right or wrong, we will play; and since this 

is true common sense teaches that one of the first things 

that we should get About is to see that the nation plays 

as it should and that as few vioious forms of play be 

allowed as possible* 

( b )  O r g a n i z e d  P l a y * Hany cities have purchased and 

organized playgrounds at enormous expense* These are 

maintained under various plans, some of which are good 

and others indifferent* There seems to be a growing 

conviction that playgrounds should be organized under the 

supervision of the school authorities# and that BO f ar as 

possible they be in connection with school houses* It 

will b8 a great step in advance whan the child1 s school 

teacher is his play teacher* tTpon the playground the 

teacher will meet the true child* The child that she Knows 

in the class room is ever on guard, the child on the 

playground is himself* Zt is the only place to fix by the 

laboratory method such habits as the square deal, truthfulness, 

Justice, impartiality and other social qualities necessary 

to a successful life* The child who habitually practices 
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these principles In ills games will practice them In his 

dealings with men* It Is doubtful If any other extensive 

means exist where Jy such habits may be established* 

One of the most powerful arguments In favor of organized 

public play is the fact that there is ever present and 

active fully organized private play, and it is usually 

vicious in charaoter* Prohibiting and regulating laws 

will accomplish something with regard to these, but the 

child is safer when brought up habituated to the right 

Kind of play so that as a man or woman there is no 

desire for play which is vicious in character* 

( o )  Where the School Fails*. The most serious indictment 

against the public school's efficiency in diffusing 

Knowledge through play may be summed up in the following 

counts : 

(1) Most of the schools in both cities and towns 
have playgrounds inadequate in area and 
equipment* 

(3) Generally, teachers are not seriously required 
to supervise play* 

(3) The play of the high school, the most important 
of all, is usually confined to less than ten 
percent of the student body. 

14) There is not enough of mass activity in either 
grade or high school, such as field meets, 
pageants and parades. 

48% HOT EHQTJGH TIM S AHD mitET SPMT IH SAPE-GGAHDIITG THE 

CHILD'S HEALTH - In the past, we have been guilty of daily 

putting the child's mind through a rigid prooess of 

examination, but we have taKen little note of his body 
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until lie lies tossing upon a bed of pain. As the idea of 

preventive medicine becomes more clearly established in 

the minds of men, more and more do we realize that the 

school of all places and institutions Is the place where 

preventive measures should be put into operation. The 

writer knows of a small city expending annually about 

$104,000 for public education. About $76r000 of this sum 

is expended for teachers* salaries - mental inspection -

the remainder for supervision and maintalnenoe, but not 

a cent for body inspection* If the findings reported 

in countries and cities where medical inspection exists 

are bit half true this city would be justified in 

diverting at least 5$ of its school tax into a fund for 

this purpose. Often the objection is urged that there is 

not sufficient public fund to justify the Inauguration of 

medical inspection. The answer to such argument is that 

a portion of the regular sum allowed for instruction should 

be used where an additional tax cannot be levied. It may 

be said that city boards of health and health officers 

ard now universal and that they should take care of medical 

inspection. The reply is that medical inspection, since it 

should occur in the school because it is bound up with the 

child*s success or failure in school, is primarily a 

$gphool question and therefore should be in the hands of 

the board of education* In small cities the medical school 

inspector might perform the duties of city health officer. 
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(0) The Course of Study Should Contain the 

Sssentials of Live as We Live it -

Hot as our fathers Lived It* 

43%. ?H5 SCHOOLS LOOK MCKWARS - It seems that in none of 

the other Institutions of life are we so prone to Stsskx 

live in the past as in the schools. The average citizen 

would not tolerate a store or a bank run on the business 

conventions and principles of twenty five years ago, yet 

this same citizen is ready to defend the school of twenty 

five years ago as being better than the school of today. 

Perhaps it is because the school is primarily and essentially 

an embodiment of all the past, She school of course 

should, and does, apply the past to the present, but It 

should not attempt to project the past into the present, AB 
indicated above, the farmer, the merchant or the banker 

who attempted this would fail in b&slness, yet the ordinary 

school is devoted to this very thing, Por example, the 

school land there are many of them ) which lays great 

emphasis on memory training and rigid examinations where 

pupils have no recourse save memory are simply projecting 

into the present that stage of the past when men had to 

rely on memory because there was no printing press,and 

few books and no aids whatever in organizing thought 

upon a given subject. One can scarcely imagine a situation 

in this day of libraries, tables of contents, leaflets, 

pamphlets, bulletins, etc, where an individual could be 

called on to produce out of his own mind irrespective of 
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all these things a completely organised and filled In 

body of thought on a given subject* That Is exactly 

what the modern school ought to prevent* The greatest 

trouble with most people today Is the fact that they are 

too ready to arrive at conclusions out of the data afforded 

by memory instead of resorting to the wealth of material 

at hand ( instead of in mind)* There are tm people 

that Know how to investigate a question - the schools 

have not taught them, and this is the most serious indictment 

against the schools* True to the customs of the fifteenth 

century the school Keeps steadily on the job of storing 

the mind instead of furnishing it, with the tools by which 

it may store Itself - this explains why our children come 

from the schools dependent instead of independent* It 

would be far more in accord with life as we lite it - not 

as our fathers lived it- if our children were taught the 

use of all of the accessories of learning and given 

tests in which hnxlsxre^utradxtaxinilngidya they are required 

to bring to their assistance every resource with which 

they are surrounded. 

Again, our fathers had few and simple occupations. The 

school which gave a liberal amount of the three R's, some 

geography and history with exhaustive drills in spelling, 

was really fitting very well for life as our fathers lived 

It* The boy of today must confront a hundred situations, 

complexities, inter-relations, modifications and complications 

where his father confronted one* Tat, talcing our schools as 
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a y/hole thay are devoting 80$ of their time to the 

three R»s taught far beyond their valua as tools of 

learning. For example, at least a full year is devoted to 

teaching such things as the unusual oases of percentage, 

the unusual applications of -percentage and cube root with 

its applications- all of which belongs properly to higher 

learning and cannot possibly help to form many 0contacts" 

and "associations* in the common body of knowledge. 

In order to give a olear idea of just how radically 

the world has changed in a half oentury,wHXg±Kaxtnrluwxx 

axtabulatiem we refer the reader to the tabulation on 

page 20, comparing the achievements of the nineteenth 

century to the achievements of all the centuries preceding. 

Until the schools realize this radical change and adapt 

themselve thereto, they will hardly be worth the vast 

sums of money that the public puts into them so generously. 

4A+ 2H3 Kim OF THE aEOTTTAHT SCHOOL - The first aim Of 

the elementary school should bo to fix habits. This aim 

is time honored. The teacher of old may not have known as 

much about the psychological value and the psychological 

way of fixing habit as does the teacher of today, but 

from the earliest times we find the aim clear and positive. 

Just how habits may be fixed,and just what motivations 

underlie the fixing of habit, and the tremendous valua 

the fixation of certain habits has for after life, have 

been wonderfully cleared up in recent yeare by experimental 

psychology. Life as we must live it primarily demands the 
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following equipment in habits: bo-ge 37 .) 
(1) A set of playsioal habits including -

tne habit of taxing exercise, 
the Habit of sleeping in tne open air, 
tne Habit of tnoroughly mastioating food, 
tne Habit of breathing deeply, 
the Habit of keeping tne body clean, 
tne Habit of keeping the mouth clean, 
tne Habit of keeping busy. 

(3) A sot of moral habits including -

the Habit of telling the truth, 
the Habit of sincerity, 
the Habit of politeness, 
the Habit of square dealing, 
the Habit of Honesty, 
the Habit of champ ions nip for the right, 
the Habit of resisting the temptation to tattle* 
the Habit of keeping out of other people's affairs 

fcy word or deed, 
the habit of resisting the temptation to idle. 

(3) A set of mental Habits including -

the habit of mental attack (the Habitual attitude 
of mind to take Hold the active, not the 
passive attiiude, towards the oustide world.) 

the Habit of thinking through, after once attacking, 
short or long, Hard or easy, 

the Habit of thinking straight (wofully neglected 
by teachers.) 

the habit of reaching conclusions, 
the Habit of using conclusions. 

The schools have failed to a great extent in the 

fixation of thes8 Habits, because the child is forced 

to sit all day on a screwed down seat and swallow measured 

doses of a screwed down curriculum without reference to 

whether it cures or kills - mere passive acquisition through 

reading and talking in small radius, nearly all of the 

appeal being to the ear, and very little to the hand or the 

eye. How acquisition of habits or anything else is dynamic -

not static* It comes through seeing and handling - not 
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Hearing about or talking about* To talc© plao© at all, 

It requires a considerable radius of act In. Including 

trips stretching away from tne screwed down seat into the 

country or down in the commercial districts or industrial 

districts* 

In addition to these habits and secondary to them 

in order of importance, in fact, impossible without them, 

the child of America and of the present must be filled 

with IhBLtld^als, the *ideas, ideals and inspirations" of 

democracy* These ideas, ideals and inspirations certainly 

do not exist in the dull, dead trash of forgotten 

conditions. The teacher who is spending valuable time in 

pounding away on 

as bad or worse, is not getting very far towards the "ideas, 

ideals and inspirations* of democracy. 

But as stated lnja former paragraph the charges against 

the schools and school teachers ai^^al^ayaxbeenxtGQxxxxxxxx 

^nsxal have always bean too general,* If we expect to 

assist in getting at the difficultlas, we must be more 

specific in naming the difficulties. Teachers, in general, 

teach Just what the text-book contains. To a certainty, they 

will Keep on doing this very thing* Therefore the school 

administrator who seeks to get away from the old and 

out-of-date subject-matter of text-books, must do so by 

changing texts* But, complains the administrator, there are 

no text-bocks which are clear of the old dry-as-dust stuff* 

•34 grains make 
"30 pennyweights 
"18 ounces 

1 fannywelght, marked pwt 
1 ounce, marked oz. 
1 pound, marked lb., 

and a host of other echoes from the past equally 
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Tikis la true* It Is true, because the publishers are yet 

afraid, with a few exceptions, to make a financial venture 

on texts which make a radioal departure from well beaten 

paths* 

To get some idea of the amount of subject-natter taught 

in the elementary schools whioh has no bearing direct or 

remote upon life as we live it we refer the reader to the 

discussion of several text-books,adopted as basal texts 

in a great state, in a former paragraph* we can close this 

section with no mere fitting thought than that contained 

in an experiment made by nr. Leonard P. Ayers in the 

City of How Tori;. We give it in his own words.# (see 

Address to national Education Association, Salt Lake City, 

IS 13 ) 

* We had bean asked to make tests of the 
arithmetic and geography taught in the schools of one 
of the large Hew England Cities. Our experiments 
were confined to the work ox' the seventh grade® 
Turning cur attention first to the arithmetic, we 
found that the work assigned to that grade ?ms 
demoted tn mainly to the measurements of space, 
time, content, weight,etc, and was divided Into ten 
sections, we ehosa one example from each section, 
made from them an examination paper of ten questions 
and submitted it to ten successful business and 
professional men in New York City, with the request 
that they take the examination. Those men were 
earning yearly salaries ranging from two to fifteen 
thousand dollars. 

•After some protests, all of there complied, 
and triad to answer the questions. The man who made 
the best record was Owen Lovejoy, Secretary to the 
National Child Labor Committee, and he succeeded in \ 
getting a mark of 25$. We then gave the same 
examination to our office girl who was fifteen years 
old and had left the 8A grade of the New York 
public schools five months before, she got 75$. 

\ 
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•The cleax lesson of tills little experiment 
was that the schools are teaching arithmetic that Baa 
little application to the work of real life* Each 
man who took the examination earnestly explained that 
he had Known all those different measures once, hut 
that as he had never used them, they had slipped his 
memory* Two of the questions related to the purchase 
of paper In wholesale quantities, and of the men who 
took the examination, one was the business manager of 
a great magazine, while the other was the president of 
one of our foremost book-publishing houses* Both of 
these men purchase tons of paper every year, yet 
failed on those two questions and protested that 
the terms used In them had been obsolete for half 
a century.* 
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CHAPTER IY - THE HQHE AR B THE 8CH00L A8 JOXNT-AGTilTTS 
IH THE SOCIALIZATION OP EOTGATIOff. 

(A) There la a direct Relation between Hal-organization 

In the Howe and Dellngulncy In the Stjhool, 

45. An EKPERIHiiiHT - The terra ,wal-organlzatIon,serves 

our purpose very wall to describe any rurally group suf

fering from unnatural and Inharmonious ralatlonn such as 

poverty, divorce, stop-parent (In moat cases), drunkenness, 

unemployment, etc. W@ are using the terra dalinquiney to 

describe pupils who tall short or the average in both 

conduct and scholarship. 

Tt has been quite eon&luolveily proven in different cities 

that poverty is a direct cause of retarda:ion and crime, 

but nowhere have we seen statistics hearing upon the 

general relation of raal-organization and delinqulncy. such 

statistics should engage the attention of those directly 

interested in the family as a social group, and especially 

those who are interested in the home and the school as 

Joint-agents of education. To determine whether there is 

a direct relation between general rial-organisation and 

dalinquincy, the writer conducted the follovrlng investi

gation in a group of 3,160 children ranging in age from 

six to eighteen years. It was conducted in the following 

manner. 
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( a )  B l a n k s  w e r e  s s n t  t o  6 3  t e a c h e r s  c o n t r o l l i n g  8 , 1 6 0  p u p i l s .  

The8Q blanks provided three separate columns for listing -

(1) Pupils who gave no trouble in discipline, 

( 2 )  P u p i l s  w n o  g a v e  s l i g h t  t r o u b l e ,  

(«3) Pupils who gave much trouble. 

Teachers were asked to list all of their pupils and 

return lists to the office. Ho explanation of what was 

wanted with these lists was made. 

( b) After a sufficient lapse of time to Justify the 

supposition that the teacher would not associate her former 

classification of pupils with what was now required, we 

sent to each teacher a card,containing the names of pupils, 

with the items of mal-organization in the table baltawaiscrxxx 

below. . The teacher was asked to return only those 

upon which she could give positive and accurate information. 

Out of 2,180, there were returned 464 cards. T/hen these 

were separated according to the names of the pupils as 

listed on the original blanks , or blanks first sent out, 

they were found to be distributed as follows: 

Group X - Pupils giving little trouble 380 
Group II- Pupils giving slight trouble 148 
Group Ill-Pupils giving much trouble 68 

The percentage of pupils in each item of mal-organlzatIon 

is given below, in each of the three groups. 
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Table 1 - delation of wal-org-mizatlon in 
family Ufa to delinqulnoy In 
school life. 

Items of Group 1- Group II- Group III-
mal-organization. Pupils giving Pupils giving Pupils giving 

little trouble•slight trouble.much trouble. 

Pather net living 
lf#s 41 Vi/^ «w% "I M 

Inasmuch as these results cover only a limited number 

of cases, 464, and inasmuch as the average of several 

investigations made in different localities and under varying 

circumstances would be far more reliable than any one of 

them, it is not claimed that the conlcuaions indicated are 

final, with this understanding, we give a few of the 
Kb concluftefrs^wVtch t he table seems to lead.- * 

(1) The table argues that a drunken father is worse 
than a dead father, since the dead-father item 
above failed to show any direct relation tc 
delinqulnoy, while in the case of the drunken 
father, a very marked relation ap ears. 

( 2 )  A  d e c i d e d  r e l a t i o n  a p p e a r s  b e t w e e n  a  de a d  m o t h e r  
and delinqulnoy. This is a telling argument for 
mothers' pensions with its idea of keeping the 
mother influence over the child as it grows 
up, where the child is fortunate enough to possess 
a mother. 

( 3 )  T h i s  t a b l e ,  o r  f a r  a s  i t  i s  t o  be  t r u s t e d ,  r e v e a l s  
that living with a step parent is not as bad as 
living in a condition where the parents are alive 
but separated. 

(4) The table also reveals that even orphans are 
far less delinquint than the children of separated 
parents. 

(5) The three positive and unmistakable items of 
mal-organization -which the table reveals KXBX 
as bearing a very direct relation to delinqulnoy 
are poverty, drunken father, dead mother* 

Mother not living 
Both parents dead 
Step parent 
Separation 
Father drunkard 
Poverty 
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If, for the sake of further tasting this data, 

we assume that there should he only two groups of pupils, 

we are confronted with the alternative of placing Group II 

in either Group I or Group III* If we place it in Group I, 

we have the following general distribution -

Group I - Pupils giving little or no trouble •••408 
Group II- Pupils giving much trouble 88 

This grouping when distributed according to the 

items of mal-crganlzation, yields the following table-

Table II - Relation of mal-organization in 
family life to dellnquincy in school 
life, under the second classification* 

Items of Group I - Little Group II - Much 
mal-organization* or no trouble* trouble* 

Father not living 

A study of Table II merely emphasizes the conclusions 

drawn from Table !• The classification M the pupils 

in the second group, the pupils giving little trouble, 

with the no-trouble pupils of the first group, of course, 

presents the most favorable re-distribution that could 

be made in order that the data might not vary in its 

indications*. This is the classification that really should 

be made for the purposes of study; but when sending out 

the original blanks to t eachers asking that pupils be 

classified, the writer was fearful that,if a middle class 

was not inserted, doubtful pupils would be unjustly 

Mother not living 
Both parent dead 
Step parent 
Separation 
Father drunkard 
Poverty 
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placed* 

Let us now turn to the other alternative, that of 

placing Group II with Group III* It is clear that no 

class if loation oould he Just that would place any group 

with Group III, hut for the saKe of the test afforded, 

we will ma&e this distribution* 

Group I - Pupils giving no trouble 260 
Group II- Pupils giving more or less 

trouble 204 

Distributing the percentages in these two groups 

according to the items of mal-organlzation, we have-

Table III- Relation of mal-organization in 
family life to delinquinoy in school 
life, under the third classification* 

Items of Group I - Pupils Group II - Pupils 
mal-organlzation* giving no trouble* giving more or 

less trouble* 

Pather not living 7*8$ 5*0% 
Mother not living 8*0% 9*0% 
Both parents dead 4*6^ 2.4% 
step parent 1*5% 5.0% 
Separation 1*8$ 8*9% 
Pather drunKard 3.5% 5*9% 
Poverty 13*4$ 20*0$ 

liven when put in this most unjust classification, 

the direct relations noted in the first case are not 

altered, though, as one would expect, considerably 

reduced in their positive character. 

Having distributed the items of mal-organization 

through the t hree original groups, having than considered 

the mean group as a movable quantity capable of being 

classed with either the good or the bad extreme, and having 

go classified this mean, we find that the relations are 
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are the same in all three oases* The data thus Handled 

seems to yield quite convincing arguments in support or 

the thesis that there is a direct relation between 

mal-organization in family life and delinquinoy in school 

life. 

Why does this relation exist? There are many dif

ferent explanations based upon the many different sources 

or items of mal-organization, sxtxthaxaxaxa Into these 

various explanations we cannot go; but there are two of a 

general no-tare-j that we desire to notice -

U) The losses that come from having no normal 
parental authority to respect and obey. 

( 2 )  T h e  l o s s  o f  v a l u a b l e  s o c i a l  h a b i t s  t h a t  c o m e  
from functioning in a normal family group. 

(1) The child coming up in a mal-organized home in 

the great majority of cases is missing the vital influence 

of ^thority - authority which he must obey - authority 

differing from all other authority with which he is to coma 

in contact in his civil and social life, in that it loves 

and protects as well as commands - an authority more lllce 

the stern but just authority of nature than any other 

because it is the first remove from the authority which 

nature enforces to the everlasting weal or woe of every 

human being. The loss of this influence is not fully 

recoverable, it matters not what may be done iby' way of 

substitution, though that may be much. The race itself 

was not able to come up through its childhood of civilization 

without a religious faith in an absolute and stem authority. 
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That the raoa Has grown Taster ana stronger try virtue 

of this aufhsxtiyx belief Is abundantly proven by the 

unquestioned superiority of civilized nations, and 

especially Christlan nations. One of the present but 

temporary evils is a general laolc of authority in this 

nation. The fact that crime is,at present,increasing more 

rapidly than population is sufficient proof of thds 

statement*. The condition, however, is not alarming* Lilce 

many other temporary evils , it is a ly-product of 

fast growing democracy - a democracy whose muscles and 

bones has somewhat outgrown its brains - democracy in the 

gawlcy state* Already we are beginning to understand that 

liberty is not ttaunn license, and that true liberty 

brings to bear, somewhere In some way,, absolute and 

unquestioned authority. Democracy and despotism do not 

differ an the necessity of authority, they differ on Its 

location. 

But for the time being, not only do the children of 

mal-organized homes show the need of authority, but 

in a less marked degree aSbUsiolldXHHx our children as 

a whole show the same need - and so does the nation* 

The home and the school as Joint-agents of education, as 

the two fundamental supports of society, should lose, no 

further time in concerted action to re-establish what 

seems beyond doubt to be a waning respect for 

authority. If we do not make this correction through 

conscious effort, we shall be forced to maKe it sooner or 

later at the cost of hard experience* 
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(3) We Have said that the second general explanation 

of the relation of mal-organlzatlon in family life and 

delinquinoy in school life is the loss of valuable social 

habits that coma from functioning In a normal family 

group*. The child of the mal-organized home misses in his 

coming up many of the habits fixed by normal group 

functioning. (That there is such a set of habits and that 

they cling through life powerfully affecting conduct and 

entering largely into success or failure may be proven 

by the many thousands of cases where peculiar family 

conditions have caused habits originating in family 

group functioning to become especially noticeable* Pom 

example, every one Knows what is meant fcy the "oldest 

child1, the fbaby child1, the •widow*s son1, the "black 

sheep1,and many other expressions andxafchaxxaxprx which 

pronounced group habits in certain individuals have brought 

into use. The oldest child forms a line of group habits, 

some to his advantage and others to his disadvantage, b-u-t 

all contracted because of his being the oldest in the 

group of children. The youngest child has the same experience 

but quite a different line of hxbttsxx group habits. The 

middle children enjoy an advantage which both the oldest 

and the youngest miss - the advantages that come from 

looking up to an elder and also looking down on a younger* 

All this seems trivial and commonplace; but just such 

facts are at the root of social success. If we are to 

enjoy social as well as political liberty, it is certainly 

important that our group habits reoeive as much care 
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as our Individual habits* The raal-organizcd home disrupts 

and interferes with the harmonious formation of those 

habits coming from a properly organized family group% 

The product of the mal-organized home tends, therefore, 

to delinctuinoy in sohool, a social matter* Of course 

this delinciulncy will carry over into life* 

What is the lesson involved for the schools? 8imply 

this: stop hammering away on subject-matter read into the 

curriculum from one to eight hundred years ago, and read 

into the curriculum the living problems of today - of 

life as we live it* Among other problems immediately 

becoming prominent with such a movement would be the 

alarming decay Of family life* The school performing its 

proper function as a social engineering agency would 

organize a conscious effort against such decay* 

( 2 )  The State Should Guarantee to Every Child 

the Right to be Brought Up in 

a Formal Family* 

47%. H OME - * Every man»s house is his castle*0 This idea 

was politically sacred in "England two centuries ago. It 

was transplanted in this country along with the 

settlers who came* What proved to ba one of the most 

aggravating causes of the American Revolution was the vrrlts of 

assistance law passed by the English Parliament, permitting 

officers to search homes for smuggled goods* The sanctity 

of the American home was rather increased than diminished 

by pioneer conditions* Each family was a distinct industrial 

unit. It was much more independent and much less 
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inter-dependent so far as the rest of the world was c 

concerned* But with the application of the natural 

forces to matter came the faotory and the city and 

with the city came the immigrant problem and the 

overcrowded tenement* The following quoted from the 

Chautauqua Magazine, September, 1913, will aid us 

in realizing Just what is meant when we speak of 

overcrowded tenements* it is taken from a description of 

conditions® in Lawrence, Massachusetts, Just after the 

famous strike among the woolen mill employees in that 

city, in 1913* 

•Only about one half of the employees are 
adult males; in fact, the textile Industries are 
family industries* 

•Children are separated from their parents in 
many oases and oared for by others for small pay* 

•The workmen1s tenements, as might be expected, 
are congested and often unsanitary*. Fifteen or 
more persons live in small apartments*. The building 
regulations are inadequate and the danger to life 
and health is great* What morals and manners such 
conditions are likely to develop in the young 
hardly need emphasizing*.* 

In order to Justly appreciate the change that a 

century has wrought in the American home, we have 

adapted lie ̂ ring's two descriptions, one of the early 

nineteenth century home and the other of the early 

twentieth century hone, to the following parallel 

arrangement * 
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1800 A .35. 1900 A.D* 

The old type home 

was composed of -

1* Tha occupation of the 
father in which the 
mother and children 
often assisted, as 
in spinning yarn, 

2* The occupation of the 
mother including 
cooking, cleaning and 
making of clothes for 
the family, 

3. The garden or farm 
work on the patch of 
ground surrounding 
the house, 

4* The education and 
training of the 
children by the 
father and the 
mother, -both of 
whom were at home all 
of the time* 

The evolution of the 
modem teas factory has com
pletely changed the home -

1, By taking the father out of the 
home and forcing him to go 
to a distant working place -
the factory - to earn hie 
living. 

2, By the employment in 
factories and hence away 
from home of women and 
children* 

3, By producing goods so cheaply 
that even though persons 
should desire to continue 
production under the domestic 
system, they would be under
sold and hence forced to work 
in the factory or starve. 

4* By helping to center popu
lation in cities, whore owmg 
to high rants, the working 
man lives in a congested 
tenement and loses all of the 
physical advantages which 
accompany home life in the 
country. 

5* By furnishing wage employment for 
women and thus allowing them 
to delay marriage or to remain 
single for life. 

8*. By paying wages so low that in 
many cases a decent family 
standard cannot be maintained. 

The old home was on 
a physical basis of-

(House, 
( Surroundings,grounds, 
("Domestic occupations 
( for living,. 
(Home education* 

The new home is on a non-physical 
basis of -

(sympathy? 
(Confidence, 
(Companionship, 
(Mutual aid* 

0 

Such a basis requires -

(A living wage, 
(An intelligent motherhood, 
(socialized education* 
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48% STATISTICS OP THIS H OHHS - In 1900, there were 

18,187,715 families in the United states* Of those, 

38 * 851 lived in their own Homes; 14%7$ lived in mortgaged 

Homes; and 63*655 (more tHan Half) lived in rented Homes« 

(Census of 1900, Volume II) THat the Home Has ceased to 

He tHe center of Industry Hecomes apparent when we learn 

that 9,000,.000 of the 15,000,000 industrial wage earners 

of America Hold Jobs at a distance from their Homes; that 

5,000,000 women are engaged in occupations which require 

that they He absent from home, and that 688*000 ohlldren 

are all day long in factories where they are completely 

robbed of any conception or habituation which home life 

might bring them*. 

49* 90MB HE BDED CHAH0E9 Itf MAKiilAOE LAWS - When tllQ average 

state legislature reaches that stage in its evolution 

where it will give as much attention to the welfare of 

children as it gives to the welfare of calves, pigs and 

lambs, it may be that the future criminal will be 

exterminated £y making it impossible for him to come into 

existence, instead of £y breaking his neck on the 

scaffold* The reason we no longer have razorback hogs 

is because we have bred up a better stock. The plan would 

not only reduce crime, but it would reduce the necessity 

for punishment - would not only prevent the misery caused 

£y crime, but also the misery, the degradation and the 

cost of prosecuting criminals. 

The writer is no advocate of the extravagant demands 
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of the eugenics crank. Ha say be sane or lie may not be 

in his claims. But a few simple improvements in the marriage 

laws of tpresent time could be made with much 

advantage to human happiness and wellbeing without talcing 

anything from t* them , and thereby saving many from 

misery and wretchedness. The suggestions which the writer 

has to offer are not new nor original. They have been 

urged on the Chautauqua platform and through various 

periodicals for years. In substance they are ac follows: 

(1) Make marriage illegal unless published at least 
thirty days before it ocours. such a law 
would most certainly put an end to"marrying In 
haste and repenting at leisure*, and thereby it 
would cut off many a divorce. Clandestine 
marriages would become impossible. A publication 
law would force more responsibility on the 
parent. But the greatest value of such a law 
would be the results coming from the influence 
of public opinion which operating through 
the publicity period would have rretty much the 
same effect as a balancing wheal. 

( 3 )  P r e v e n t  t h e  m a r r i a g e  o f  c o n f i r m e d  c r i m i n a l s , ,  m e n  
and women afflicted with genital and constitutional 
diseasesi and the extreme feeble minded. Such 
marriages always bring misery and never 
happiness, why not prevent them? Individual 
Justice as well as sodial justice seems to demand 
It. Ho one will deny that every child has the 
right to be born well. Then, is it not the 
state's duty to guarantee that right? 

It is gratifying to note that several states have 

made considerable headway with laws which embody the 
/ 

principles named above.. 

ao. DIVOBCTS STATISTICS - The following compilation of 

divorce statistics was taken chiefly from Hlwood's Sociology 

and Social Problems. 
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In 1885, 

The United States- granted ..33*473 divorces, 
All rest Christian world 30,131 9 % 

in 1905* 

The United states granted @7,978 divorces, 
All rest of Christian world 40,000 9 • 

In 1905, 

Germany granted 1 divorce for every 44 marriages 
Prance * 1 9 9 9 30 9 

England 9 1 9 tl U 400 9 

Switzerland 1 « 9 9 38 9 

United States 1 9 9 9 13 9 

H«H.,H0«,Xans. 1 9 9 ft 8 . 9 

Cal»,Me*, 1 9 9 9 7 9 

Col •, Tax., Ark. 1 9 9 9 6 9 

Montana 1 9 9 9 6 9 

wash«( state) 1 9 9 tl 4 9 

Ellwood gives the following data to show how much more 

rapidly divorce is increasing than population* 

Divorces granted in the twenty years from 
1887 to 1907 ... •..•....1,000,000 

Increase from 1867 to 1886 divorce 167$ 
t o o  *  p o p u l a t i o n  6 0 $  

Increase from 1387 to 1906 divorce .. 160$ 
9 9 9  «  p o p u l a t i o n  5 0 $  

Ratio of increase -

In 1870, 8.b4 marriages terminated by divorce* 
In 1880,. 4*8$ 9 9 9 9 

m 1900, 8.0$ 9 9 • 0 

$y this ratio of increase, 

In 1850, 35$ marriages will be terminated by divorce 
In 1890,. 50 9 9 • - • 90 

51*- SOUS HE EDED CHARGES IK DIVORCE LAWS - Along with the 

suggested amendments to our marriage laws, the overwhelming 

preponderance of divorces in this country over the 

combined Christian world, indicates that our divorce laws 
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are too lax. Ellwood In Ms exhaustive statistical 

treatment of this subject seems to thixifc that there is 

little to do in the way of amending the laws. He says 

it is chiefly a question of education - the prevention 

lay eduoation of those evils which lead to family 

disorganization and divorce* With the statement that eduoation 

is the chief means of reducing or eradicating, we readily 

agree* But Ellwood disproves his own theory that the laws 

need no amendment by showing that,in other countries, 

nothing lllce the number of divorces are issued that are 

Issued in the United States* He also shows that in 

certain sections of the United states more divoroeB are 

issued than in other seotlons* How, this cannot be caused 

by the tendency of family life to decay more rapidly 

in this country than in other countries, because other 

faots prove quite the contrary* But there is strong reason 

to believe that this overwhelming preponderance exists 

solely because of a decided laxity in this country in the 

administration of law. Therefore, the divorce evil would 

largely disappear if the divorce laws were -

(1) Less general in character, 
(2 | Allowed fewer grounds for divorce, 
( 3 )  R e q u i r e d  m o r e  p o s i t i v e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  g r o u n d s  a v e r r e d ,  
(4} In every way made the cancellation of the marriage 

contract much more difficult than at present, and 
(6) Rarely granted the privilege of remarriage, even 

when divorce is granted so long as both the parties 
to the contraot remain alive* 

It seems reasonable to claim that if such legislation 

were accomplished in this country,divorce would fall to 

the level of frequency found in the European states 
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thus reducing family mal-organizatlon fromn this cause 

tremendously* However, we believe with Mr* Bllwood that 

eduoation in house-Keeping, oooKlng, nursing, sewing, 

household accounting and household expenditures will do 

more than law towards staying the tide of family 
iV\e w ovldL ovox" 

disintegration so unmistaKably indicated by these divorce 
A 

statistics* 

And what is the schools duty here? Clearly it must 

forget its musty subject-matter of dead languages and 

impossible mathematics and come to the. resoue of the 

family in its fight for life* If the school cannot be made 

a part of the social brain - and the biggest part - in which 

the social mind may awaKen to consciousness and ward off 

social enemies, then the school is not worth while* 

83. THE FLAOXHG OP 0RPHAH8 XH N ORMAL HOMES - The writer has 

before him a copy of a small magazine entitled The Kansas 

Children's Home finder* At the head of its editorial 

column,we learn that this periodical represents an institution 

chartered in Kansas in 1394. Its sole purpose is to find 

homes for orphan children. In the twenty years since Its 

organization, this institution has placed over 1,800 children 

in normal families* Its report for the month of April,1915, 

shows that it had on hand at the beginning of that month 

six children; that it received during the month, eight new 

children and five who were returned from homes in which 

they had been tried ; that seventeen children had been 

placed or replaced during the month, leaving on hand at the 
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close of the month only two children* A glance through 

the periodical shows that the Institution has a system of 

officers so distributed that the entire state of Kansas is 

carefully covered by the worJc of finding orphan children 

and also in locating possible normal family homes where 

they are wanted* Here is an institution operated on 

private charity whose expenditures are moderate and whose 

worlc is efficient. It should engage the earnest attention 

and study of public thought. This institution - and 

there are thirty eight of them throughout all the states -

has clearly demonstrated that there is small need for 

expanding orphan asylums and other like institutions where 

children are horded together and handled somewhat liKe 

convicts in a penitentiary. It has proven and is proving 

every day that for every normal child in America there 

exists a normal home somewhere in America. The problem is 

not one of creating a home - erecting buildings on an 

extensive scale - it is the simple problem of finding 

homes. It is not a matter of spending millions in briofc 

and mortar and stonet but it is a matter of creating an 

efficient system of public officials covering the state 

and the nation whose sole duty shall be to locate orphan 

children and available normal homes and bring these 

together?- with sufficient after supervision to see that 

each child is reasonably happy in the surroundings* Even 

if a certain amount of financial assistance is rendered 
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towards the upkeep of each child , it is no mora than 

tha state does under the present plan* 

Several private charitable institutions have begun 

to practice this plan and among the states which have 

awalcened to its possibilities are Massachusetts, 

Pennsylvania and Virginia* 

S3* CM THE MAL-ORQAlf XZED HOME B IS LE GISLATED OUT OP 

EXISTEHCEf Perhaps not entirely so, but thinK of the 

vast difference that would exist in America, (1) if our 

marriage laws were so drawn that hasty or secret marriage 

became impossible and public opinion jbeccme a mora 

powerful influence in its regulation; (3) if divorce 

ware reduced to the level of frequenoy in European states; 

(3) if generous mothers1 pensions prnxsntadxtx preserved 

the mother to the care of her children; (4) if the evils of 

accident, sicXness, unemployment and old age wre reduced 

by social insurance so that poverty would be effectively 

eliminated. Instead of 10,000,000 below the poverty line 

and more than 37,000,000 suffering from economic strain, 

perhaps it is not too optomistic to assert that each 

class would fall of 75$. Retardation and elimination in 

our schools would fall off from 30 to 35$ and with 

changes in the subject-matter of instruction which could 

be more easily brought about would almost disappear* But 

before the school can realize this dream, it must enter the 

several fields of action pointed out in this thesis and 

maXe the problems outlined in those several fields its 

problems. 
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( 0 }  T h e r e  I s  H e e d  o f  C l o s e r  C o - o p e r a t i o n  

Between the Home and the School* 

S4%. PRESET 8TATB OP 00-0PHRATI0H - la the days of the early 

nineteenth century, before the nays time of the city and 

the specialisation of occupations, common education was 

administered almost entirely £y the one-teacher school* 

The teacher "boarded around" from home to home among his 

patrons and thus baoame intimately acquainted with the 

home life of the children* It was quite common a long 

time after the "boarding around" had ceased for the teacher 

to visit by going home from school overnight with 

the pupils* This custom has also gone the way of its 

predecessor in the passing of the last generation and its 

way o of living* All the way from the rural district to the 

populous city, between the school and the home a gap has 

gradually widened as a result of the modern conditions 

of life*. As everything else has become specialized, so the 

school as an occupation has become specialized* As the 

factory door with its sign , *H0 ABLtXTTAHCis*, on the outsi&e 

closes for the day behind the last of the employees to enter 

so closes the door to the school house. True, the "no 

admittance" sign does not appear there in so many words, but 

it does exist in the minds of the public in most towns and 

cities throughout the countxyv The ordinary citizen 

approaches the schoolhouse with em harassment, transacts 

his business — for he never goes except on business — at 

the door if possible, and hurries away in relief* A few 
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mothers corse to secure special concessions tor their ohildren 

or protest against some real or imagined injustice* It is 

very rare for the home to oome into the school on a mission 

of co-operation unless the school Invites it and Keeps 

constantly and insistently on the job of furnishing it with 

something to do* But it the sohool would only wake up to 

its duty as the head of'the firm in the Joint-agency of 

home and school, there is no end to the prompting of 

public will that could be accomplished* Such problems as 

social Insurance, mothers1 pensions, family disintegration 

and the like - problems of life, not of dead languages and 

mm thematic a would immediately come into the public mind 

and be acted on by the public will, to the everlasting 

elevation and betterment of immunity* 

The child is wedged in 
between two separate govern
ments which are not only 
separate but often antago
nistic* Can he please both 
or either under such con
ditions? Is this a square 
deal for the child? 

This Is eo-operatloht ?) 
between home and school as 
it exists in most places. 

a  H  » i *  p  

The child Is the subject 
of a federated government , one 
branch of which (the home) is 
based on inalienable rights 
like those upon which a state 
is based, while the other (the 
school) is based on delegated 
rights like those upon ?mioh 
our union is based: both working 
in harmony, the one supplementing 
the other. This is a square 
deal for the child. 

This is co-operation as 
it should be* 
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55* IGHORAITOS OP THIS A VERAGE PARENT A8 TOn THE SCHOOLS 

A2H - One of the evils that results from the gap between 

the home and the school is the Ignorance of the average 

parent as to what the school Is trying to accomplish, 

either immediately or ultimately* This Ignorance often 

leads to opposition where had the gap been closed and 

a federation existed instead of hostilities or instead 

of armed neutrality, there would have been assistance and • 

progress% The following illustration occurred in the 

writer's school experience soma years ago* On the reverse 

side of the child1s report card, an arrangement was made 

so-that the parent might mark the child on hone,, studios, 

home duties, and home deportment* The card was thenxx 

sent to the parent with the child1 s school marks with the 

request that the parent examine the school record, fill 

out the home record, sign and return* The object was twofold 

first and chiefly to get the attention and thought of the 

parents in a co-operative act involving parent, child and 

school; second, to get a more Just estimate of the child 

by combining the two records that he makes, >.he one at 

home, the other at school* when the cards were returned 

after the first report, they afforded quite a study on 

the point we are now discussing* Some parents had seised the 

opportunity to show waht8angels®their children are at 

home by giving them 10G$ on each of the three pointy graded* 

Others had silently ignored the request, while not a few 

others had attempted an honest and conscientious reply* One 

card was returned with the following ideal expression of 
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the anti-co-operation sentiment* *This is our business0. 

This parent was induced to attend a meeting of the 

parent-teachers1 association where the aim of the report 

cards was fully explained* When this parent understood it, 

he got to his feet and confessed his astonishment that 

both school and home could fall sOt low as to become 

antagonists instead of protagonists in the child's education 

and welfare*. Since that time, this parent has been an 

active Supporter of all sane measures demanding the co
operation of home and school* 

The average parent thinks of the school as it existed 

when he was a ohild, and in terms of the ohildlsh impressions 

that he got then and has failed to reduce and correct since. 

The first elephant that the writer ever saw still remains in 

his stockm of impressions as almost as big as a house* When 

he went back a few years ago to the old country home of his 

early boyhood, the spring which he expected to find a 

half mile away at the foot of a mountain, was only a few 

yards from the doop and at the foot of a gentle slope* In 

like manner the parent remembers his school in the same . 

dimensions and importance that he attached to it then and 

not the dimensions and importance that he would attach to it 

now, should he behold it from the viewpoint of an adult as 

ha does the school of today to which he is comparing it* 

All this evil error comes from being out of touch with the 

school and what it is doing or should be dc&iiig* This dame 

parent, who demands the school of twenty years ago, would 

not tolerate the bank of twenty years ago, the diygoods or 
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grocery store, the railroad trails , the hotel or even 

the home. He demands the latest and hast In all these 

things, because he has Kept conversant with them by Intimate 

association and readily sees how each new improvement fits 

into the changing conditions of the times, But when it 

comas to the school, there has been no intimate association 

with It since he left it and his childish impressions of 

his school now fixed in the adult mind are lilcely to cause 

unfavorable criticism of the modern school unless he Is made 

thoroughly acquainted with its alms as he is with the aims of 

the modern bawc* store and railroad train. He remembers that 

in hlsj3ohool they worKed by the day and not by the Job; 

and he often boasts that it was a good honest day, stretching 

from sun-up to sun-down. He remembers that they put in the 

time on reading, writing, spelling find ciphering and left 

out such*fads and,; frills0 as drawing, singing and physical 

culture. He seems to thinK that because ho got through on 

these things, that they are the proper things for his 

child. He does not seem to realize that although he succeeded 

on these things, he might have o^c^u'sk**, far more on something 

better. 

Each year philanthropy donates §130,000,000 to private 

education in America. This money reaches less than 1$ of 

the children. If there existed th9 close co-operation between 

the school and the home that should exist, tiQourly all of this 

vast sum would go to the aid of the common schools and thus 

touch the lives of more children, out of 143 cities reporting 
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to the Bus sell Sage Foundation only four had received 

private gifts for the public schools, yet these cities 

reported the urgent need of $10,500,000 more than could 

be raised by public taxation* 

iiew York city and Philadelphia present two noteworthy 

examples of Public School Associations supported by patrons 

and designed to assist the public schools in working out 

live educational problems# Among other problems undertaken 

by the New York Association in the last three years are the 

following : 

Shall the school serve lunches? 1913. 
Commercial education,1913. 
Course of study in the high schools of New York City,1913 
Study of the feeble minded, 1913. 
Compulsory attendance, lr>13. 
Report on vocational guidance survey, 1913. 

Among other investigations made iy the Philadelphia 

Association are -

The child, the school and the job. 1913. 
School lunches, 1915# ' 

53# TiO PAHMX-T3ACHER ASSOCIATION - Mr# bearing in his 

Social Adjustment says, 8Indefinite and indeterminate 

ideas of the social mind, can be'made definite and determinate 

through expert determination and analysis and only through 

the passage of legislation based on such investigation and 

analysis#8 Graham Wallas in his recent social psychology 

entitled The Great society, devotes mora than half the 

volume to chapters on organized thought, organized will 

and organized happiness. 
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The idea of social acquisition, social assimilation 

and social expression Is becoming a common Idea. Ho thing 

has occured within recent times fraught with more opportu

nity to Induce social acquisition and social assimilation 

than the spread of the parent-teachers1 association* The 

study of the child and Its eduoatlon by a neighborhood; 

body of parents touches life at every vital point, and is 

quite llKely before it is over to Involve every live 

social, civic and moral Issue of current Interest* All 

questions hereinbefore discussed are bound to come In for 

treatment centered around the child's welfare as a motive 

for study* The motive is all sufficient* The leader of the 

parent-teachers1 association who mafces child welfare his 

central theme for all programs and places all endeavors in 

the hands of only those cap a bale Zy nature and training 

to discuss such questions, will find that the Interest will 

not lag, that what was at first merely interesting has 

become constructive, and that public thought can be tre

mendously modified as to social, civic and educational 

questions. When the school is bringing about such results 

as this, it is accomplishing the very highest ends and alms 

for which it was created* The parent-teachers1 association 

will do more to close up the gap between the school and the 

home than all other influences combined. 

Furthermore, these associations may be made to have 

a very salutary effect on the school board. If that isody Is 

disposed to play politics In its appointments, 

or if hampered fyb those who desire it to play politics, 
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well directed discussion bearing upon the child1s 

interests as opposed to political interests will, in the 

course of time, completely eliminate such practices* The 

writer has also seen the tax howler so nearly silenced by 

the worh of the association that he is no longer fills the 

board with fear and trembling at the time of raaKing a fcp 

the annual budget and levy* 

5T. THm S OCIAL ST fHVET - The social survey is far more 

dynamic in effect than the parent-teachers, association, but 

less lasting in results* The ttfo worK remarkably well 

together, the survey in the role of a fact finder and 

the asociatlon as the place to evaluate those facts -

the survey as the faculty of social acquisition, the 

association as the faoulty of social assimilation* 

Social community surveys should be directed by the 

very best leadership in sociological thought obtainable, 

but this leadership should worfc through a local board 

which is thoroughly representative of the institutional 

life of the community* The schools, however large or 
C O N  

small the community may be, should always to a greater 

or less extent the machinery of the survey, for Just such 

service should be one of the chief reasons for the school's 

existence* The school machinery and distribution reaches 

practically into every home* The teacher is certainly one 

of the most intelligent agents of distribution and 

collection that could be employed* She certainly should 

come into contact wl&h the facts that a social survey will 

furnish. 
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laie writer lias before him a report of the first of 

a series of social surreys now being made by the Sociolog

ical Departmnnt of th^tfniversity of Kansas* It was 

conducted in a town of about 3*000 inhabitants* As 

indicated in the introduction to the report the demand for 

the surrey came from the community. It should be so* and 

the schools of the community should be the chief influence 

in bringing about the demand. A glance through the report 

shows that the surrey went into such subjects as -

11) General character of the population, its 
stability* education and prosperity* 

(3) The municipal government* showing the absurd 
inequality of representation under the present 
system* the degree of efficiency of the present 
tarn system* and the public utilities* 

( 3 )  T r a d e  a n d  i n d u s t r y *  s h o w i n g  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  m e n  
and women engaged in each occupation and their 
earnings* and the family budget• 

( 4 )  R e c r e a t i o n s  b o t h  c o m m e r c i a l  a n d  p u b l i c *  s h o w i n g  
how the children and also the adults spend their 
time* 

(5) Education* covering the subjects of buildings and 
grounds* play, retardation and elimination*and 
acceleration* the occupation of the high school 
graduates since leaving school* and the school 
as a social canter* 

( 6 )  T h e  c h u r c h  a n d  r e l i g i o n *  g i v i n g  t h e  t o t a l  a n n u a l  
church expenditures* the church membership* the 
regular Sunday church attendance* the condition of 
Sunday Schools and the Sunday afternoon problem* 
and the social work of the church* 

( ? )  C h a r i t y *  g i v i n g  t h e  s t a t i s t i c s  o f  c h a r i t y  e n d e a v o r  
in the town* showing the • astonishing overlapping1, 

of charity* a brief survey of the poor farm* 
delinquincy, repeaters* disposition of oases* the 
•pernicious* fine system now in force* the city 
and county Jails. 
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( 8 )  P u b l i c  h e a l t h  a n a  s a n i t a t i o n ,  s n o w i n g  t h e  

local death rate, the average age, number of 
births, and the causes of child mortality% 

The report is full of statintiaax local statistics 

on all of the headings and subheadings above nmaed% It 

contains information enough to Keep a live parent-teachers1 

association in that town busy for two or three years to 

come. It is concluded with a olraareutxiistxafx clear 

list of recommendations whloh the writer understands were 

made the issue in a recent municipal election in the town, 

winning over tl» opposition 2 rya dociaaa majority. 
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CHAPTER V - HJSXNES3 A ND THE SCHOOL AS JOIHT-AGMTS' 
IH THE SOCIALISATION 0? EDUCATION* 

( A )  W i l l  B u s i n e s s  C o - o p e r a t e  w i t h  t h e  S c h o o l ?  

68% A GAB BE TWEEN BUSINESS AND TH E SCHOOL - The gap 

between the hose ana the school, comes at last to one of 

Its logical conclusions, A gap between business ana the-

school* The average business man ioofcs upon the business 

ability of the average school man with considerable 

reservation* The business man Is apt to regard the school 

man as boohish, theoretical, impractical and visionary* 

Is this patnlmxjuatxarxunjuatxx opinion Just or unjust? 

Be that as it may, It exists as a little Investigation in 

any community In any section of the state will show* It 

comes from the fact that the schools, still lingering in 

the things of a hundred years ago, are not touching life -

are not touching business, are not touching the business man 

in his daily thought and action* What other attitude could 

we expect? The business man's opinion of the school man is 

but his reflected opinion of the sohool* LIKe the parent 

described elsewhere, he measures the school of today by the 

school he attended twenty five or thirty years ago* That 

school looms large and important, because it exists in his 

present mind in the extravagant proportions he gave it as a 

child, and which he has not corrected since because he has 



not come in contact with schools, or what is more nearly 

the truth of the matter, the school has not come in 

contact with hi®. 

5W%. B USXHESS W OULD OO-OPERAES IP THE S CHOOL W OULD 
CO-OPKRATE - In the several cities where the industrial 

oo-oporative school has been organized no trouble has ever 

arisen from the failure of business to co-operate with the 

movement. On the other hand, the uxmsualxhlatarjuoc universal 

history of these cases shows that the business men have always 

bean in favor of such movements and have volunteered their 

assistance in carrying them into effect« (See section on 

industrial co-operative schools.) in Hew York City, *A 

number of classes are conducted with the active co-operation 

of employers and labor organizations. Manufacturers have 

contributed maohinery and material as well as advice, and 

have visited the schools and have advanced to higher 

positions employees whose fitness was demonstrated toy the 

visit to the class room or the school shop. Committees of 

employers and labor organizations have made several 

elaborate reports looking to the improvement of the 

instruction and equipment, and many of their suggestions have 

been acted on. The co-operation has been marked in the case 

of the sixth industrial school, namely, the evening school 

of industrial arts.« (John H%Haaren, Associate Superintendent 

Schools, Hew York City.) 

Associate Superintendent Haaren recounts the 

organization ty > the schools of classes in salesmanship 
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in the large department stores adjusted to the hours 

of business and indicates that the plan finds great favor 

with business men. In the co-operation referred to, the 

report futther states that business men have offered to set 

up school rooms near their places of business so that their 

clerics might be taught in classes of twenty or more, the 

classes running all day alternating the clerics in the store 

so that they lose little time and no wages. In this same 

report, we learn that business in Ohloago offers the 

same ready response,and what is true of business in Hew 

YorK and Chicago is true in many other towns and cities, 

and indeed will be found to be true in any town or city, 

where the school, is willing to use for its subject-matter t 

the subject-matter of life. 

60. TH1 B OAHD 0? mJCAIXON AND BUSINESS - Many a school 

system fails to measure up to the possibilities of the 

community it serves because of the extreme passivity of its 

board of education. A community tends to fall into the 

habit of electing to the school board a class of men who 

are neither pronounced failures or successes either in the 

business or professional world* Such men will sooner or 

later bring the school system to the same status in which 

they themselves exist. A continuously weaK board of education 

means, in time, weak schools; a continuously strong board 

means, in time, strong schools, furthermore a continuously 

strong board of education means the respect and support of 

business. 
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Boards of education can do much to win the colour

ation of business, by the use of business methods in its 

omi transactions and the administration of the 'schools* 

Clear cut business methods involving a generous though not ' 

extravagant budget, clearly and concisely reported so that 

the public is fully apprised of the use of every dollar, 

will do far more to win the co-operation of business 

than niggardly expenditures handled in an unbusinesslike 

way. 

(3) The no-opera 1ve Industrial School is a 

Vast linpwtemasit over our Present 

schools* 

31. omozn AIM TOOT? OF SB E O O-OPERATXYK X HDUSTRZAL 
SCHOOL - What is now generally known as the co-operative 

industrial school has gradually corse into existence 

through the last twenty years, under such names as the 

part-time school, the Cincinnati plan, the Fltohburg plan 

and the Beverly plan. It has been called the part-time school 

because the pupil spen^ half his time in school and half 

at work, alternating time units as one day in school, 

the next day at work, or one week in school, the next week 

at work. In so far as it my be necessary, the school 

course is correlated with the work. If the pupil has fully 

decided on his vocation and has a position leading in that 

direction, this correlation is somewhat mora emphasized 
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than it would be otherwise. 

this school originated in Cincinnati several years 

ago from whence it has spread to quite a number of 

cities and towns throughout the country. Whenever 

introduced, it at once becomes quite popular with both 

industrial and commercial interests, because it fully 

identifies itself with life along these lines by Bringing 

the school into organized relation with other living 

things such as factories, stores, mills, offices, etc*. 

The name, co-operative industrial school, is coming into 

general use because the plan requires the closest 

oo-operatlon between business and the school- stated in 

general terms, the plan contemplates making business, 

industry, life, the laboratories and subject-matter of 

education on-the one hand, while on the other the school 

becomes the machine, the brains, for interpreting, 

evaluating, organizing and applying the data gathered from 

these- great laboratories and this subject-matter of life. 

In an addres before the National Education Association 

in 1913, upon the success of the Kisnx co-operative plan in 

Cincinnati, superintendent Condon stated that it was first 

instituted in that city in.1909, when it w^s applied to a 

continuation school for children who had le^ft school 

in the fifth* fourth or fifth grade to go to work. Under 

date of May 31,. 1909, six of the largest machine 

manufacturers in the city addressed a communication to 

the superintendent of schools asking that such a school 

be opened. Its application was enlarged the following year 
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installing EHUXSHHX co-operative courses for both 

boys and girls In two of tlie largest high schools in the 

city. The third extension of the plan was in 1811, when 

a law was enacted requiring all pupils under the age of 

sixteen who had left school before completing the eighth 

grade to attend a co-operative industrial school for 

at least four hours a week.. In the course of Mr. Condon1 s 

description of the working of the plan in Cincinnati, 

he gave utterance to the following:: 

•The school Is the place where the teacher 
explains and demonstrates; the shop, store and home 
the place where the pupil applies and repeat© the 
process, until he has learned that v/hich the 
teacher taught. Back and forth from the school to 
the shop and store; from the store and shop to 
the school, the teaching and the learning go on 
side by side - explanation and application; 
theory and practice; study and work - until by 
sufficient repetition the process has been 
learned and the teaching has been forgotten** 

82%. SO0110)11 C VALUE OP THE CO-OPEHATIVE SCHOOL - ( 1) The 

oo-operative industrial school gives the struggler in the 

•submerged tenth* of mankind a fighting chance for an 

education - a fighting chance to lift' himself into the 

class of skilled laborers% Just in so far as it affords 

such opportunlt y, it counteracts the ever present tendency 

in civilization towards caste , and just in so far as it 

affords such opportunity, it brings us cnne step nearer 

democracy of opportunity. The oo-operative school assisted 

1by mothers' pensions and social Insurance, it seems beyond 

a doubt, would in course of time - and a short time that-

solve the problem of poverty and illiteracy. 
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( 8 )  H o t  o n l y  w i l l  I t  gi v e  m o r e  O p p o r t u n i t y  t o  t h e  

su&merged tenth, tout It will also wonderfully relieve the 

45$ of humankind who range from Just atoore the poverty 

line to Just below the level of the well-to-do* There 

would toe thousands of hard run gathers and overtasked 

mothers relieved from the endless nervous strain, if 

their children could only toe breadwinners at the same 

time that they are procuring their educational training, 

provided always that the ' tor a adw inning, so far from toeing 

deleterious In its effects, contribute to the physical and 

mental well toeing of tha child and to his equipment for life* 

Many investigations toy economists in recent years show 

that the average Income for the average family of the 

laboring classes is about $050, Investigation also shows 

that it takes about #900 to keep the average family 

(the parents and four children) above economic pressure, 

that is, provide the necessaries of life, a decent cottage 

to live in, decent clothes and a few nickels for picture 

shows and occasional outings, Thdo it can toe seen that the 

gt -Mer half of humankind are living pinched lives and that 

the effort to sustain their children in school without any 

assistence fro® the children themselves is an economic 

problem which is nerve racking beyond expression to the 

father and mother who love their children. The family of 

.the average laboring man contains four children, two of 

whom are twelve and fourteen years of age respectively. 

How, thara is no scientific reason, biological, psychological 
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and aooiological whybthe dduoatlonal training of these two 

children should not at the same time be br eadw Inning and 

there are economic reasons for asserting that they can earn 

at least half If not all their up-keep. Information 

secured in connection with age certificates in different 

cities# (Cincinnati, Leavenworth, Hew York City and 

Philadelphia•) Indicates that children foora twelve to 

fourteen years of age can earn an average wage of §3 

per week. If their work ww rerformed under the direction 

of a sympathetic and informed teacher instead of under 

a cold blooded,Ignorant boss, experience shows that there would 

be more output and that it would be of a better quality. But 

if the output were the same, each of these children would 

contribute $1«50 per weeh for about forty weeks in the 

year to the family income* 

(3) There is no reason, except the objection of men 

who think that money and business are the only things that 

deserve any consideration, Why the government should not 

guarantee a marftat and a price to the output of the 

schools, provided of course that this output must be 

satisfactory in workmanship and material* There is no 

statement fraught with more common sense than the claim 

that the children of the land in the schools, could make a 

large percent of the government supplies, both federal and 

state, besides a considerable number of other things that 

would not interfere with competition. This would not only 
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make the child1s addition to the family income both 

definite and certain, but it would also furnish an 

incentive on the part of the factory manager for 

co-operation where the incentive might otherwise not 

exist. 

It may be objected that such a plan la socialistic, 

that it could be operated only at a loss, that the business 

world would never furnish the necessary co-operation and 

that it would interfere with business* The plan is admittedly 

socialistic, but no more so than many other enterprises' 

now being undertaken by both federal and state governments. 

It is admitted also that at first such a plan would be 

operated at a loss so far as the material side la concerned, 

but so are all plans for education, if we demand that there 

be an immediate material output for the money invested* As 

time went by and the proper adjustments were made in the 

schools and in the factories, and between school and factory, 

this loss would dwindle to nothing, and all government 

guarantees would be withdrawn*. The experience of many 

cities where the industrial co-operative school has already 

been put Into operation la sufficient proof that the 

co-operation of business can be secured* As to the last 

objection, namely that it fill interfere with business, 

the experience of cities where it has been tried is also 

an answer to this argument* It does not interfere with 

business, but on the contrary, it improves business, else-

the cities where it has been introduced would not continue 

to enlarge the plan with each passing year, as the history 
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83. HDUOATIOHAL VALUE OF THE CO-OPERATIVE SCHOOL - It is 

the tendency of all educational systems to become 

abstract* Yilading to this tendency has caused the overthrow 

of all systems of the past. It will prove tlx be the overthorw 

of the present traditional system and the beginning of the 

end is already in sight* All systems were industrial in 

their inception* How, if secondary education were reorgan

ized upon the co-operative plan, it would eliminate the 

tendency of subjects to become abstract. In fact, the most 

valid objection that can be offered to the plan is the 

objection that it has exactly the opposite tendency - the 

tendency to drift too much towards the concrete and lapse 

into mere trade training, such objection is removed by 

Keeping the schools in the hands of teachers v/hosa cultural 

training has be^n as fully developed as their industrial 

training and whoc, therefore, appreciate cultural values., 

since culture had at first to grow out of industry, has 

always grown out of industry and from nowhere else, we may 

Seel quite sure that there will never come a time when 

culture will die out from the earth because our schools 

liave been industrialized. 

The co-operative school would greatly simplify the 

problem of constructing courses of study* If education is 

preparation for life, then each community should seek to 

prepare its fihlllren for its own community life, not the 

life of some other community. Therefore an accurate 
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analysis of the community life would determine the 

framework of the course of study* Such a course could he 

correlated with oulturo values far more easily than most 

of th* traditional courses of todays Tor example, it is 

easy to combine both logically and psychologically any 

amount of cultural material With school gardening;; and 

little difficulty attaches to teaching moot efficient 3y 

any given unit of good literature if itxnanxbex we can 

find its contacts and associations in some local, actual, 

living condition*. 

84*. 80CIAI.I2IKG VALUE OF THE CO-OPERATIVE 80H00L - The 

co-operative school lends itself quite happily to the 

common use of the two great classes, the leisure group and 

the lacoring group - far more readily than the present 

system* The leisure group, though tit / would not at 

first take advantage of the opportunity to work in field* 

factory or shop, would receive from the beginning the 

benefits that would result from bringing our highly 

abstract courses of study back into the realm of the 

concrete and practical* nothing socializes education so 

much as making it practical - taking It out of the 

terms of inflexible eighteenth century dogmas and rewriting 

It in terms of twentieth century scientific facts* That 

which touches life is bound to be socializing in its 

nature, that which does not touch life is bound to be the 

opposite* This is but another explanation for the gap 

that has grown upm between the traditional school on the 

one side and the home and business on the other* Whatever 
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beoomes vitalized la In fair way to become socialized* 

The co-operative school iy the very nature of the plan 

upon which It Is organized brings Into close alliance 

the home, the school and business, the common motive 

of the alliance being the child in whom all three of 

these big Institutions are immediately Interested* 

The people of the western world have leveled its 

forests, dredged its rivers, constructed its canals, 

ribbed its remotest parts together with steel, and 

reduced its waste places* Our physical freedom as a 

nation is well nigh accomplished* The day is at hand when 

we should devote more time to our spiritual freedom* The 

day is at hand when the home, business and school must 

work in the closest alliance not merely that the next 

generation may be greater than this financially, but 

that it may be greater physically, mentally and morally -

so that it may mount a little higher on the wings of 

religious, political and social freedom than has this 

generatcion - so that man may continue to idenitfy 

himself a little more closely with the universe. 

Por the formation of this master alliance the home 

and business stand ready and waiting. It remains for the 

school to cease its opposition , turn its face from the 

past towards the future, assume its rightful place at the 

head of the coalition and lead the rising generation to 

such opportunity as never confronted man before* 
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